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INTRODUCTION 

In 1963 the 29th Oklahoma Legislature created the Human Rights 

Commission and direct~d it lito work tOi4ard removing friction, eliminat-

ing discrimination, and promoting unity and understanding among all the 

people of Oklahoma. 111 To meet this mandate the Commission, in 1974, 

issued a policy statement on Community and Intergroup Relations. In 

this statement the Commission pledged to 1). "work to create a heightened 

awareness of human rights-related needs and problems and the necessity, 

for citizen involvement in their resolution," and 2) "aid groups of 

Native Amew'ican Indians, Blacks, Mexican-Americans and other minority 

group citizens in establishing meaningful dialogue and cooperation with 

local officials and governmental bodies. ,,2 Given this statutory mandate, 

this project assesses the general nature of the problem of police

citizen relations in the state and presents possible means of addressing 

this problem. 

I 

For the past ten years, and recently at an increasing rate, Oklahoma 

citizens' have been complaining of abuse by law enforcement officers. 

The criminal justice system is perceived by many as being either incapable 

or unwilling to investigate abuse complaints adequately and ilnpartially. 

While redress of grievances by citizens against police officer's is 

theoretically available under federal law, a satisfactory resolution of 

many of these grievances has not materialized. 

-~ ---_&._-- --"------ ~----"-.----
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Further, neither state nor municipal avenues of redress have al

layed the concerns of citizens. Municipal grievance procedures are non

unifonn and vary significantly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

Moreover, there is little public knowledge of the inner workings of the 

Gomplaint process. As a result, the Oklahoma Human Rights Commission 

has received complaints and requests for assistance from aggrieved 

individuals and community groups. 

Problems iln police-citizen relations have been a continuing concern 

of the Oklahoma Human Rights Commission. The Commission has, to the 

limited extent pennitted by 74 O.S. 953 (e), evaluated some of the 

specific complaints and referred citizens to appropriate state and 

federal agencies. The Oklahoma Human Rights Commission has also examined 

this problem as it affects intergroup and race relations. Specifically, 

in the April 26, 1977 Hearing on Indian Civil Rights Issues in North

western Oklahaaa and in the study Race Relations in Oklahoma: October, 

1979, both minority and majority Oklahoma citizen respondents stressed 

police-citizen relations as an area of grave concern. In the April 26, 

1977 hearing, Native American respondents testified that they felt that 

there was a double-standard justice system that included police harass

ment of Native Americans and unequal protection under the law. 3 Results 

from the 1979 Race Relations study indicated that Native Americans, 

Blacks, Hispanics and Whites considered the criminal justice system to 

be a human rights-related problem. Areas of concern expressed by the 

respondents included the disproportionate arrest rate of Native Amer

icans for alcohol-related offenses, the excessive length of the com-

t. , 
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plaint process, the failure of police to adequately investigate and 

publicly expose crimes against minorities, the lack of minority repre

sentation in the higher ranks of the police force, and the need for 

bil ingual capabi 1 ity on the part of pol ice officers in appropriate 

communities. 4 

Recent events in the state of Oklahoma have also indicated that the 

problem of police-citizen relations persists. These events reflect the 

multi-faceted nature of this problem and are outlined in the following 

categories: violent intergroup conflict, such as the civil disturbance 

in Idabel; the questionable use of deadly force by police officers, such 

as in Oklahoma City, Muskogee, and Tulsa; the questionable use of deadly 

force by Citizens, as in Oklahoma City; alleged police brutality and 

harrassment, as in Weleetka, Edmond, Watonga, Guthrie and Lawton; allega

tions of police abuse and subsequent intimidation of a complainant, as 

in Cleveland; civil judgments against police officers/municipalities for 

violations of civil rights, as in Bryan County and Edmond; lack of 

public confidence in investigations of crimes against minorities, as in 

Enid; alleged police misconduct and involvement in illegal activities, 

as in several communities across the state. Moreover, there have been 

several police officers killed in the line of duty by citizens. Most of 

the above events have received extensive coverage by the electronic and 

print media in the state. The problem has also elicited a cover story 

in the June, 1980 issue of the Oklahoma Monthly magazine, numerous 

editorials, and considerable attention as a topic of concern in broadcast 
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forums. 

The national media have also focused increasing attention on the 

prob It:ilI of pol ice-ci tizen rel ations. SUch popular televi sion programs 

as "Lou Grant,1I "The White Shadow," "Hill Street Blues," and "Barney 

Miller" have dealt with sensitive issues such as police misconduct and 

the use of excessive force. "The Killing of Randy Webster,1I a made-for

television movie, documented among other things the complexity of the 

process of seek i n9 red ress of gri evances aga i ns t pol ice officers. 

"Fort Apache: The Bronx," a current box-office attraction, deals with 

much of the above subject matter. The topic of police stress has been 

cons idered on tal k shows such as "Donahue" and has spawned the creation 

of the quarterly publication Police Stress. Further, the March 23, 1981 

issues of both Time and Newsweek have presented as cover stories the 

subject of the rise of violent crime in our society. 

The rise of violent crime and the social and political factors in 

the society that have precipitated its emergence as an issue serve as a 

backdrop for a consideration of contemporary police-citizen relations. 

Among those factors that have combined to create the current climate are 

the economic reality of inflation, high unemployment, and projected 

cutbacks 'in social programs; a revolving-door criminal justice system 

that is perceived by many as failing to protect citizens from violent 

crime and as affording the accused more rights than the victim; the 

growth and increased visibility of extremist groups and the r~~ulting 

polarization and confrontation between differing groups; and the pro-
<' I 
'.j ... ; 

, , 
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1 i feration ,of communit'y sel f-protect ion groups whose activi ties border 

on vigihl1tism. These factors and the "pressure-cooker" atmosphere they 

create impact heavily upon the quality of police-citizen relations. In 

the midst of this climate of turmoil, a delicate balance must be struck 

between citizen pressure for strong measures to combat crime on one hand 

and the preservation of civi 1 rights on the other. 

The individual po'lice officer often finds him/herself in the middle, 

a victim in the maintenance of this precarious balance. No examinatio~ 

of the problem of police-citizen relations can ignore the stress ex

perienced by police officers or the mutual distrust of citizens and po

lice. As Chicago~ De'puty Chief Raymond Clark states regarding the 'latter 

part of the protilem, "If people shun us, dislike us or mistrust us, 

there's no way we can do the job right.,,5 

Concerned about the various aspects of the problem described above, 

the Oklahoma Human Rights Comm'ission, in late 1980, adopted this project. 

The Community Relations Department was given the following general areas 

to serve as an outline for the examination of the status of police

citizen relations in Oklahoma: (l) To what extent and in what ways do 

Oklahomans perceive a problem in the area of police-citizen relations? 

(2) Are present laws adequate to ensure the protection of life and the 

preservation of civil rights? (3) How can alleged police crimes be 

investioated and evaluated in a manner that is impartial? (4) What oJ 

mechanisms can communities activate to improve police-citizen relations? 

--------"-------~ ---" 
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To meet the mandated objectives of the Oklahoma Human Rights Com

mission and to follow the above guidelines, the Community Relations 

Department, which consists of three Community Relations Specialists, ex

ami~ed the historical role of the Oklahoma Human Rights Commission; 

defined areas of police-citizen relations in which recent, identifiable 

problems exist; monitored local and national media treatment of police

citizen relations problems; conducted in-person interviews, where possi

ble, with involved citizen group leaders and law enforcement officials; 

researched available sources of information on the subject of police-

citizen relations, including federal studies and publications, current 

journals and magazines, and newspaper accounts of conflicts or litiga

tion; and conducted research into the legal background and case law 

regarding the use of excessive force by police and citizens as covered 

by 21 O.S. 732 and 733, the "fleeing felon" statute. 

The following report addresses itself to many of the aforementioned 

aspects n.f the problem of police-citizen relations in the state. Most 

important, the report recommends that the state legislature pass legisla

tion and that municipalities adopt policies to address certain aspects 

of the problem. In addition, it is hoped that the document, while not 

the definitive, comprehensive analysis of a complex social problem, 

serves as a catalyst for further discussion and provides a foundation 

upon which interested groups and appropriate agencies may build to 

achieve the critical goal of improved relations between police and the 

citizens they serve and protect. 

~ 
! 
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PROBLEMS OF POLICE-CITIZEN RELATIONS 

In order to obtain a sense of the mood and perceptions of Okla

homans regarding the problems in police-citizen relations, the Community 

Relations Staff targeted citizen group leaders, community representa

tives, and criminal justice system professionals from across the state. 

For the most part, these respondents were eager to participate and share 

their percept'lons. Some police professionals declined to participate on 

the basis of departmental policy guidelines. The interviews were con

sistent in that they followed a general outline, with the interviewer 

and respondent hav'i ng the flex; bil ity to concentrate on areas of speci a 1 

interest. (see Appendix A) 

This section deals with the responses to the request for iden

tification of problems in the area of police-citizen relations in Okla

homa. Some research material has been juxtaposed to place comments or 

issues into a general perspective. Many respondents expressed concern 

about the same problem areas. The areas of excessive force and citizen 

redress of grievances will be dealt with in more detail in subsequent 

sections; however, the topics will be handled here briefly as identified 

sources of concern. 

The problem areas fall into three general categories: 1) excessive 

force; 2) grievance pf'ocedures; and 3) human relations factors, which 

describe perceived problems ranging from the broad topic of cultural 
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awareness to the specific issue of Indian Trust Land jurisdiction. . 

"People are afraid of the pol ice." That comment, Simply stated by 

Lanny Endicott, Chair of Tulsa's Human Rights Commission, is suggestive 

of the larger problem of the use of excessive force and, in some in

stances, deadly force on the part of police officers. This perception 

is representative of the views of many Oklahoma citizens and was 

mentioned as a major problem by most respondent citizens. 

When a police officer uses excessive force, according to Opio 
( 

Toure, Oklahoma City attorney, "he/she crosses the line from being an 

enforcer of the law to breaking the law. II In Toure ' s opinion, the law 

should reflect the concept of "reasonable force," meaning lIonly that 

force which is reasonably required to make an arrest." He adds, IIOnce a 

person has cuffs on, you need not beat that person. Police officers in 

Oklahoma do that every day. Once a ~~rson is lying on the ground, you 

need not shoot that person. II 

While excessive force in the form of brutality is perceived as a 

problem, the increasing incidence of the questionable use of deadly 

force by police officers against citizens has placed the latter area at 

the top of the list of citizen concerns. Mike Turpen, Muskogee County 

District Attorney, cites the unprecedented fact that during a period of 

nine months, three Black males were killed in separate incidents by 

White police officers in Muskogee. In one of these killings, the police 
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used deadly force against a citizen who was fleeing apprehension in a 

manner that was neither violent nor life-threatening to the officers. 

With regard to the use of deadly force against so-called "fleeing 

felons," Turpen is of the opinion that this grant of power given to 

pol ice officers, particul ar1.y wi th regard to property crimes, is "too 

broad" and ultimately is "unfair" to the officer who takes a life. This 

act, which is sanctioned by law and reinforced by training, nevertheless 

leaves the officer ill-equipped to cope with the criticisms of bad 

judgment and fanaticism that inevitably ensue. 

The perspective of David Breed, head of Western Neighbors, Inc., a 

community organization in Tulsa, is representative of the view of some 

respondents that human life should be valued over property. Breed 

states that he is 

... bothe~ed by the amount oflfo~ce associated too 
often with p~ope~ty c~mes. The~e is no good ~eason 
fo~ using a .357 magnum pistol when someone is ~un
ning azvay from a p~ope~ty c~Une in which it is cle~ 
that no one has been inj~ed and no weapons ~e being 
used. My mind tu~ns to jel ly when I hea~ that p~o
pe~ty cminals ~e shot in the back. Deadly fOI'ce 
is not an app~op~iate means of 'catching' someone. 
My p~eju~ce is that police shouZd be t~ained to 
~un faste~! 

Comments such as this are indicative of citizen perceptions that ex

cessive and deadly force are serious problems; however, the complexity 

of this issue warrants further examination, which is included in a sub

sequent section of this report. 

~_--"4 _____ --'--- ___ _ 
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Respondents who commented on excessive or deadly force connected 

this problem to the procedural difficulties facing a citizen seeking 

redress of grievances against misconduct by police officers. These 

comments were accompanied by suggestions of both increased administra-
,.. 

tive review and control of police-involved offenses, and citizen review 

of serious police misconduct. Police professionals cited preference for 

the former, while citizen respondents stressed the mistrust by the 

public of the workings of inner-departmental review and cited a desire 

for community input into the investigation of questionable police prac

tices. This issue of review of misconduct is a "red flag" in the rela

tions between citizens and police. It is here that the problem of 

polarization created by "mutual mistrust" and misunderstanding, as 

mentioned by LaDonna Harris, Director of Americans for Indian Oppor

tunity, comes into play. Moreover, this is the dividing line in the 

perceptions of pol ice professional s and citizens. 

Law enforcement officials are generally opposed to the establish

ment of citizen review boards and perceive them to be unworkable and 

unnecessary. The rationale of this opposition ranged from the fear of 

"hand-cuffing" the police and the destruction of morale, to the lack of 

citizen understanding of police training and the problems involved with 

being a police officer. Concerning citizen review boards, Charles Owen, 

President of the Oklahoma Chapter of the Fraternal Order of Police, 

says, lilt may give the citizen a false hope of security. We oppose them 

(citizen review boards). We don't like them because we know that they 
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are not going to service the public in the end." He continues, "I know 

the kind of investigation that goes on and it is much more impressive to 

be handled by one of your own than to have a civilian try to tell you 

what their opinion is, because of the fact that they don't know your 

training. They don't know what your problem is." 

Citizens, on the other hand, generally responded that they were 

apprehensive about the lack of "accountability" of law enforcement to 

the public. Several persons used the phrase lithe fox guarding the 

henhouse" to describe police evaluation of alleged police misconduct. 

Millie Giago, Director of the Oklahoma City Native American Center, 

restates that concern: "In no way can the police department police 

itself. It's just like a mother thinking her kids aren't doing some

thing wrong. They just don't see where they're doing anything wrong at 

al1." Mike Turpen feels that even though a police internal affairs 

investigation process might be legitimate and effective, he nevertheless 

concedes that the procedure is "a house investigating itself" which 

"doesn I t have the appearance of objectivity. II 

It is apparent from the above comments that the issue of citizen 

redress of grievances is fraught with controversy. The problem of 

redress and viable alternatives to the dichotomy that now exists between 

citizens and police are examined in more detail in a later section of 
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this report. It is hoped that the alternatives recommended in the 

section will address the concerns of the public without undermining the 

ability of law enforcement officers to function effectively. 

HUMAN RELATIONS PROBLEMS 

An examination of the problem of police-citizen relations reveals 

numerous aspects of the problem that do not neatly fit into the cate

gories of excessive force and citizen redress. For the purposes of this 

discussion, these aspects will be grouped under the label "Human Relations 

Problems. II 

It is important to note that what follows is perceptual in nature. 

Since behavior is often more rooted in the perceptions of reality than 

in reality itself, any serious effort to improve the quality of polic~

citizen relations must include an examination of these perceptions. 

Moreover, the section includes a consideration of the positive efforts 

undertaken by Oklahoma citizens to transcend the traditional barriers 

between police officers and citizens. These programs form the basis for 

the recomme.ndations that conclude the section. 

Citizen Perceptions of Police 

Leonard Benton, President of the Oklahoma City Urban League, views 

the sphere of police-citizen relations in the historical context of the 

j t' 
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role of police in the preservation of the socio-economic status quo. He 

comments: 

I think that the callousness lilhich ex'ists is bol'ne 
out of, not yea1'S, but centul'ies, in ie~s of the 
tl'aditional 1'0le of law enfol'cement officel's, es
pecially in l'elationship to mino1'ity communities. 
And I think that the 1'0le they have J';l'aditionally 
played has been one of pl'otecting the pl'opel'ty; 
and that is econamic in natul'e. Theil' SUPP0l't 
comes fpom the TTr3l'chants, fl'om the pl'opel'ty ownel'S, 
fpom howeowne1'8, fl'om those pel'sons in. society 
having an economic stake in society, and that the 
emphasis has been on the pl'otection of that pl'O
pel'ty. And they l'et:"eive theil' sUPPOl't, they roeceive 
theil' salal'ies fl'om those lilho have the abili"tf,f to 
pay the highel' pop.tion of taxes which goes to sup
POl't law enfol'cement officials, so they, (the 1'0le 
of) law enfol'cement is that they al'e se1'Ving theil' 
mastel'S as.such. The people wno find themselves 
opPl'essed, cel'tainly blacks, othel' mino1'ities and 
poOl' people, that they db not see them as; law 
enfol'cement officials, histo1'ically, do not see 
themselves as being se1'Vants of that constituency; 
and that they (mino1'i ties) al'e the pl'ob lems. And 
to a cel'tain degl'ee, they al'e the pl'oblems, because 
they can have verry little appl'eciation fol' pl'opel'ty 
lilhen they own no pl'opel'ty. That continues to exist 
now, and I think that law enfol'cement officials, and 
the pl'oblems we have in te~s of attitudes and in 
te~s of pl'aatices, in te~s of use of deadly 
fOl'ce, in te~s of poOl' police-community l'elations. 
They 'l'e all bOl'ne in the system of economic depl'iva
tion and oppl'ession that exists, and I don't think 
that they can be taken out of that system. 

Reinforcing Benton's perspective is the following description of 

the influential role the elite play with regard to police-citizen rela

tions in a small-town environment. In her comments Phyllis Brown, a 

former employee of the Guthrie Police Department, refers to the rela

tionship she has with Evelyn Nephew, the head of the Guthrie NAACP, and 
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the coalition they have developed to challenge the existing power struc-

ture in their community: 

Evelyn and I wepe the fiP8t two BZaak and White 
people that 8tood up togethep in thi8 town and 
tpied to dO anything. And we felt like it 8hould 
be a aommuni~ effopt to try to bping a grand jury 
to 8ee into a lot of the impPoppietie8, beaau8e it 
not only affeated the Blaak people, it affeated the 
White people. And we have a 8ituation hepe whepe 
if we have a wino, that '8 weU known a8 a wino, 
he 'l l get bu8ted up until the fifth of the ronth, 
then aftep that he won't get bu8ted anymope, aau8e 
everybody know8 he '8 bpoke. But whenevep the people 
aane in fpan the aountry alub on Satupday night, no 
one get8 bu8ted. .You know, we've got a 8ituation 
wnepe the elite aPe the elite. And that '8 ppobably 
a verry ~piaal 81'1rll l-town 8ituation, but that '8 the 
name of the game. What we have hepe i8 just a peal 
8tpOng powep 8tpua1(upe, and we've got about 30 peo
p le that pun thi8 town. And they pun the po Hae de
paPtment. They pun everybody. 

The system described above by both Benton and Brown forms a back

drop for a consideration of the attitudes that citizens voice concerning 

police officers. There is a universality of negative perceptions about 

police that sets the stage for negative interaction. Many citizens 

anticipate that any contact they have with police will be negative in 

nature. This is created in part by the citizen's primary experience, 

whether that be receiving their first ticket, being asked what they're 

doing out late at night, or being asked, "Do your parents know where you 

are?1I These experiences create the mind-set that the police are a 

control factor, an agent of harassment. This, combined with "horror 

stories" passed by word of mouth, press accounts of brutality incidents, 

and televised confrontations with police, is su~;ficient to reinforce 

. 
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those primary negative experiences. 

The negative mind-set described above on the part of the citizen is 

exacerbated by the additional perception that, as described by Mike 

Turpen, police are "apart from rather than a part of ll the community. 

This is amplified by the absence of positive contacts with police of

ficers due to the limitations imposed by the workload of police, the 

fact that most officers do not live inl the community in which they work, 

and the fact thr.t officers spend much of their time in squad cars and 

exit them on1y in situations that are perceived by citizens as negative. 

Another major area of citizen perceptions of police, which is 

particularly held by members of minority communities, is that involving 

racist attitudes and a lack of cultural sensitivity. Leonard Benton 

argues that the basic problem is IIthat because of historical conflicts 

and attitudes which have existed between law enforcement officials and 

especially minority communities, there still are a great number of 

officers who have attitudes which are racist in nature, borne out of a 

system of discrimination and segregation." Lawton Police Chief Robert 

Gillian lends an element of support to Benton's statement by admitting 

that although IIthere is no place in the pol ice department for outward 

racism, you can't look inside the mind of an individual officer and 

determi ne how prejudi ced he is. ,,6 

Complaints of racist attitudes are manifested by the use of racial 
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and sexual epithets towards n~mbers of minority communities. The field 

experience of the Oklahoma Human Rights Commission substantiates that 

such tenns or labels as "Chief," "Tonto" or "Princess," "Nigger" or 

IICoon,1I and IIBeaner" are still being used by law enforcement officials. 

These epithets go hand in hand with traditional racial or cultural 

stereotypes such as all Indians are IIdrunks,1I all Blacks are IIpimps or 

hookers, II all Hi spanics are "lazy, II and all youths wi th non-tradi tional 

or IImod" appearances are IIpunks on dope." An example of the reper

cussions of the police holding racist viewpoints is the controversy that 

surrounded complaints by Black Lawton citizens over a "Hunting Regula

tions" flyer allegedly handed around the Lawton Police Department. This 

overtly racist literature set bag limits for Blacks and stipulated 

regulations that were all keyed to blatant racial stereotypes. (see 

Appendix B) 

While the persistence of these misconceptions is unfortunate, and 

although some overt racism and bigotry may exist in individuals, most of 

the negative perceptions by citizens in this area fall into the category 

of cultural insensitivity on the part of a majority of officers. Cul

tural sensitivity includes the awareness of the multiplicity of meanings 

of common phrases or non-verbal behavior, the understanding of the 
, 

cultural or religious implications of physical appearance, the ability 

to understand the cultural dialect of citizens, and the cultural differ

ences in the perception of and reaction to physical contact. The im

portance of recognizing cultural pluralism and learning to deal effec-
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tively wi th di fferences is stressed by Dr. Samuel Chapman! who teachl~S 

Police Administration at the University of Oklahoma, when he notes: 

"There is more than one community in town. There are many communities. II 

The whole question of minority citizens perceiving treatment by the 

police to be motivated or intensified by racial factors is mirrored by 

the feel ings of those in lower economic strata who perceive that they 

receive undue attention from officers. This perceived aspect of "power

ful vs powerless" extends to the homophobic and jingOistic phenomena 

borne out in interviews with citizens and in comments made by Lanny 

Endicott and Opio Toure. Endicott points to a 1976 study on sexual 

preference prepared by the Tulsa Department of Human Rights, which 

indicated that poor relation::, ~·ith police was named the top problem by 

500 Tulsa gay respondents. Opio Toure relates that foreign nationals 

have experienced harrassment at peacefui and legal demonstrations of a 

pol itical nature. 

Respondents mentioned the absence of effective affirmative action 

to be a leading indicator of racist or discriminatory attitudes on the 

part of police departments. All citizen respondents cit~d the h'iring of 

more women and minorities to be a desirable goal in improving police

citizen relations. Some citizens, however, recognized the difficulties 

faced by those police departments which, while attempting to recruit 

minorities and women, are at the same time requiring higher educational 

standards than in the past. David Breed views this problem as a "con-
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flict between two desirable goals,1I upgrading the quality of all of

ficers on the one hand and recruiting personnel from non-traditional 

groups on the other. The difficulty of competing. with the salaries 

offered by private industry to individuals of these groups was also 

mentioned as a factor inhibiting effective affirmative action. 

While most law enforcement officials are committed in principle to 

affirmative action, they recognize that the lIold guard ll peer pressure 

that often still exists makes it difficult for women and minorities to 

perfonn effectively. State FOP leader Charles Owen describes the intro

duction of females into the field of police work: 

I think a lot of people (poliae) have never related 
to uizen we brought WOmen into the poZiae serviae, 
there was no aounaeling or anything whatsoever. It's 
a brand new deal. I've not only seen, I think, the 
lives of good female rearuits ruined beaauae of the 
inability to serviae them in some TTrlnner in the way 
of aounaeling or ability to reaat. Our people, in 
uizat ws solely a TTrlle-dominated program, uiziah it 
stiZ l is, we did not aounael our men on how to 
handle this thing. 

Attempts on the part of police departments to achieve affirmative 

action goals have also been hampered by the perpetuation of the IImacho ll 

male image of the police officer. Detroit officer Katherine Perkins 

addresses this syndrome and adds her perceptions of what women can 

contribute to police work: 

They had this attitude, '.You want to be here? 
Wel l, you oan an it without my help!' The men 
seemed to be so psyahed out on this si:J:-foot/ 
two-hundPed-twenty pound image of what a aop 
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should be. It was ridiauloua. Any fool aan 
shoot a gun. What you really need is intelli
genae and senaitivity--that's what women bring 
to the job. 7 

In addition to the psychological factors that stem from the tradi

tional male image, the specifics of height and weight requirements for 

police officers are also rooted in that image, which impacts negatively 

on the recruitment of females and males of certain ethnic groups. Lee 

Reynolds, Director of the Law Enforcement Minority Persons Project, 

National Urban League, describes this phenomenon: 

••• poliae offiaers must be 5 foot 9 when the sta
tistws show that· even having a height requirement 
of 5 foot· 8, you are eliminating 90 peraent of the 
female appliaants, beaause the average female is far 
below 5 foot 8. And also you are eliminating 44 per
aent of all TTrlles. 8 

Another primary concern of citizens about pol ice-citizen relations 

is the issue of selective enforcement. Minority respondents cite such 

practices as the lIoverkillll of sendi ng more units than necessary to an 

incident in a minority neighborhood. Revlon Belle, Director of Opera

tion Uplift in Enid, says, IISometimes I think they send more people than 

is necessary to take care of the job. II This only reinforces the per

ception minority citizens have that police are only there to control 

them. Belle goes on to say, III think they need to explain these types 

of procedures or techniques to the public so that when people pass by 

and see these kinds of things, they know exactly what's going on.1I 

ti 
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Minority citizens were also critical of what they perceived as 

police selective enforcement based on racial stereotypes. Both Millie 

Giago of the Native American Center and Pam Chibitty, Director of the 

Native American Coalition in Tulsa, decried the practice of police cars 

waiting outside pow-wows and other social functions. Giago states: "If 

we have any kind of doings, social, where there's going to be drinking 

and stuff, we can always count on the police being there before the 

evening is over." Oklahoma Human Rights Commission field experience 

illustrates the negative apprehension on the part of minorities which is 

attached to this practice. For example, it is the perception of Choctaw 

citizens in Battiest that a 1979 highway patrol license check roadblock 

was part of a conspiracy to'deprive them of the chance to vote in a 

hotly-contested school board election. 

Other examples of selective enforcement were mentioned by citizen 

respondents. They ci ted the confusion created by the "Littlechief" 

decision that established only federal and tribal jurisdiction on Indian 

Trust Lands. Some political subdivisions have been accused of not 

providing police or fire protection to Indian families because of the 

duality of the jurisdictional question. Robert Trepp, a representative 

of the Creek Nation Legal Department, states: 

Anothel' pl'ob Zem that I 8ee i8 the doub Ze 8tandal'd 
the poZ'iae hav'e. Beaau8e they kind of hide behind 
thi8 Indian Countroy thing everoy ahanae they get ••• 
When an In~an famiZy has a aompZaint and need8 pl'O
teation =~ 'Oh, that'8 Indian Countroy, we aan't heZp 
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you! ' But when on~ of the 8ame t:amiZy membel's i~ 
acaused of 80meth1,ng', they'l'e l'1,ght out thel'e p1,ak
ing them up and taking them to jaiZ. 

Another example of selective enforcement cited by Blacks, HispaniCS 

and military personnel is the "Mother's Oayll syndrome, wherein certain 

targeted citizen groups or areas are perceived as being overpoliced, 

usually on pay day. One form of this phenomenon is the perceived use of 

public drunk fines to fill a city's coffers. Public drunk arrests are 

made on the judgment of the arresting officer and no tests for intoxi

cation are required. Oklahoma Human Rights Commission research has 

indicated that in one western Oklahoma community, not one White person 

was arrested for \.lei;C drunk in four years. 

A Tulsa respondent, Lanny Endicott, describes the alleged harass

ment of citizens at establishments frequented by gays in Tulsa. A few 

years ago, this fostered a climate of anger and resentment that resulted 

in a near-riot situation in which police cars were overturned by citizens. 

In a related incident, thirteen gays were arrested for jaywalking after 

respondi ng to an officer in a paddy wagon who beckoned them to cross the 

street. 

The common denominator in all of the above examples of citizen 

perceptions is a lack of trust of the police officer specifically and 

the law enforcement process generally. For minority groups in parti

cular, this lack of trust is traditional and is often rooted in fear and 

-----~--------------------------------~----------------------------_ ..... -.. ---------------.....-------"------~--
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suspicion of the authority represented by the police. Pam Chibitty, for 

example, attributes the low level of trust held by the Native American 

cClfmrunity to 

••• the hi8torioaZZy poor reZationship Indians 
have had lJJith the government. The federaZ 
government ~oke innumerabZe treatie8 and 
Zater 8ent Indian ahiZdren to boarding 
8ohooZ8, wnere they were 8tripped of their 
ouZture and language. The poZioe just re
pre8ent another branoh of that authority 
wnioh oan't be trusted. 

Beyond the symbolic power of law enforcement, however, lies a 

distrust of police practices which are !'ooted in a tradition of ex

perience for many citizens. David Breed cites an example of a Black 

church in Tulsa which conducted training "essions for it.s congregation 

on how to get arrested and survive. Further, in conjunction with the 

Presbyterian Urban Ministry Council of Tulsa, Breed also conducted an 

informal experiment with church groups to explore the possible dis

crepancy between White middle-class and Black congregations with regard 

to their trust in the law enforcement process. The remarkable results 

'indicated that the White middle-class respondents overwhelmingly assumed 

that if their child was arrested, he/she was probably guilty as charged; 

the Black respondents, on the other hand, assumed that the validity of 

the arrest was suspect and felt strongly that their child was innocent 

until proven guilty. Such a discr'epancy in perspective can be partially 

explained by the following, all-too-typical example related by Revlon 

Belle: 

L, __________ ~ ___________ ~ ___________________ ~_ 
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~e 0c:t' onoe puZ led me over and I had my lJJife and 
k~d8 ~n ~he oar and he was oaming up on the pa8-
8enger 8id~ of the oar and he was playing lJJith hi8 
gun. My hd now hate8 the poZioe just beoau8e of 
that, 80 there'8 one rore per80n he just rrr:zde an 
enemy lJJi tho 

Police Perceptions of Police-Citizen Relations 

The role of police officers as perceived by citizens and by the 

officers themselves forms the basis for any consideration that might 

lead to constructive change in the relationship between these two groups. 

What follows is an examination of the perspectives of police profes

sionals concerning the roots of poor police-community relations; the 

ambigui ty of enforcement; the expectations the publ ic places upon of

ficers; and the origins of the "US vs Them" attitude that pervades the 

discussion of police work. 

The expectations the citizenry places upon the police are often 

burdensome and unrealistic. The no-win situation that faces police 

• administrators is complicated by too large a geographic area to police, 

too few funds to adequately staff and train departments, little public 

support or knowledge of police functions, a multiplicity of laws and 

paperwork, and increaSing obligations on servic~ delivery. Oklahoma 

City Police Chief Tom Heggy comments on the ambiguity inherent in the 

legal mandate given police: 

People. partioularZy in Oklahoma, aren't 8ure what 
they wnt the poZioe to do. See, you oan't agree on 

.---~. ------ --- .----~. --~-
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liquor-by-the-dvink, on how you ~nt marijuana handled, 
you can't agree totally on wnat a crime is, not really, 
and ~ 've got this larceny law that says anything over 
$20 is a felony. It should probably be over $50 or $100 ••. 
I would like to Bee the police mission in this country 
completely IJedefined by law. I think ~ need the c.-it
izens to tell the legislature out here, 'Hey, ~ want 
the police to do this and this, and ~ don't want 
them to do this, ' and get us out of it. 

The integration of the police mission with the wishes and desires 

of the populace is a critical factor in law enforcement. Unfortunately, 

the social disintegration prevalent in our society has led to neighbors 

not knowing neighbors and the cop on the beat being unfamiliar with 

his/her social charges and constituency. This is made more difficult 

with the accelerated growth and increasing urbanization of Oklahoma. 

Nonnan Police Chief Don Holyfield states, "We have 194 square miles and 

65,000 people (in Nonnan). We can't be everywhere at once." Muskogee 

District Attorney Mike Turpen describes the problem of community dis-

integration: 

Citizens are frustrated because their expectations 
are too high. Law enforcement used to be people 
taking ca}'e of themselves. Now citizens have for
feited the streets to the criminal element. We've 
got to get back to a sense of community with people 
taking care of each other. If neighbors aren't 
helping neighbors. you can have a cop on every cor
ner and there will still be crime in the middle of 
the block. There's no sense of community between 
neighbors and police. It's snowballing in a real 
negative ~rection. 

These expectations are heightened by the media popularization of 

the cultural image of the Super-cop, an omnipotent, tough, efficient, 
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and compassionate officer who never fails to solve a crime in short 

order. Charles Owen echoes this major concern about citizens' 

... inability to understand thai; we are not 
TV cops. We do not have the scientific things 
that Dick Tracy's got. We cannot solve a case 
in DO minutes like 'Adam 12.' And you'd be sur
prised, in the community they think, 'GOsh, we 
saw that on television, they (the police) can 
surely do that out there.' Wel l, they're not bound 
by the Rights of Miranda and decisions of the 
court, and we are. 

These expectations of the police point to their internal conflict· 

between the designated role of crime fighter and the implicit role of 

problem solver. Contrary to popular belief, much of police work in

volves addreSSing the manifestations of social problems. Chief Heggy 

addresses these issues in the following: 

I think the other thing that the citizen doesn't 
realize is that we're handling an average of 
2700 domest;~'caZZs a month in Oklahoma City. 
They jumped a thousand in the last year, and that 
takes a lot of police time. They're asking the 
police to do what a minister or psychologist or 
somebody can't do. They're asking the police to 
handle all the social problems in the country, 
and I'm talking about, overall now, and police 
aren't equipped to handle social prob lems. Our 
training is supposedly for crime investigation 
and we spend 86% of our time on social problems. 
I'm talking about lost kids, domestics, neigh
borhood squabbles, and everything else. We have 
a lot of training in that area, but we're not 
trained to give our total time to that ••. The of
ficers are well educated, but there's no direc
tion from the state on exactly what the police 
1:'ole should be. So for everything that comes 
up, everybody says, 'WeZl, let the police do it. ' 
And it's reaZly a problem. 
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In a letter to the editor in Psychology Today, April, 1981, David 

L. Sandy of Belle Vernon, Pennsylvania writes: 

As a poliae offiaer, I wonder why the polioe 
are not aonsidered as a helping profession. 
Poverty, arime, drug-ad~ation, juvenile 
delinquenay, mental illness, alaoholism, and 
child abuse are all problems that must be 
faaed by the helping professions, but only 
in poliae work does one have the opportunity 
to faae them all. 9 

Many police resent the imposition of social duties for which they are, 

in some cases, ill-equipped to deal effectively. In a police-community 

relations workshop held in October, 1980, by the Southwest Center for 

Human Relations Studies, 93, Oklahoma City patrol officers considered 

this function of social responsibility. Their consensus is the follow

ing: 

Domestia situations are often one of the most 
~ffiault and unpleasant jobs patrol offiaers 
are aalled on to handle, and for wniah they 
feel the least aompetenae. Many do not per
aeive they have any other role in these sit
uations other than to restore peaae and pre
vent injury. They are not arisis intervenors, 
mediators, aounselors, and should not be ex
peated to behave like social workers, marriage 
aounselors, youth workers. 10 

Within this context of role conflict and unrealistic public ex

pectations, the police officer is in the position of receiving nega

tivism from the citizenry and criticism from virtually every direction. 

The psychological polarization that gradually develops in the officer is 

often reflected in the coping strategy of an "US vs Them" mental i ty. 
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The June, 1980 Oklahoma Monthly article, liThe Thin Blue Line," offers an 

excellent synopsis of the ingredients of this attitude: 

Only one type of Them used to faae poliae-
ariminals. Now it extends to their own 
poliae department with the 'bosses,' to 
the general publia that demands perfeation, 
and to the ariminal justiae system that seems 
to ha~e taken on ~ personality when aops dis
auss ~ts perseaut'1-on of them. No longer is 
the physiaal danger of the job the most stress
fU~ f~r them; it's the psyahologiaal duress 
b~~ld~ng day after day aaused by turning emo
t~ons on and off, of seeing first hand the 
ariminal's viatims, of trying to follow re
gulations of the bos8e8 and 8till hold the 
respeat of their peers, of endle88 paperwork 
on arrest8 wnere the suspeat i8 on the streets 
before the paperwork i8 finished. In any 
humn bein.g, thi8 bottled-up stres8 wi l l find 
an outlet. One-half of all aops have marital 
problem8, and poliae have two times the no~al 
~vo~ae rate. A third have health problem8, 
part~ularly ulaers. A third have drinking 
problem8. A fifth have problem ahildren. 
They have three times the 8uiaide rate. 11 

The most obvious manifestation of this "US vs Them" attitude is 

that which is faced by police officers in fighting serious, often vio

lent, crime. Particularly during this time of increasing violent crime, 

the necessity of a get-tough policy, as articulated by Chief Gerald 

Loudenmilk of Terre Haute, Indian~, has clear implications for the 

police officer: 

If it boil8 down that it'8 us against them 
I want it to be U8 ••• You've got to meet ' 
forae with forae. Our robberie8 are up and 
one of those robbers i8 going to kilZ 80me
body. If the burgZar i8 breaking into a 

--- ----~.-"-~~~ 
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house, as far as I'm concerned, he's paid 
for. I'll take the consequences. 12 

Another major factor that impacts upon the attitude of the in

dividual officer is labor-management conflict within the department. 

Robert D. Gordon of the International Conference of Police Associations 

describes this phenomenon, of which the public is largely unaware: 

.You must keep in mind what brought about 
unions of policemen in this country, and what 
has brought about the request for a (poliae) 
Bil l of Rights, because our rights have been 
violated trom the day I went on the police 
department where the chief was Gbd-almighty. 
He hired, he fired, he transferred, he dis
missed. If he didn't like the way you looked, 
you were out of a. job. 13 

Police also feel threatened by what they perceive as the arbitrary 

imposition of internal discipline, as Lloyd C. Sealy, Professor of 

Criminal Justice, City University of New York, says in the following: 

The multitude of departmental regulations and 
the nature of the police job assure rule vio
lations. Pragmatically, this results in po
Zice management trequently ignoring breaches 
and invoking sanctions at its convenience. 
The sometimes arbitr~ and capricious ap_ 
plication of ~scipline results in a per
ception by police personnel that sanctions 
are invoked When the agency wants to get off 
the hook and needs someone to take the rap. 
The ambivalence which police have of the 
pUp'pose of discipline influences their atti
tude toward police management, a8 well as 
toward the public. 14 

The relationship of police with the public in general also adds to 

the psychological duress experienced on a day-to-day basis by police 
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officers. This is described by Gary P. Hayes, Executive Director, 

Police Executive Research Forum: 

The view of the aommunity is not an enemy, 
but you place yourself in the role of a 
police officer, eve~ person is a potential 
prob lem for him, or a potential, I don't 
want to say 'enemy,' but trouble he has to 
deal with, a person. So that deve lops a 
aertain outlook, not one in which eve~
body is viewed as an enemy, but in a con
text, potentially, people could all be prob
lems to them on an individual basis. Any
one walking along the street aould turn out 
to be a robber or some other problem they 
have to deal with. 1S 

The feeling of being apprehensive in dealing with the public is com

pounded by the mutual apprehension felt by citizens toward police, as 

described by respondent Revlon Belle: 

It is a stressfUl job, and let's face 
it--you have a job where no one likes you, 
simp7y because of the unifo~ you wear. 
And the fact is that he is this person who 
could easily control Whether I live or die 
at any moment, so people don't like you. 
And they voice that sometimes. And the 
peop le that do like you, you 'Z l have to 
be very careful When you're around them 
because there wil l come a time, TTk:Zybe 
one day, when they're cruising through 
the city or something, and they run in-
to a bad cop, and al l of a sudden you're 
one too. 

The police officer is also the personification of the criminal 

justice system. Citizens view the police as having more responsibility 

than they actually have for the climate of crime in our society. The 

resentment for the failings of a large, cumber'some, and sometimes in-
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effective criminal justice system is individualized and focused on the 

officer. The frustration of being a cog in the wheel is expressed by 

Cha rl es Owen: 

We are just 8imply one 8aale of the ariminal 
justiae 8Y8tem, ltJe 're the enforaement portion, 
but then there '8 the aourt. Then you have 
your probation and parole and you have the 
whole 8aale of people and we're a8 exa8perated 
a8 evepYbody i8. If we aatah a guy and he '8 
baak in the neighborhood the next day, that'8 
not neae88arily our fault. We may have done 
our job, we may have done our part of What 
the 8y8tem require8 us to do, but then the 
aourt8 my not have done their part. 

An additional facet of the criminal justice system that affects the 

attitude of the police officer is the identification with victims of 

crime, and with the victim's outrage with a system that appears to give 

them fewer rights than the perpetrator. This view has become very 

prevalent in Oklahoma and is inf'luencing and precipitating a major 

effort to adopt legislation to protect the rights of victims. Mike 

Turpen, President of the Oklahoma District Attorney's Association, heads 

the movement to adopt the Victim-Witness Bill of Rights as a response to 

what Turpen tenns, lithe Criminal Injustice System. I' Copies of Turpen's 

proposals are included in Appendix C. 

The ultimate manifestation of an "US vs Them" attitude is the 

internalization of all of the external stress discussed above. The 

increasing isolation of the officer maximizes the importance of having 

fellow officers as a support group. This peer relationship is of crit-

I 
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ical importance because "US vs Them" is preferable to liMe vs Them." 

Revlon Belle, a fenner police officer, places this in perspective: 

.You might have a buddy and you and your buddy 
are probably all eaah other'8 got. So you tend 
to be, weZl I don't know, it'8 almo8t like a 
mn and wife, I gue8s you might say. .You just 
get so used to eaah other and you got a ring 
on eaah other. If you've got a problem, if 
you aan't get along UJith your buddy, and you 
dbn't have a plaae to take it to, like a 
preaaher, you take it home with you or on the 
streets with you, uihiah you definitely don't 
want to db. 

The topic of police stress is fundamentally important to understanding 

the problem in the relations between citizens and police. This problem 

is further explored in a later section. 

Positive Programs 

Much of the Human Relations portio~ of this section. deals with the 

serious and often unavoidable nature of the conflict between citizens 

and police. Some Oklahoma citizens and organizations have taken creative, 

positive steps to attempt to, reconcile the mutual misunderstanding and 

mistrust between these t~o groups. 

Among these are the Police-Community Relations Workshops conducted 

and sponsored by the Southwest Center for Human Relations Studies of the 

University of Oklahoma. In a recent workshop involving 93 Oklahoma City 

patrol officers, attempts were made to identify ways by which officers 

could improve community relations. One of the suggestions for improving 

the workshop substance and procedure, in the opinion of the participating 

\ 
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officers, was to include command personnel, media, and citizens in 

future conferences. They also recommended that positive police-com

munity relations efforts on the part of cfficers be considered in the 

making of promotions; that patrol officers be encouraged to meet with 

citizen and neighborhood organizations ~ duty; that officers be helped 

in handling frustration and stress; that responsibilities in domestic 

situations be "spelled out more clearly;" and that efforts be made to 

lire-orient society to the rights of police, the rights of society, (and) 

the rights of victims." A complete summation of the October, 1980 

workshop is included in Appendix D. 

The Southwest Center has also participated in cultural awareness 

and sensitivity training of recruits in police academies. Leonard 

Benton sees the development of such programs as a viable beginning: 

I understand that for several years they've had 
hwmn and aommunity relations kinds of sensitivity 
training for rookie alasses and new rearui ts; 
that they have had aOl~ses, alasses, and visita
tions arranged for the new l'earuits, in tenns of 
aeveloping sensitivity to the blaak aommunity and 
other minority aommunities, and I guess what 
~uld be kind of a soaiologiaaZ make-up of aommuni
ties. I think that's moving in the right direotion. 

Since cultural factors are nonnally "not a variable in the delivery of 

human services," according to Pam Chibitty, such training will hopefully 

begin to make officers aware of the cultural diversity present in the 

comlJlJnity. 
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One major aspect of cultural diversity is language. Rosa King, 

Director of the Hispanic Cultural Center in Oklahoma City, has worked 

very closely with the Oklahoma City Police Department in teaching of

ficers to speak "street" Spanish. Aside from aiding in the transcen

dence of cultural barriers, language programs of this type serve the 

necessary functions of helping law enforcement officers to perform their 

duties more effectively, and of ensuring the rights of non-English

speaking citizens. 

In Enid, ministers and police organized a program in which mini

sters accompany officers on patrol. An extension of this concept is 

being pursued in Tulsa by the Tulsa Metropolitan Ministry. In that 

program, apprOXimately 30-40 clergy are on call one day per month to 

accompany police in an effort to prevent violent confrontations. This 

counseling/conciliation function has been a significant 'fa.ctor in effec

tive crisis intervention and a defusing force in domestic and other 

potentially violent situations. 

A common criticism that law enforcement officials have of citizens 

is that they are often ignorant of police policies, practices, and pro

cedures. In order to make the public more aware of the functions of the 

pol ice force, steps are being taken to infonn ci tizens about what pol ice 

do. In Enid, a program has been implemented to make police officers 

available to speak with citizen groups about the role of police officers. 
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In Muskogee, a police-community relations representative presents programs 

to local schools, civic and church groups concerning not only the police 

role, but also information about crime prevention. 

Much has been said by citizens and police about the need for one

on-one contact of a positive nature. They point to the reinstitution of 

the "cop on the beat" concept. Professor Sam Chapman calls this "that 

wonderful marriage of shoe (boot) leather and cement." He stresses that 

the use of foot patrols is expensive; however, he illustrates that with 

the use of portable radios, this can be accomplished by motorized per

sonnel who temporarily leave their vehicle. Oklahoma City, Norman, and 

Muskogee are utilizing this method of "getting back out to the community." 

The value of the beat patrol and its personalization of the uniformed 

officer is pointed to by Rosa King: 

It '8 80 niae to 8ee the beat offiaep out hepe 
in the neighbophood who aome8 ovep and 8ay8 
'H' I' ' '1-, m 80 and 80 and I'm the guy who wopk8 
out hepe in thi8 neighbophood and you aan aall 
on me, and thi8 i8 what I do.' I was hepe and 
my 8taff just aame ovep and 8aid, 'Do you know 
what? The beat offiaep just aame ovep and in
tpoduaed him8elf.' When we fiP8t moved in, 
that was ,the,bigge8t thing to my employee8, 80 
you aan -z..mag'1-ne what would happen if we had 
thi8 guy, let'8 8ay out hepe in the bapPio. 
People would love it. But I kn~~ that the meah
ania8 of getting that pep80n thepe, that'8 
anothep 8tOpY. Whepe'8 the nrmey going to 
aome fpom? 

King states that domestic violence and alcohol-related incidents 

are the most common problems in the Hispan'ic community. Ann Lowrance, 

i 
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Director of the Norman Women's Resource Center, relates the fact that 

response calls to domestic violence consistently rank within the top 

three causal factors of officer deaths. She adds that in many cities, 

domestic disturbances routinely receive an additional or backup unit. 

In her public presentations, Lowrance attempts to heighten the public's 

awareness of the dangers inherent in police intervention in these matters, 

the abuse they often encounter, and the "amazing psychological swings" 

experienced by police. 

In her training sessions with police concerning domestic violence 

and sexual assault, Lowrance provides police officers with "hands on" 

information, which n'ot only aids in the investigation of such crimes, 

but also provides the officer with a common-sense and compassionate way 

of handling the emotional needs of the victim. She also teaches rage

reduction techniques, which provide the officer with life-saving skills 

in any case in which anger is an issue. Lowrance strongly emphasizes 

the need for law enforcement agencies either to affiliate themselves 

with appropriate service centers, such as a Battered Women's Shelter or 

a Mental Health Center, or to hire civilians with expertise in the 

crimes of domestic violence and sexual assault. Further, given the 

American Humane Society data that 12% of all children are sexually 

abused, Lowrance has developed a pilot program in conjunction with the 

Norman Police Department and the courts to discuss the topic of the 

sexual abuse of children of middle-school age with the PTA. 

__ ~ __ L_~ ----'------ __ _ 
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It should be noted that the positive programs listed above are 

present in larger communities with networks of social services and, most 

important, with sizeable, organized community groups. The problem of 

police-citizen relations, however, is not simply an urban one, since 

rural communities, although limited in fiscal or human resources, are 

also in need of improved police-citizen relations. Any attempts at 

blanket solutions to the overall tensions between these groups would 

undoubtedly falter. It is imperative, nevertheless, that there be an 

extens ive examinat'ion of the problems di scussed above and that cY'eative 

and positive alternatives be sought to alleviate the existing situation 

of hostility and fear that pervades the interaction of citizens, communi

ties, and police. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Oklahoma Human Rights Commission urges communities to seriously 

consider the following recommendations to improve the status of police

citizen relations: 

1) Evaluate the possibilities for implementation 
of the positive programs mentioned above, based 
on their applicability to local needs; 

2) Develop programs which bring together law en
forcement officials from all levels and citizen 
groups in a dialogue for the purpose of identi
fying problems, understanding the role of police, 
impacting upon the priorities of enforcement 
in the community, and evaluating the quality 
of ser.vice delivery systems; 

3) Imbue police officers with a spirit of ser
vice. Continually stress the contemporary 
police motto: "To serve and to protect," 
which should extend to the use of common 
courtesy in any interchange between police 
and citizens; . 

4) Create in police departments an effective 
police-community liaison function, which 
is responsible for more than a "public 
relations" function; 

5) Establish personnel mechanisms to reward in
dividual officers for positive pol ice-community 
rel ations efforts; 

6) Conduct training to increase the effectiveness 
of police officers in dealing with cultural, 
linguistic, and behavioral differences, to in-
c1 ude efforts to di scourage the use of derogatory 
epithets toward citizens; 
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7) Accelerate efforts to heighten public awareness 
of cooperative neighborhood-oriented crime 
prevention programs such as Neighborhood Watch, 
and complement these with programs that employ 
high visibility and personal contact of police 
officers, such as "street-beat" patrol s where 
possible; 

8) Develop ways in which police departments can 
utilize the informal power of peer pressure 
a~ong of~icer~ ~o reinforce the goal of posi
tlve pollce-cltlzen relations; 

9) Co~duc~ an effective affirmative action program, 
whlCh lncludes the aggressive recruitment of 
minorities anj women and the upgrading of the 
quality of in-service training; 

10) Uti 1 i ze the resources of the communi ty to 
augment the ability of law enforcement agencies 
to mediate and conciliate confrontations and to 
refer citizens to relevant social service 
~gencies. 

..... , 
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EXCESSIVE FORCE 

The use of excessive force is defined in the Problem section by 

Opio Toure of the Oklahoma Alliance Against Racist and Political Repres

sion as any force that exceeds reasonable force, that is, "only that 

force that is reasonably required to make an arrest." Police officers 

who utilize excessive force "cross the line from being an enforc'er of 

the law to breaking the law." 

Excessive force, however, is clearly not the only manner by which 

police can break the law. Toure divides the problem of police miscon

duct, or "Police Crimes" in his terminology, into the following eight 

categories: 

1. Physical abuse of people who have committed no crime; 
2. Physical abuse of arrestees and prisoners who are awaiting 

trial; 
3. Physical or psychological intimidation of arrestees and prisoners 

to exact confessions; 
4. Verbal abuse and detention of people without proper cause; 
5. Illegal searches and seizures; 
6. Killing people who have committed no crime; 
7. Killing people who are not threatening the lives of others, 

including those fleeing from apprehension where failure to 
apprehend poses no serious threat to the lives of others; 

8. Enagaging in practices to deliberately cover up their own 
abuses and that of fellow officers. 

Incidents that exemplify all of the above categories make police mis

conduct, according to Toure, lithe most serious domestic problem in the 
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country in terms of civil liberties and human rights. II 

The use of excessive force in the process of making an arrest is 

. exemplified by the first category listed above, while excessive force 

that is imposed on individuals already apprehended is included in the 

second and third categories. Numerous respondents cited police brutality 

as an ongoing problem in Oklahoma communities. According to these 

respondents, citizens have been beaten in cars, in individual jail 

cells, in elevators of law enforcement buildings, and as a result of 

cursing both male and female officers. Further, some Native American 

citizens in Tulsa have described the strange coincidence of having their 

lives and those of their chlldren threatened and their vehicles rammed 

on the same day on which they had complained about police brutality. 

While the use of excessive force against citizens constitutes an 

egregious violation of public trust on the part of police officers, the 

illegal use of deadly force quite obviously reptesents the most extreme 

example of police misconduct. Police crime of this sort most definitely 

has a deleterious effect on the quality of police-citizen relations 

throughout the community. It is also true that certain segments of the 

community, such as the fastest-growing minority group in the nation, the 

Mexican-Americans, have borne and continue to bear the brunt of the 

questionable use of excessive and often deadly force by police officers. 

The emotional state of the community in response to such practices is 

described in the following comment by Mark Schact of the Mexican-Ameri-
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can Legal Defense and Education Fund: 

The Chiaano aommunity of the Southwest believes 
it is being terrorized by the institutio~ a~arg~d 
with proteating the peaae and ~d~nister~ng Just~ae. 
The acmmuni ty is outraged and ~ t ~s afraid.. Its 
anger stems trom a peraeption that the .pol~ae, along 
with pr6seautors, juries, judges, a~t ~n .aon~ert to 
legitimize the use of violenae and ~nt~m~dat~on 
against their aommunities. And there ~s.fea~ beaause 
to be a Chiaano and to be stopped by pol~ae ~s to run 
the risk of serious injury and even death. 16 

dl force falls into two of the categories of The issue of dea y 

b O · T e It is undeniable that police .miscoriduct listed above y PlO our. 

IIkilling people who have committed no crime" warrants a serious chal-

, lenge and deserves attention in any consideration of police crime. The 

focus of the following analysis of deadly force, however, concerns a 

more controversial aspect of the phenomenon known as the IIfleeing felon
ll 

issue. The seventh of Tourels categories, in fact, adequately describes 

the typical scenario surrounding this crucial question: IIKilling people 

who are not threatening the lives of others, including those fleeing 

wh fal'lure to apprehend poses no serious threat to from apprehension ere 

the lives of others. 1I 

The serious political and ethical implications of the use of deadly 

force by 

Homer F. 

police officers are described in the following statement by 

Broome lof the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration: 

Th · f the abuse of deadly forae is m.·itiaal e ~ssue 0 . . . Z t 
beaause it has the potential for tr~gger~ng a v~o en 
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national explosion. It is, in all probability, the 
most serious aat in whiah a law enforaement offiaer 
will engage, and has the most far-reaahing aonsequenaes 
jor all of the parties involved. It is therefore im
perative not only that law enforoement offiaers aat 
within the boundaries of legal guidelines, ethias, 
good judgment, and aaaepted praatiaes, but also that 
they be prepared by training, leadership, and direation 
to aat wisely whenever using deadly forae in the aourse 
of their duties. It is in the publia interest that 
law enforaement offiaers be guided by a poliay whiah 
people believe to be fair and appropriate and whiah 
areates publia aonfidenae in law enforaement agenaies 
and its individual offiaers. 17 

Drew S. Days III, former Assistant Attorney General, believes that 

there is a "l ack of confidence, particulary among ethnic minorities, in 

the most visible representative of our legal system, the officer on the 

beat. 1118 Vernon Jordan, President of the National Urban League, 

elaborates on the possibilities of reactive violence: 

••. we know from the experienae of the 1960's most 
aivil disturbanaes began with a aonfrontation be
tween aitizens and poliae offiaers •.• if the 1980's 
see a repetition of aivil disorder, then it is as 
sure as the day is long that some sort of aonfronta
tion with the poliae will be the spark that sets 
it off. And the issue of deadly forae is so deeply 
felt within minority aommunities that eve~ suah 
inaident holds the possibility of wider, more serious 
reperaussions. 19 

Beyond the possibility for accelerated violent conflict, there is 

growing concern about the increase in statistics for incidents of the 

use of excessive force and, more speCifically, deadly force by police 

officers. Additionally, there is great concern about the use of deadly 

force by citizens. This special problem will also be addressed in 
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subsequent paragraphs concerning fleeing felons. 
, 

Vernon Jordan strongly 

addresses the seriousness of the problem of deadly force: 

While we meet here, some poliae offiaer somewhere 
in Ameriaa is shooting a ,aivilian. And if today's 
aase is typiaal, that aivilian will be a Blaak or 
Hispania person. If that inaident follows the 
averages, it is likely the viatim is a young per
son. It is likely that the inaident involved a 
non-felony offense. It is possible the viatim 
ws unanned. It is possib le that the shooting 
aould have been avoided. And it is aertain that 
no punitive aation will be taken against the 
poliaeman dbing the shooting. 20 

America's law enforcement officers killed 3,082 civilians during 

the period from 1968 to 1976. Since 1976, they have killed an average 

of one person per day, fifty percent of those killed being non-White. 

Blacks comprise fourteen percent of the U.S. population, yet they re

present half the ntlllber of citizens killed by police. 21 "Although a 

sizeable number of killings by police officers may be justifiable and 

necessary," states Peggy Triplett of the National Institute of Law 

EnforcerJloc!nt and Criminal Justice, "a report in which 1500 incidents 

between 1960 and 1970 were examined has suggested that one-fi fth of the 

homicides studied were questionable, two-fifths were unjustifiable, and 

two-fifths justifiable. 1I22 Further, the 1978 FBI Unifonn Crime Report 
\ 

states that more than 56,000 officers were assaulted and 93 were killed 

in one year. "Every officer knows these figures; the inherent danger of 

policing and its effect on officers is crucial to understand the role of 

the police," according to James P. Damas of the International Associa-

tion of Chiefs of Police. 23 
""1" , 

I 
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The June, 1980 edition of Oklahoma Monthly cited the high number of 

Oklahoma City citizens killed at the hands of police: 

During 1979 there were 106 homiaides in Oklahoma 
City. Seven of those were aommitted by aops; 
all were ruled justifiable homiaide by the dis
tr1:at attorney and never taken to tria l . Dur
ing a ten~onth period, from June, 1979 to 
April, 1980, eight persons were kilZed by Okla
honr:z City aops. Four of those aarried no gun 
at the time and one had a pe2let gun. 24 

To be sure, police officers are placed in tense, hazardous situa

tions in which split-second decisions must sometimes be made. Many of 

these involve the use of deadly force against citizens. James Damos 

describes the frequency with which officers use discretion concerning 

deadly force: 

Various studies have shown that, depending on the 
aity in whiah he works and the nature of his duty, 
a poliae offiaer wil l use deadly forae onae 02' 

twiae in a 25-year aareer ••• However, it must be 
pointed out that while the use of deadly forae 
is rare for the individual, deaisions not to use 
deadly for>ae are also everyday events for every 
poZiae offiaer (emphasis added). 25 

The importance of discretion on the part of an officer in larger 

Oklahoma cities is emphasized in the Oklahoma Monthly article: 

Eaah night in a aity the siae of OkZahoma City or 
ZUlsa a poliae offiaer is in a situation w~el'e 
deadly forae aan be used. 'Every night we aould 
kill someone legally. But you just don't, ' the 
same offiaer said. Poliae are afraid that any 
attempt to rewrite the law will result in too 
many detailed airaumstanaes that tie their handS. 26 
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The issues of police use of discretion, departmental guidelines for the 

use of deadly force, state law regulating this force, and citizen review 

of the consequences of the use of deadly force are the center of the 

tensions that divide citizens and police. In his address to the Judi

ciary Committee of the Kansas Senate, Lee Henson of the Community Rela

tions Service notes the suspicion with which minorities in particular 

view the issue of discretion: 

Put another way, minorities, for a number of 
historia reasons, may have diffiaulty in aaaept
ing the proposition that the authority of poliae 
to take a hunr:zn life ought to be made a mat'ter 
of broad individual offiaer disaretion. HistoriaalZy, 
minorities have not tended to benefit from the 
exeraise of suah disaretion at the hands of Zaw 
enforaement offiaers and agenaies. 27 

It is important to note that in Oklahoma the deadly force issue does not 

impact solely upon minorities; nevertheless, it is the minority community 

that has, with reasonable cause, the deepest, most bitter feelings about 

the police use of deadly force. 

Oklahoma law officers are authorized by law to use the amount of 

force necessary, but not more than necessary, to effect an arrest and 

take a person into custody. After an officer exhausts all reasonable 

means of effecting an arrest and detennines that force is necessary, 

hej s he may use su ch fo rce wi th di sc ret i on and only to, a deg ree su ffi c i ent 

to overcome the actions initiated by the arrestee. 
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The use of deadly force falls under the statutory restrictions of 

justifiable homicide and departmental guidelines that define the limits 

of officer discretion. The policy guidelines vary from jurisdiction to 

jurisdiction. A public officer is exculpated by 26 O.S. 732 from the 

commission of a homicide in one of the following circumstances: 

1. In obedience to any judgment of a competent court; or 
2. When necessarily committed in overcoming actual resistance 

to the execution of some legal process, or to the discharge 
of any other legal duty; or 

3. When necessarily committed in retaking felons who have 
been rescued, or who have escaped, or when necessarily 
committed in arresting felons fleeing from justice. 

All of the above are tempered by the restrictions imposed by in

dividual departmental r2gulations. Tulsa, for instance, has established 

a departmental pol icy that "an officer shall never fire at a juvenile 

offender except in defense of his own life or the life of another 

(emphasis added). However, the continuing danger to the public shall be 

considered in judging the application of the policy.1I2S The policy 

emphasized above is the FBI rule that permits agents to shoot only in 

. self-defense or in defense of others. Many jurisdictions, including the 

city of Nonman, apply the FBI rule to juvenile and adult offenders 

alike. Lee Henson claims that "available studies of the results of such 

actions (FBI rule) tend to show that the actions reduce the number of 

shootings, ease police-minority tensions, and do not result in an in

crease in crime."29 
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Most law enforcement agencies have departmental policies that 

restrict the unholstering or discharging of firearms other than at an 

approved target range, and require automatic review of incidents involv

ing the discharge of firearms or the use of deadly force. In larger 

departments, officers who discharge their weapons must submit a report 

to the chief, through his/her division commander, regarding the in

cident. Some departments require this report to be filed prior to the 

end of the officer's tour of duty. 

The policies regarding the use of firearms are generally structured 

with the intent to protect the public. For instance, some larger metro

politan departments prohibit firing at or from moving motor vehicles. 

This is primarily an urban restriction. The rationale is that if an 

officer shoots the driver of a vehicle, a situation results in which a 

dangerous vehicle is careening down a street. If an officer misses, 

there is the possibility that the round could strike an innocent by

stander. Tulsa prohibits firing at stolen motor vehicles in the absence 

of other known felony offenses committed by the occupants . 

The weaponry authorized for use by police officers also has a 

significant impact upon the issue of deadly force. Officers in Oklahoma 

are armed with revolvers of varying caliber with six-inch barrels. The 
! 

.357 Smith and Wesson is considered by many to be the standard weapon 

for police work. During the interviews conducted by the Oklahoma Human 
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Rights Commission, citizens mentioned fear of the police use of "dum

dum" or hollow-point bullets. Opio Toure claims that Midwest' City is 

the only Oklahoma municipality that has a policy prohibiting the use of 

these bullets, which have been outlawed by the Geneva Convention for use 

in warfare. 

Dr. Samuel Chapman, who teaches Police Administration at the 

University of Oklahoma, feels that the issue of weaponry is the key to 

reducing the possible fatal consequences brought about by the use of 

force. It is his recommendation that departments concentrate on the 

provision of intermediate weaponry to assist officers in the making of 

arrests. Chapman recommends that nightsticks be used as an intermediate 

weapon between the fists of an officer and the firarm of an officer. 

Many shooting incidents have resulted from the inappropriate use of a 

service revolver as a club. He also points out the undesirability of 

the use of a flashlight as a bludgeon, something for which it is not 

designed. He further states that the nightstick should be with the 

officer at all times. The nightstick or "billy club" has fallen into 

disuse, Chapman says, because officers find it uncomfortable to wear on 

a belt. Moreover, he views the nightstick as preferable to the use of 

chemical mace because of the accuracy of application, since mace can 

incapacitate an officer or bystander as well as an offender. The 

judicious, discretionary use of the nightstick would reduce the number 

of incidents in which officers feel the firearm is their only recourse. 

--------
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The following analysis from Oklahoma Monthly places the use of 

dead ly force in perspect ive: 

Anytime an a~ed suspeat is involved, op an offiaep 
is plaaed in a life-threatening situation, no one 
would ppevent him fpom using deadly fopae when 
neaessa~. But when it aomes to killing a pepson 
wno has aommitted a ppopepty apime, who is fJiaing tpom and not towapd the offiaep, then it sh:u 
e anothep mattep. And poliae offiaeps know this 

and ape using disapetion (emphasis added). 30 

It must be strongly stated, however, that reliance on the often 

arbitrary and capricious use of discretion on the part of an o7ficer un

der duress places the citizen in an extremely vulnerable position. In 

short, a so-called "fleeing felon" can be legally killed if the officer 

simply chooses not to use discretion. Further, the broadness of Oklahoma 

law regarding the use of deadly force to apprehend felons is alarming 

when consideration is given to the number and types of crimes that are 

statutory felonies in this state. These include: theft of more than 

twenty dollars; perjury; indecent exposure; embezzlement; and second 

degree burglary, such as breaking into a parking meter or a vending 

machine. 

Oklahoma'~ statute concerning justifiable homicide is rooted in 

English common law, wherein most crimes were felonies and all felonies 

were punishable by death. The state statute was written in 1910 and 

remains unamended by legislative action. The Oklahoma Monthly article 

points out that in 1910, Oklahoma "was still operating under the fron- , 
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tier philosophy of law," under which lIa pol iceman who shot and ki lled 

someone involved in a felony was viewed as only saving time and expense 

carryi ng out what woul d be the person l s fate anyway. 11
3

1 Common law drew 

the line between felonies and misdemeanors on the use of deadly force. 

In "Shooting the Fleeing Felon: State of the Law," Stephen Day explains 

that this distinction was based on the theory that lIin the case of a 

felony, society's interest in the apprehension of the offender was 

deemed great enough to justify taking his life. A misdemeanor, on the 

ether hand, was not considered serious enough to justify the taking of 

1 i fe. ,,32 

Today, however, few felonies are punishable by death. Day points 

out, "Indeed, in many states there is no capita~ punishment at all. 

Thus, today the shooting of a fleeing felon amounts to the imposition of 

a death penalty for conduct which in many cases would result in no more 

than a suspended sentence if the suspect were brought to trial.,,33 

This combination of "overkill" in tenns of the punishment not fitting 

the crime and the denial of due process inherent in the theory of "ex

pediting" the process of punishment are two factors which combine to 

make many citizens use the tenn "outrageous II to describe the Oklahoma 

fleeing felon rule. 

In addition to the comments of David Breed and Mike Turpen, which 

are included in the Problem section of this report, other respondents 

expressed their dismay with perspectives that can be grouped in the two 
t: 

I: 
,- ' 
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categories above. With regard to the category of the punishment of 

deadly force not fitting the crime committed, Opio Toure related an 

incident that occurred in Oklahoma City a few years ago in which a young 

man in a car was leaving the scene of an alleged break-in. While 

walking beside the slow-moving car, the police officer involved was 

talking with the individual and eventually ordered him to stop. When 

the youth failed to respond, the officer chose to shoot the individual 

in the head rather than "pull the kid out of the door, or shoot the 

tires out." Totlre feels that the killing described above is "definitely 

wrong" and explains his rationale in the following statement: 

I'm familiar with the death penalty and you don't 
get death for unarmed buxaglapY unless someone has 
been hurt. You don't get -the dEath penalty for 
that, but he got the death penalty for that. EVen 
if he was guilty, and we're not saying he was but 
even if he was guilty, he got the dEath penalty for 
that illegally. And a poliae offiaer is the only 
person Who aan exeaute someone right mJ the spot. 
So when a poliae officer has it in his o~ her mind 
that the person right there was involved in a crime 
--I (the police officer) didn't see them involved in 
a crime, but they're running in the general m~ea--so 
I'm going to tell them to stop and if they don't 
stop, I'm going to kill them. I'm not going to 
shoot to disarm them, I'm not going to shoot a warning 
shot, I shoot to kill that person. So that person 
is dead. That person my or my not have been 
guilty of the orime, and even if they were guilty of 
the usual fe lony, they wouldn't have got the dEath 
penalty. They didn't turn around and shoot at the 
officer, they didn't have a gun in their hand. 

Implicit in Toure's remarks is the second category of criticism 

voiced by respondents, namely the denial of due process for the in-

, . - - -------------------------
1-
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dividual and the perceptual nature of the police officer's judgment. The 

lack of trust in the assumptions made necessarily by the officer in such 

circLlllstances is expressed by David Breed, who states, liThe judgment of 

the officer is critical. In effect, the (fleeing felon) statute licenses 

an officer to kill without really knowing the situation. I don't trust 

people with that kind of power." In tenns of the denial of due process, 

and the threat to the constitutional rights of citizens, Vernon Jordan 

effectively reiterates the perspective of many, including Pam Chibitty, 

when he states," ••. when a civilian is killed by a policeman, that of

ficer has taken upon himself the roles of prosecutor, judge, jury and 

executioner. That is not the policeman's job. It is not what he has 

been trained for. It is not consistent with a democratic society.1I34 

While many citizen respondents strongly criticized the fleeing 

felon statute for the above reasons, none denied that in certain cases a 

police officer has no choice but to fire his/her weapon to save their 

own life or that of a bystander. The tragedy is that in lithe over

whelming number of such incidents, the grossly disproportionate use of 

force coul d be avoided, II states Vernon Jordan. 35 

Among the numerous cases mentioned by respondents» a classic ex

ample of the killing of a citizen by police which could have been avoided 

was the 1978 case of Lee Lewis, Jr., a 19-year-old Black man from Muskogee 

who was stopped for questioning in relation to a domestic conflict with 

his girlfriend. A routine identification check revealed that a felony 

~----- ~-----
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warrant was out for his arr~st. Lewis allegedly had failed to make 

restitution as part of his probation of a two-year deferred sentence on 

a $290.00 burglary of a tire store. The two police officers infonned 

Lewis of their intent to arrest him, but ,:,.men they perSisted, Lewis 

balked and took off running. After firing two warning shots, the officers 

leveled their weapons and fired, killing Lewis. 36 

The emotion-packed trial resulted in the rendering of a not guilty 

verdict against the two officers charged with second-degree manslaughter. 

Mike Turpen, Muskogee County District Attorney, who disqualified himself 

from the case to allow the state Attorney General's office to prosecute, 

described the result as exemp'iary of "bad judgment and morally wrong, 

but legally right. The law is legal, not logical." To alleviate that 

discrepancy and to discourage the use of deadly force in cases where it 

could be avoided, Turpen advocates that the state law should be more 

narrowly defined, and that local policies be adopted which comply with 

same. 

The proliferation of crimes classified as felonies in Oklahoma and 

el sewhere has made the com~:ion law rule inadequate for use in modern law. 

Recognizing this, many states have adopted individual refonn statutes or 

the Model Penal, Code promulgated by the American Law Institute on the 

use of deadly force. (see Appendix E) 
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Oklahoma is among a minority of states that still follow the common 

law rule. As of January, 1980, twelve states have no statute on the 

subject. Eight states now limit the use of deadly force to cases of 

"forcible" felonies. For example, a forcible felony in Illinois is 

defined as: "Treason, murder, voluntary manslaughter, rape, robbery, 

burglary, arson, kidnapping, aggravated battery, and any other felony 

which involves the use or threat of physical force or violence against 

an individual." There is some movement to amend the statute in Illinois 

to exclude burglary, especially in the area of what is classified in 

Oklahoma as "Burglary 11." This crime includes breaking into an auto

mobile, boat, or vending machine. 37 

The Model Penal Code has been adopted by nine states. In sub

stance, the Model Penal Code woul d "penni t the use of deadly force by a 

law enforcement officer only when a person's conduct included the use or 

threatened use of deadly force, or when there is a substantial risk that 

the person will cause death or serious bodily harm if his apprehension 

is delayed.,,38 

Much has changed since 21 O.S. 732 and 733 were written in 1910. 

The value of $20.00 worth of goods has been diminished by inflation. 

Meanwhile, society has come to place a higher value on human life. 

This makes the justified fatal shooting of a citizen for allegedly 

fleeing from an attempt to steal $20.01 worth of merchandise even more 

ludicrous and disturbing. 
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Any attempts to make Oklahoma law compatible with the views of 

contemporary society and law would have to include the raising of the 

dollar amount that constitutes the cn~mission of a felony. Moreover, 

beyond the reclassification of felonies involving theft, there should be 

a legislative ame~dment to make a distinction between nonviolent and 

violent felonies with regard to the use of deadly force in the appre

hension of citizens suspected of felonious crimes. These should be 

divided between nonviolent and "forcible or atrocious" felonies. 

Further, the use of deadly force by police officers and citizens should· 

be restricted to the parameters of the Model Penal Code. This closely 

parallels the FBI shooting rule and, based on available studies, would 

reduce the number of shootings and resultant fatalities, ease police/min

ority tensions, and yet not result in an increase in crime. 39 

The above progress;ve steps are desirable for several reasons. 

Among these is the variation in the policies from municipal jurisdiction 

to jurisdiction regarding the use of firearms by police. These statu

tory steps would be instrumental in creating uniformity and standardiza

tion. Common sense underscores the rationale for discernin9 the dif

ferences in the danger to society of a nonviolent shoplifter of "X" 

amount of goods and that of a suspected or convicted armed robber, 

rapist, or murderer. Additionally, the state should assume responsi

bility for ensuring that suspects are subdued or apprehended in a humane 

fashion by prohibiting the use of "dum-dum" or hollow point amlOOnition 

by law enforcement officers. Further, intermediate weaponry and train-

~----------------------------------------------------------_ ....... _-------.--------------_._----- --~----------
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ing in its use as an alternative to the use of deadly force should be 

requi red for officers. 

Some variation of the legislative/citizen committee proposed by 

Senator Al Terrill, for the purpose of examining problems between cit

izens and police, should be considered. The results of regional hear

ings would most likely support efforts to change what Terrill calls the 

II run and shoot ll policy in Oklahoma. 40 Moreover, these hearings could 

provide substantial, constructive recommendations for improving police

citizen relations in the state and create a vehicle through which 

aggrieved citizens could voice their fears and concerns. This venting 

of an accumulation of frustrations, fear, and anger would help to ease 

the tensions present in some Oklahoma communities. 

Reverend John Adams, Director of Law, Justice, and Community Re

lations for the United Methodist Church, amphasizes the value of human 

life and the necessity of recognizing its importance in improving police

citizen relations: IIAll human life is sacred. When a commitment to 

this basic premise is shared by the police and the community, there will 

be less danger to both the police officer and to the community, and 

there will be better protection for all. 1I41 

No examination of deadly force and its application to justifiable 

homicide in Oklahoma can ignore the ambiguity and inherent danger of the 
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broad interpretation, the possibility of administrative err'or, and the 

lack of judicial review of 21 O.S. 733, which applies to the killing of 

fleeing felons by a private citizen in a situation in which ~ type of 

felony has been committed. 

The absence of legislative adoption of "forcible felony" restric

tions and the current broad interpretation of the statute have combined 

to create an uneasy climate. In a letter to University of Texas Law 

Professor Joseph Witherspoon, George Cerny of the Community Relations 

Service, U.S. Department of Justice, describes the climate in Oklahoma 

as one of "tension and conflict." (see Appendix F) 

Bob Gann, Director of the Oklahoma Indian Affairs Commission, 

expresses concern about the impact of the judicial interpretation of 

this statute: "The issues involved in any homicide leave no room for 

administrative error, and where necessary, judicial standards should be 

established to eliminate such possibility. This is desirable ... in the 

light of grave implications for the public welfare.,,42 

Gann's concern is founded in a situation involving the February, 

1979 death of Thomas Foley, a Choctaw Nation juvenile citizen. This 

shooting prompted the preparation of an excellent legal memorandum by 

Oklahoma Indian Affairs Commission staff attorney Susan Work. This 

memol"andum was submi tted to then Oklahoma County Di strict Attorney Andy 

Coats in an attempt to persuade him to reconsider his decision not to 

__ ~ ~ ...IIi _____ ----'--- ____ _ 
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file charges against the citizen who shot and fataliy wounded young 

Foley. Coats' administrative decision was based on the theory that the 

citizen could, if taken to court, successfully raise the defense of 

justifiable homicide, as defined by 21 O.S. 733 (3). (see Appendix G) 

21 O.S. 733 reads as follows: 

Justifiable homicide by any person 

Homicide is also justifiable when committed by any 
person in either of the following cases: 

1. When resisting any attempt to murder such person, 
or to commit any felony upon him, or upon or in 
any dwelling house in which such person is; or, 

2. When committed in the lawful defense of such 
person, or of his or her husband, wife, parent, 
child, master, mistress, or servant, when there 
is a reasonable ground to apprehend a design to 
commit a felony, or to do some great personal 
injury, and imminent danger of such design being 
accomplished; or, 

3. When necessarily committed in attempting by 
lawful ways and means, to apprehend any per
son for any felony committed; or in lawfully 
suspressing any riot; or in lawfully keeping 
an preserving the peace. 

The facts of the Thomas Foley case, briefly stated, are as follows. 

A private citizen, awakened at night by a noise coming from outside his 

trailer, dressed, loaded a derringer and went outside. There he allegedly 

saw Foley inside his car. He then held the gun on Foley and walked him 

toward the street. When a white car with a C-B antenna went by, Foley 

began to. run. The citizen shouted "come hack or I'll shoot" and then 

shot. Due to the District Attorney's decision not to prosecute, the 
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citizen was never taken into custody. 

This incident caused a great deal of anger in the Oklahoma City 

Native American community, which viewed the shooting as manslaughter at 

the very least. Indian leaders accused Coats of "playing politics" with 

the case to aid his future campaign for the U.S. Senate. The situation 

was made more tense by the imposition of the label "Tonto" to Thomas 

Foley by Baptist Hospital, rather than the customary "John Doe" commonly 

applied to victims with no identification. 

The Oklahoma County District Attorney's office declined to pro

secute on the grounds that it was evident on the face of the statute 

that 21 O.S. 733 (3) authorizes the killing of a fleeing felon by a 

private citizen in a situation in which any type of felony has been 

committed. It shoul d be noted that under thi s interpretati on of the 

statute, persons committing nonviolent felonies such as writing a hot 

check may be legally killed by private citizens should the offender 

attempt to flee the scene of the crime. 

This broad interpretation has three major flaws. First, the homi-

cide must have been "necessarily committed" and the private citizen 

attempting to arrest a felon under subsection 733 (3) must have used 

"lawful ways and means" for the homicide to be justifiable. However, 

under Oklahoma law, the use of excessive force by a citizen arresting a 

felon is unnecessary and unlawful. Second, under the prevailing con-

--~ -~-----~~---
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temporary view which emphasizes the value of human life, a/private 

citizen should not be authorized to use deadly force in arresting a 

person who is fleeing following the commission of a nonviolent felony. 

Third, according to Work, liThe purpose of the entire statute (733), when 

read as a whole, is to protect the person rather than to prevent ~ 

type of felony or to punish for any type of felony.1I43 

Oklahoma statutes expressly authorize pol ice officers to use "all 

necessary means" to effect an arrest. There is but one instance, however, 

in which a citizen is authorized by statute to use the same degree of 

force to apprehend a felon as a law enforcement officer. 22 O.S. 36 

qrants a citizen assisting an officer who has requested assistance or 

who is in imminent danger the same criminal immunity as the officer for 

any act committed during assistance. Work qualifies this grant of power 

in the following: "However, this does not mean that the citizen has the 

absolute right to kill in this situation, because the police officer 

does not even have that right. 1I44 

It cannot be denied that the practice of Oklahoma citizens using 

deadly force has serious moral, legal, and practical impl ications. 

Under the present circumstances, the danger to the public \\,elfare is 

immense. The national climate is one of increasing violent crime and 

citizens have expressed doubt in the ability of police to protect them 

from violent crime. More and more citizens are seeking "self-help" 

protection in the fonn of handguns. 42% of Newsweek poll respondents 
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indicated they ha,d "not very much" confidence in police. 59% expressed 

a lack of confidence in the courts' ability to convict and sentence 

criminals. 45 The increasing mood of vigilantism, the availability of 50 

million handguns nationwide, and the pronounced public lack of confidence 

and dissatisfaction with the system of due process sets the stage for 

conflicts in which the legal system may be bypassed. Given this volatile 

climate, there should be little elasticity in the authorization of 

citizens to use deadly force on one another. The present statutory 

allowance for such incidents 'in Oklahoma is alanning and dangerous. 

The possibilities for fatal consequences in allowing citizens 

virtual carte blanche in the use of deadly force to apprehend alleged 

felons cannot be ignored. While police officers have extensive training 

in the use of fireanns, citizens do not. As Work points out, "Unlike 

police officers, private citizens are not trained to be hesitant to use 

a fireann and are more likely to act on impulse than upon a rational 

consideration of the safety of persons in the area and of the potential 

beneficial or detrimental consequences of the use of a gun. 1I46 Moreover, 

there are no departmental regulations for citizens. There are only 

statutory restrictions and common sense, all of which melt away in the 

heat of conflict. 

Section 733 (3) has never been interpreted by the Oklahoma courts, 

and the likelihood of the courts doing so is remote as long as the 

statute is used solely in an administrative manner by state prosecutors. 
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There a~e numerous interpretations of 733 (1) and (2), however, and 

those place a high emphasis on the value of human life. The right of 

self-defense is solely and emphatically a law of necessity; it does not 

imply the right of attack. Jenkins v. State, 161 P. 2d 90 (OK. Cr. 

1945) 

The Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals has interpreted 21 O.S. 733 

(1) and (2) and has drawn a distinction between the threatened commission 

of violent felonies and the thl'eatened commission of nonviolent felonies 

in Mammano v. State, 333 P. 2d 602 (OK. Cr. 1958). In Mammano, the 

court held that killing to prevent a felony is not justifiable pursuant 

to these subsections if the felony is a secret one or unaccompanied by 

force, or if it does not involve the security of the person or home, or 

where the commission of the felony is problemmatical or remote. Work 

concludes, IIIf killing to prevent a non-forcible type of felony which 

does not involve danger to the person or home is not justifiable, pursuant 

to subsections 733 (1) and (2), it is unreasonable to assume that sub

section 733 (3) justifies the homicide of a person who has committed 

this type of felony, and is simply attempting to escape. 1I47 

The Oklahoma Human Rights Commission shares the opinion of the 

Legal Department of the Oklahoma Indian Affairs Commission in its con

clusion that subsection 733 (3) does not automatically authorize the 

killing of a felon who is fleeing from the commission of any felony. 

The Oklahoma HUman Rights Commission further concurs that a private 
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citizen is restricted in the degree of force he/she may use; the force 

used must not be excessive in the light of the surrounding circumstances. 

Common law views and judicial interpretations of 733 (1) and (2) indicate 

that the use of deadly force against a fleeing felon who has not committed 

a forcible crime which threatens death or great bodily harm to the slayer 

or others is excessive, unlawful, and outside the ambit of subsection 

733 (3). 

Although the Oklahoma Human Rights and Indian Affairs Commissions· 

concur in this narrower interpretation of 21 O.S. 733 (3), that con

currence does not have the force of law. Therefore, it is evident that 

in the absence of judicial review, there is a pressing need for legis

lative consideration or redefinition of subsection 733. In the interim, 

the Oklahoma Attorney General should examine the ambiguity of 733 (3) 

and render an opinion that would, if in concurrence with our shared 

interpretation, protect the public welfare and serve as direction for 

state prosecutors until such time as judicial review occurs. 

It is also evident that Oklahoma statutory felonies are numerous 

and that few have penalties of life imprisonment or death. It is timely 

and logical to reappraise not only the monetary classifications that 

dictate felonies by theft, but to make distinctions between minor or 

nonviolent felonies and major or violent felonies. In addition, statu

tory efforts should be made to restrict both police and citizens in the 
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use of deadly force. This legislation should restrict the use of deadly 

force against felony suspects to only those situations in which the 

felony is a "forcible and atrocious" one which threatens death or great 

bodily harm. These recommendations are consistent with the view that 

the rule of law, by which reasonable people choose orderly justice and 

due process over mob rule and "frontier" justice, is paramount in our 

soci ety. 
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CITIZEN REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES 

The questionable use of excessive and often deadly force by police 

officers against Oklahoma citizens, an issue which is discussed in the 

previous section, has generated a fervent desire on the part of some 

citizens to seek effective redress against those law enforcement of-

ficials whom they feel have violated their rights. An analysis of the 

grievance procedure that is currently available to citizens in most 

jurisdictions in the state follows. Such an approach leads to a dis

cussion of the larger issues mentioned by citizens in the Problem section, 

to include a consideration of methods to ensure the accountability of 

the police to the public. 

Basically, the system for the control of police misconduct falls 

into two categories: those preventative or policy-oriented, and those 

punitive and applied after the fact. Citizens and police seldom dis

agree on the need for some sort of control over police misconduct; the 

controversy ensues when the question arises as to whether control should 

be internal or external. 

An appraisal of the existing avenues of redress for citizens 

against police should include a synopsis of the process of the citizen's 

complaint, beginning with the incident and following the grievance 

procedure step by step through the local, state, federal and civil 

procedures. The process is often overwhelming and is accurately dealt 

1 __________ ~ ____________________________________ .l--------------......... --.- - .--- ----
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with in the TV movi e liThe Ki 11 i ng of Randy Webster. II The fi 1 m narrates 

the frustration of a White, upper-middle class father of a victim of 

pol ice deadly force, in a situation in which a "throw-down" or a weapon 

plant was used to justify the killing. This realistic portrayal is 

particularly compelling when one considers the frustration that must be 

experienced by complainants who may not possess the same personal or 

financial power as Mr. Webster. 

To illustrate the avenues of redress available to citizens, it 

might be instructive to assume that a hypothetical incident has oc-

curred. The citizen's perception is that he/she was abused by a police 

officer. Perhaps the citizen feels that excessive force was used and 

that he/she was injured as a result of the police officer's use of more 

than reasonable force. The citizen is angry and aggrieved enough to 

complain verbally to police officials and the response to the citizen is 

"file a fonnal complaint." According to some Oklahoma citizen respondents, 

their cQTIP1a ints are met by such comments from pol ice as "you had better 

be ready to take ali e detector test" or "you know if you I re lyi ng, 

you'll get sued for everything you've got." Complaints, citizens feel, 

are not welcomed. 

The above experience often prompts citizens to seek more responsive 

or sympathetic ears for their complaints. Citizens may turn to a 

minister, a friend, a letter to the editor, or a social service agency. 

Many who feel their rights have been violated call a local or state 
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agency for hel p. The Oklahoma Human Rights Commi ssion has received such 

requests for assistance. 

The citizen is often advised by these agencies to call and request 

infonnation on the local complaint process from the police department, 

city officials, or the District Attorney. In larger communities, this 

would probably involve filing a notorized statement with the City 

Commission, the Chief of Police or directly with Internal Affairs. In 

smaller communities, the citizen is usually referred to either the 

District Attorney or the FBI. 

Next, the citizen in larger communities may be required to undergo 

a polygraph test, which is administered either by a member of that 

police department or, by request, by an operator from another juris

diction or private agency. In most jurisdictions utilizing polygraphs, 

the citizen must pass the polygraph before an officer is required to 

submit to an examination. The results of the examination are then 

referred to either tile Police Chief, Internal Affairs or a review body. 

Rarely is the citizen given access to the test results without initia

ting legal action, for the materials produced are considered as evidence 

and as internal documents. The use of a polygraph examination is gen

erally not applied to all complaints, but is employed in situations in 

which there are no witnesses or in which accusations are of a very 

serious nature and could lead to the tennination and/or the charging of 

the officer. 
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In larger departments the complaint is then referred for investi

gation in accordance with the policy of the individual department or the 

Police Chief. The exact procedures vary from department to department; 

however, they do have general similarities. Usually, the complaint is 

investigated and reviewed by an Internal Affairs department, a depart

ment head or, as in Norman, by an officer twice removed by rank from the 

officer accused of misconduct. The review is then sent with recommenda

tions to the Chief. If the officer is reprimanded or suspended, he/she 

may appeal to an internal review board. These boards vary in size and 

membership, but, using Norman as an example, usually have representation 

from every rank, including that of the accused officer. The Chief 

chairs the review of the investigation, but is not a voting member. The 

board may call any witness, but the officer is not permitted legal 

counsel, a hotly-contested matter in the relations between the rank arid 

file and management. However, the officer can be assisted by a fellow 

officer. The complainant is generally not allowed to view the testimony 

of any witnesses. If the officer is found guilty of misconduct, the 

board recommends action to the Chief, who can then accept, amend, remand 

or reject the reprimand. Some larger jurisdictions provide the officer 

with a "merit" or civil service commission as an added level of appeal. 

Smaller jurisdictions may not have such a procedure and the citizen 

must take his/her grievance to the City Councilor Mayor. Often a Po

lice Chief requests the FBI to investigate the complaint in order to 

absolve the local authorities of responsibility. In these cases, how-
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ever, there is little or no punitive action taken unless the FBI find

ings in fact indicate a violation of federal law, in which case the 

complaint is referred to the United States Attorney. 

Regardless of the outcome of the internal procedure, the citizen, 

if he/she feels the incident involved criminal action, may choose to 

make a complaint to the local District Attorney. Sometimes, simul

taneous complaints are filed with Internal Affairs and the District 

Attorney's office, but most District Attorneys await the outcome of the 

internal procedure before taking action. This occurs for several rea

sons, among them the fact that few District Attorneys have their own 

investigative units and must rely upon the evidence provided by the 

local police departments. The District Attorney can decide either to 

file charges on the basis of available information or to take the com

plaint before a grand jury. The difference between administrative 

action on the part of the police department and legal action taken 

against a violation of criminal statutes must be understood. The Dis

trict Attorney files ~ when there are indications that state law has 

been violated and when it appears likely that the evidence is sufficient 

to obtain a conviction. 

It is interesting to note that Oklahoma is unique in that when a 

grand jury is called by the'District Attorney or by citizen petition, 

the scope of the investigation is not limited to one topic or incident. 

This is decried by many in the legal community as a "fishing expedi-

--------------------------------------------------____________________________________________ ~ __ _L$. ________________________ ~---------
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tion." Recent grand juries in Oklahoma have heard testimony regarding 

police misconduct and corruption. 

A complaining citizen may also seek redress for possible violations 

of federal law. This can be done concurrently with other actions or as 

a recourse to unsuccessful actions. The complaint can be made to the 

United States Department of Justice or to the FBI. The common procedure 

is that the U.S. Attorney refers the complaint to the Civil Rights 

Division of the Justice Department, which in turn instructs the FBI to 

investigate. The findings of the investigation are then evaluated by 

the Civil Rights Division and/or the U.S. Attorney, both of whom can 

file charges, find no cause for action, or refer the case to a federal 

grand jury. It is customary for the Department of Justice to review the 

state law regarding the complaint and the state action. 

The remaining avenue of redress available to the aggrieved citizen 

is that of civil action against the officer and/or other officials who 

may be liable for the actions of the officer. This method of redress 

can function on a state or federal level. 

The criticisms that citizens and citizen advocates make regarding 

the procedures described above include the variation in the complaint 

procedures between jurisdictions, the often mystifying maze of the 

bureaucratic process, the psychological intimidation of the citizen 

feeling in a "one-down" position vis-a-vis the police, and the resolute 

commitment necessary for the citizen to seek redress and prevail. 
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Other psychological factors that impact negatively upon the citizen 

occur during the early stages of the grievance process. During the 

intake phase, the citizen often finds him/herself in an adversary posi

tion in "enemy territory. II Additionally, the citizen fears reprisal 

from the police, such as retributive acts of violence or the threat of a 

countersuit. Further, the possibility of the citizen being subjected to 

a polygraph examination, the results of which are based on emotional 

stress, exacerbates an already stressful situation for a person who 

perceives him/herself as a victim. The above factors, coupled with the 

unfamiliarity with the process, tend to discourage citizens from fully 

exercising their right to redress and reinforces the citizen's precon

ceived notion that "you can't fight City Hall." Charles Owen, State 

Fraternal Order of Police President, acknowledges the above situation 

with the following comment: "They think they're going to get brother

in-lawed ... 'I'm fiiing a complaint against a policeman, but who am I 

talking to but a policeman. '11 

Citizen perceptions fonn the basis for a lack of faith in the 

internal review process. Respondents question the viability of poly

graph examinations because the citizen usually does not have access to 

the results and because the results are inadmissible in Oklahoma courts. 

Further, a citizen feels isolated as a "civilian" in a paramilitary 

organization that includes the jargon of procedures and an organiza

tional structure with which he/she may be unfamiliar and uncomfortable. 

This anxiety may be heightened by the exclusion of the citizen from all 
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stages of the administrative review process, with the exception of the 

initial complaint or sworn statement and whatever personal testimony may 

be requested by the reviewing body. 

Citizens, then, have expressed alienation generated by the quasi

adversary nature of the internal procedure, in which not only do of-

ficers sit in judgment of one of their own, but the investigative evi

dence and case presentation are made by representatives of the same 

closed group. Moreover, as a general rule, the citizen is not provided 

access to the transcripts of the proceedings and is not permitted to 

cross-examine the witnesses or the officer. 

The citizen may experience similar' frustrations in attempting to 

file criminal charges against an officer via the office of the District 

Attorney. The District Attorney, as noted above, may refer the facts to 

a grand jury for an indictment. David Breed of Tulsa states that lithe 

prosecutor wants to keep police as friends, for they provide the grist 

for his profession." Professor Lawrence Sherma'n, consultant to the 

Police Foundation, elaborates: 

The District Attorney dependS institutionally on 
police manpowerre80urces for conducting the in
vestigations that make the District Attorney appear 
in the headlines as a crime fighter, and as the 
Knapp Commission in New York pointed out, District 
Attorneys are generally reluctant to db anything 
that will alienate the Police Department from sup
porting the District Attorneys. So we find that 
even outrageous horror stories of police violence 
are eithe~ not referred to the ~and jupy by the 
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~osecutor, or when they are referred to the ~and 
ju~, the ~and jupy is used simply as a covering 
device, saying that the ~and jupy, which was clearly 
under the control of the prosecutor, found that there 
was no ru8is for an indictment. 48 

The situation described by Professor Sherman and the related pres

ures on prosecutors is underscored by the allegations of Oklahoma City 

Fraternal Order of Police President Ray Clark, who states that lithe 

feeling among all levels of the City Police Department is that (Oklahoma 

City D.A.) Macy's actions (prosecuting Troopet' Pischel of the Oklahoma 

Highway Patrol and Officer John Clark) 'are anti-police.' He prosecutes 

officers and not criminals."49 Macy, who like several other District 

AttOl'neys in Oklahoma is a fonner police officer, responds that law 

enforcement is "probably the highest calling there is. My very closest 

friends are all in law enforcement. 1150 

The office of the State Attorney General has had limited involve

ment in the processing of criminal complaints by citizens against police. 

Upon the request of Muskogee District Attorney Mike Turpen, hO\'Iever, the 

Attorney General's office did conduct the prosecution of the two Mus

kogee officers accused in the shooting of Lee Lewis, Jr. This occurred 

subsequent to Turpen's self-disqualification in the case. In a survey 

conducted by Professor Sherman, state attorney generals polled in every 

state expressed little interest in assuming jurisdiction for the pro

secution of police officers for homicides. Sherman encourages state 

governments to become involved in setting standards for police depart-

.~.J 
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ments, doing inspections, and issuing reports critical of police mis

conduct. 51 

Sherman asserts that the problems inherent in state participation 

in citizen grievance procedures are also present in the federal system. 

U.S. Attorneys, according to Sh',mnan, "have the same problem of coming 

out of a local community and having a great deal of allegiance to local 

institutions, not wanting to rock the boat by taking action against 

police misconduct. II He also states that "even when they obtain convic

tions, they face the problem of locally grown judges who, as in the Joe 

Campos Torres case in Houston recently, provide wrist-slap sentences 

even when the crimes involved are very serious .... "52 Moreover, the 

U.S. Attorney's office relies for investigative services upon the FBI, 

which is organized geographically with agents working on a day-to-day 

basis with local police agencies. It is also important to note that the 

Bureau's success in other areas relies heavily on local cooperation. 

Drew S. Days III, fonnerly with the Civil Rights Division, U.S. 

Department of Justice, stresses that "in less serious cases, prompt 

disciplinary action by a police department taken against an offending 

officer would adequately satisfy the punitive interest of justice. II He 

relates the dilemma federal prosecutors face in attempting to obtain 

convictions of homicides by police officers: 
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A disturbing aspeat of these death aases, as they 
are known, is that they are usually the most dif
fiault aases to prove. Not only is the viatim un
available to explain himself, but state fleeing-
elon statutes 0 ten roviJe an umbrella 0 ro

teat-z-on or teo -z-aers -z-nvo ve ••. (emp, as-z-s added) 
We must s ow not on y t at t e suspeat ~s not a 
fleeing felon, but that the offiaer was unreason
able in believing that he ~s a felony suspeat, and 
after that we must still show that, under all the 
airaumstanaes, the forae used was used willfully 
with a knowledge that it ~s unneaessay.y. 53 

The citizen who believes he/she has been subjected to police abuse 

can seek civil damages in the federal courts under the civil criminal 

civil rights statutes, 42 U.S. Code, sections 1983 and 1985. These 

sections are the civil counterparts to sections 241 and 242, which are 

the criminal statutes enforced by the Department of Justice. The 

avenue of civil redress is largely unsuccessful due to a multitude of 

factors. Many citizens abused by police are hampered by a lack of 

credibility in court, and a citizen must be able to identify the officer 

or officers in court. Often, the incidents occur at night and the 

citizen can see neither the officer nor his badge number. The state of 

Wisconsin now has a statute that requires officers to prominently dis- . 

play their last name and a police number of four or fewer digits at 

least three inches in height. 

The question of credibility has a substantial effect upon the jury. 

Most jurors want to believe that police are the agents of all that is 

good. The average officer, who may testify as many as 100 times a year 

in criminal prosecutions, is very experienced in giving testimony. The 
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officer is probably relaxed, while the inexperienced citizen may ,~ 

nervous. The police officer is also in uniform. 

Many of the people who should be using the civil suit avenue of 

redress are not. Amitai Schwartz of the ACLU Foundation of Northern 

California explains: 

I do think the indigents are not using them, but 
that's preciseZy why they are the predominant 
victims of police abkses, because the indigents 
dbnft have the resources to take advantage of 
whatever aivil remedies are available; and second. 
they make good targets for police abuse because 
they are 8~ZdOm sympathetic to juries, and they 
seldOm can dEvote the time and resources Which 
are necessary to pursue litigation against the po
lice. 54 

The economically disadvantaged have difficulty in obtaining the 

legal counsel requi red to seek damages in civil al:tion. These cases are 

also very difficult tv win. Further, few attorneys will accept these 

cases on a contingency basis, given the difficulty in proving both guilt 

and liability and the a:bsence of municipal or jurisdictional liability, 

which leaves to the plaintiff only an officer's assets in a successful 

action. All in all, civil litigation is not an effective avenue of 

redress for the citizen. The 1978 Monel"! decision by the U.S. Supreme 

Court, however, has established that the immunity of municipalities in 

civil rights cases is not absolute. This decision may result in the 

a~()rding of "real" punitive damages to successful plaintiffs. 
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The news media have served to assist in changing police activities 

in some areas by serving as an external control. Most local adver

tisers, however, are staunch supporters of the police and often bring 

pressure to bear upon editorial policy regarding law enforcement. In 

addition, "police-beat" reporters, who are usually inexperienced, es-

tablish rappoy't with the police in order to function effectiVely, but in 

the process often lose the sense of detachment necessary to criticize 

the pol ice. 

The perceptions of Oklahoma citizens regarding the existing modes 

of redress against police are generally characterized by frustration and 

dismay. Many of the concerns expressed revolve around the excessive 

complexity of the procedures, the appearance of a lack of objectivity on 

the part of the police, the perception that police are "above the law," 

the fear of retribution, and the lack of effective redress for citizens. 

Pam Chibitty of the Native American Coalition of Tulsa relates her 

frustration with having been sent to four separate places to make a 

complaint: lilt's difficult enough for most Indians to understand the 

bus schedule in Tulsa, let alone file a police brutality complaint." 

The sense of frustration expressed above is representative of the futility 

sensed by many who att61lpt to fight a system, as Chibitty describes it, 

of "police officers investigating police officers." 

______________________________ ~ ____________________________ ~ ______________________ _a~~~' _______________________________ ---------~~-----------------------
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David Proctor, a paralegal with the Creek Nation, comments on the 

absence of public access to the results of investigations and points to 

the resulting attitude that deters others from making complaints: "One 

thing about it is that a lot of people find out that if they do register 

a complaint against someone now, that's as far as it goes. It gets 

registered, the police review it, and that's it. It's never reported 

back to the community what's going on." 

Given the perception of many that police are "above the law," 

Robert Trepp, also with the Creek Nation Legal Department, comments on 

the need for the equitable application of the law to both police and 

citizens: 

The police are not always right, and when they're 
wrong, they're just as subject to the law as eve2~
body else is. And that's really all the Indian 
people are asking for. They're saying, 'aren't 
there laws? They enf\ .. rce them agains t Indians, 
don't they enforce them against everybody else?' 

The fear of retribution for registering complaints against police 

was stressed by several Native American respondents, among them LaDonna 

Harris of the Americans for Indian Opportunity. An example comes from 

the field experience of the Oklahoma Human Rights Commission staff. A 

Cheyenne citizen desired to make a complaint against an officer in 

northwestern Oklahoma for allegedly breaking the citizen's jaw with a 

flashlight during a routine public drunk arrest. The citizen and several 

witnesses stated that the complainant was struck unnecessarily while his 
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hands were cuffed behind his back. On the day following the initial 

complaint to Community Relations personnel, the citizen called to with

draw his complaint. His reason was this: "This is a small town. I 

drink, sometimes I get drunk. There's only one bar where Indians go. 

Sooner or later they'll get me. This time my jaw is brok(~. Next time 

they might kill me." 

Opio Toure comments on the "closed" process inherent in police 

internal revi ew: 

The internal affairs process is solely composed of 
police offiCiers. There is no .citizen . input,. it's 
not even a public procedure s~nce del~berat~ons are 
in secret. There is no citizen access to see or to 
participate. In essence, there .i~ noth~ng in.O~la
homa in which citizens can papt~c~pate ~n pol~c~ng 
the police. Police departments.(~e ~n .essence an
other ann of government over which c~t~zens have 
no control whatsoever'. 

Oklahoma police respondents perceive internal review as adequate 

for the protection of the rights of citizens, but inadequate for the 

protection of the rights of police officers. This perception of the 

administrative review process has prompted police union representatives 

to lobby for a "Pol ice Bill of Rights" in contract negotiations. The 

Police Bill of Rights is primarily targeted at administrative rather 

than criminal proceedings. An example of the conflict over admin

istrative rev'jew which exists between upper echelon administrators and 

the rank and file is the following description of the Police Bill of 

______________________________ ....:...._...:..... ____ ~---____' ___ , m_.n~_~_~~~~~_ 
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Rights by Deputy Chief Robert W. Klotz of the Washington, D.C., Metro

pol i tan Pol ice: 

... it appears to be somewhat similar to the Boy Saout 
aode of ethias. It wants everybody to be honorable and 
brave, don't do anything unreasonable, and it appears 
to be an attempt to ensure that the offiaer who is being 
investigated reaeives a modiaum of deaenay by the people 
who are aonduating the investigation. However, a aloser 
reading of the bill of rights indiaates ... (that it) is 
direated in the main at administrative investigations, 
not only by internal affairs divisions but, beaause of 
the broadness of the language, just about any type of 
minor disaipline that an offiaer may beaome involved in. 55 

The perception of the police officer ensnared in the internal 

disciplinary process is that he has fewer rights than other citizens. 

Often an officer is prohibited by departmental regulations from talking 

to the press about citizen complaints of abuse. The citizen, however, 

is under no such restraint. The average officer is also resentful of 

what he/she perceives as llmuckrakingll or irresponsible reporting by the 

media. 

The Police Bill of Rights has been adopted in Tulsa, and police 

officers in Tulsa have access to legal counsel in the internal affairs 

process. Moreover, in the special case in which an officer has used 

deadly force, he/she is automatica11y suspended and the procedure moves 

rapidly forward to adjudicate the criminal case. Some citizens perceive 

this as a IIsham.1I David Breed of Tulsa describes this process (with 

regard to a murder) as lIa good old boy court proceeding, a cute package 

that normally takes less than a week. Normally there is no attempt on 
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the part of the prosecutor to prove wrongdoing. II The Oklahoma Monthly 

article mentions the reason such actions are looked upon favorably by 

pol ice: IICOpS want to be quickly acquitted by the court in order to put 

their case in jeopardy, meaning they can't be tried again for that case. 

There is no set time on the statutes of limitation on a murder. 1I56 

The above comments of Chief Klotz regarding the Police Bill of 

Rights are indicative of a national feeling on the part of police ad

ministrators that the police union movement has weakened the power of 

the chief and the review board to discipline officers. Civil service 

commissions, acting on appeal, can reinstate or exonerate officers who 

have been removed or suspended by internal review. This is exemplified 

by the recent case involving Oklahoma Highway Patrol Trooper James 

Pischel, who was reinstated after being terminated for precipitating the 

accidental death of non-involved citizens in a high-speed chase. 

The position of the police chief with regard to the discipline of 

officers is particularly important because a police administrator de

termines the character of the department. Gary P. Hayes of the Police 

Executive Research Forum discusses the problems faced by the chief in 

his role as disciplinarian: 

I sense sometimes aaross the nation that we are now 
moving into poliae leadership by popularity, that 
the major ariterion for keeping a ahief is, does he 
keep the men happy? Are they satisfied with him? 
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This does not lend itself to the ag~essive leader
ship I believe is neaessary to make serious inroads 
in this area (poliae misaonduat). 57 

Harry Stege, Tulsa Police Chief, affinns the importance of strong 

leadership on the part of the chief to combat police misconduct within 

the department. He states, "Police misconduct can only be adjudicated 

by the law enforcement official responsible for the proper operation of 

that agency"II Don Holyfield, Chief of Police in Nonnan, reiterates: 

liThe key to the whole thing is good strong leadership at the top. II Thi s 

strong leadership is sometimes sporadic due to the short tenure of the 

position.
58 

The national average for the tenure of police chiefs is 2.4 

years, according to Chief Holyfield. 

Despite the stated need fer strong leadership by police chiefs, 

1 imitations are placed upon thi s admini strator l s power. Chief Stege, 

for example, feels that the legal requirements of a disciplinary hearing 

make it "unfair for a police administrator to have to show justification 

beyond a preponderance of the evidence" against a subordinate pol ice 

officer. Moreover, the police feel so strongly about the Police Bill of 

Rights in Tulsa that it is the perception of Lanny Endicott, Chair of 

the Tulsa Human Rights Commission, that if the city attempted to do away 

with the Bill of Rights, officers would strike. He further states that 

under the Bill of Rights, lithe Police Commissioner does not have the 

power of the FOP." 
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The growing movement to organize police officers has provided a 

vehicle for pol ice to canbat the "absolute" power of the bosses, to 

obtain strengthened rights in administrative and legal proceedings, and 

to discourage the canplaints, charges, and litigation of citizens. 

Basically, the police officer perceives him/herself to be under attack. 

This is explained by Robert Gordon of the International Conference of 

Pol ice Associations: "Apparently a large segment of our society is not 

aware that our nation's law enforcement officers today now view them

sel ves as our nati on I s newest mi nority ... II Thei r feel i ngs toward the 

punishment of officers for complaints levied by citizens and the lack of 

administrative support are also elaborated upon by Mr. Gordon: " ... we 

give them a weapon. We give them the authority to go out and do the 

dirty work that society doesn't want to deal with. And when he gets 

involved (in canplaints and charges) ... he is thrown to the wolves. And 

. . . t t 't 1159 our Unlon 1S g01ng 0 s op 1 • 

One of the legal tools that police officers and the unions are 

using is the countersuit against complainants. Oklahoma City officers 

have recently announced that they are bui 1 di ng a "war chest" for such a 

purpose. These countersuits range from the litigation ?gainst an 

individual canplainant to, for instance, the $50,000,000 lawsuit against 

the San Francisco NAACP for complaints against police abuse. The ,defense 

attorney for the NAACP comments: 

Now what aonaerns me about that (suit) is that the 
poZiae o!fiaers in those situations, I feeZ, are 
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really misusing the aourt proaess in order to intimi
date those who aamplain about poliae brutality ..• 
It is something new, and they ought not do it. It 
heightens aammunity disaord rather than resolve the 
real prob lem. 60 

The practice of police officers, with the support of the FOP, 

filing defamation suits against citizens has a chilling effect on other 

aggrieved citizens who might have grounds to file a complaint. This 

impacts particularly upon those individuals who traditionally bear the 

brunt of police misconduct, and whose resources for legal defense are 

minimal. Further, the petitions filed by police in support of the 

defamation actions cite their exoneration by internal review. In 

essence, this uses the courts to legitimize the internal review process 

into which the citizen has little input. 

The current proliferation of countersuits thus inhibits the 

citizen's willingness to explore the periphery of his/her established 

rights. In theory, then, there is a grievance procedure for citizens to 

seek redress against police officers; in practice, however, because of 

the numerous factors listed above, there does not exist a viable means 

by which citizens can be assured of an equitable resolution of their 

grievances. The combination of the citizens' ignorance of their rights 

and the intransigence of law enforcement officals is ultimately not 

conducive to healthy pol ice-ci tizen relations. Ol iver Rosengart, author, 

of The Rights of Suspects, describes the implications of the failure of 

ci tizens to exerci se thei r rights: II •.. Americans informed of thei r 
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rights will be encouraged to exercise them. Through this exercise, 

rights are given life. If they are rarely used, they may be forgotten 

and vi 01 ations may become rout ine. 1161 

The disillusionment and disenfranchisement precipitated by the 

inadequacy of the established grievance procedure has led many Oklahoma 

citizens and editorial commentators to question the status quo and to 

publicly call for more external control of police practices. The 

popular alternative to internal review is the concept of a citizen 

l'evi ew boa rd. 

The philosophy of citizen review is based upon the democratic will 

of the people over those governmental entities that provide public 

services financed by public funds. The question of accountability was 

raised by several citizen respondents. David Breed, for example, states 

in reference to the complaint process that lithe public must have the 

assurance that a thorough investigation will take place and that the 

determination is made on good, hard evidence. 1I Breed also reflects the 

views of many citizens concerning the general issue of police account

ability with the comment: III (the citizen) pay their salaries. I 

shoul d have so'me say in the way they conduct themsel ves. II 

The clamor for citizen review is also rooted in the desire for 

citizen input into the investigation of complaints of misconduct. This 

desire stems from the widespread perception that police departments do 

'
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not act in good faith in investigating complaints. Several observers 

also pointed out that even if the police department acts in good faith 

and investigates complaints in a legitimate and effective manner, there 

is no way for citizens to observe the good faith. Mike Turpen describes 

this problem of a "house investigating itself" by concluding that the 

internal procedure "doesn I t have the appearance of object ivi ty. II 

In the face of this desire for citizen review, the most common 

rationale utilized by law enforcement officials to defend the current 

system is the idea that "only a cop can judge another cop. II Thi s per

spective, which was proferred by virtually every law enforcement re

spondent, was described by citizen respondents as a "myth, II a "cruel 

hoax," and a "fallacy." S 1 "t" evera C1 lzen respondents believe strongly 

that the police department is the only institution in society that is 

not being held accountable to the public. Examples mentioned are local 

School Boards, who supervise professional school administrators, private 

social service agencies such as the United Way, who must submit to 

external audit, and even doctors and lawyers, whose fate in malpractice 

cases is determined by juries. 

Police officers, although pressing for greater personal protection 

in the administrative process of internal review, support the present 

internal affairs process and oppose the imposition of citizen review 

boards. They perceive the police regulations and the social and legal 

complications of the police job to be too complex to be fully understood 
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• by persons not immersed in the process on a day-to-day basis. 

Law enforcement officers quickly point to statistics which indicate 

that relatively few complaints are being made. They also cite bogus 

complaints, many of which they feel are precipitated by "ruffled feel

ings." Tulsa Police Chief Harry Stege believes that the issue of police 

misconduct has been "grossly overstated."62 He cites that out of 20,000 

physical arrests and 100,000 traffic tickets yearly and 500-800 daily 

calls for general p01ice services, the Tulsa Police Department received 

only 300 complaints of police misconduct in a recent year. Oon Holyfield 

of Norman indicates that, under standards developed by Northwestern 

University, commendations should run three-to-one to complaints. He is 

quick to add that in his department the ratio is six-to-one. 

Other defenses by the police reinforce the "COp judging cop" phil

osophy. One of these is the assertion that internal review discipline 

is stronger than the punishment meted out by citizen review boards. 

This conflict of police professionalism vs citizen emotionalism is 

outlined by Charles Owen of the Fraternal Order of Police: 

The mjor crying, for several years, has been, 
'WeZ l, let's let civilians review the police . 
Let's let them revi.ew complaints.' OK. Now, 
on the top, that looks very good, but histori
caZZy, and it can be proven, where a citizen re
view board, working on complaints of policemen, 
are less strict on the occupation that we our
selves are. The reason being, is that when a 
compZaint comes out, and you're there as a cit
izen, and you sit there, and you say, 'Well, 
the officer overracted.' And then you heal' 
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both sides of the stopY, you say, 'Hey, wait a 
minute. That's what any human being would have 
done. I would have done that. That's not bad. 
That offiael' wasn't wrong.' OK, so a aiviZian 
review board auts him loose. The poliae depart
ment, on the other hand, looks at it in a different 
way. We know how we've trained that man. We've 
trained him in restraint. We've trained him in 
this. Has he violated his training? Is it not 
right? We look at it stronger. We penalize our
selves, beaause we know what we're taught to do. 
And therefore, we're going to be harder than a 
aivilian aomplaint and review board will be. 

Police officers also feel that citizens would be outraged if they 

sat in r'eview of incidents. They feel the citizen should be protected 

from the harsh realities of the IIwar zone. 1I The perception is that the 

IIreal life ll out there shou1d be examined by the experienced, somewhat 

hardened professional and is not for the weak-stomached or faint

at-heart. Law enforcement officials fear, as in the words of David 

Breed, that a IIpolice response that is deemed perfectly appropriate by 

the professional officer might be viewed as inappropriate to the out

sider.1I They also fear the negative effect that the perceptions of the 

outsider regarding legitimate police activities would have on police-

citizen relations. 

Another factor of law enforcement opposition to citizen review 

boards is that the composition of the boards would be detennined by 

political factors. This is stressed by Manfred Kaulaity, Community 

Liaison for the Intertribal Rights Committee of Anadarko. Kaulaity's 

concern is that individuals might use the position on a review board to 
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further their political aspirations. Law enforcement officials share 

his concern. Mike Turpen, while feeling IIreal strong about checks and 

balances,1I is nevertheless concerned that the review board could be made 

up of IIself-righteous do-gooders. II Sam Chapman goes further and calls 

the citizen review concept, IImaxi-politics and mini-action. 1I 

The following statements by law enforcement officials summarize the 

above-stated concerns ana the perceptions of police concerning the issue 

of citizen review boards: 

Citizen review boardS are not the answer. 
--Chief Harry Stege of TUlsa 

I'm not going to have a aitizen review board, 
unless rrundated by law, then we'll deal with 
it. 
--Chief Tom Heggy of Oklahoma City 

I fZatly rejeat the notion of aitizen, that 
is, external review of poliae. I think it's 
window-dressing and symbolia. 
--Professor Sam Chapman, Universi~j of Okla

homa Department of Politiaal Saienae 

I don't think there's any plaae in this business 
for aitizen review boardS. As Zong as a depart
ment aan demonstrate that they're doing a good 
job, fine. If not, fire the ahief and get some
body else. 
--Chief Don Holyfield of No~an 

The idea is ridiaulous. Similar interventions 
have been attempted in the past, and have not 
worked in any aity beaause the aommunity aannot 
agree on what it i8 they want. 
--Chief Tom Heggy, Oklahoma City 
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We oppose them. We don't like them, beaause 
We know that they are not going to serviae 
the publia in the end. 
--Charles OWen, Oklahoma Pre8ident, Fraternal 

Order of Po liae 

Additionally, some citizens oppose citizen review boards, as 

evidenced by the following comment, reported in the Oklahoma City Times, 

which was made before the Oklahoma City Council during the deliberation 

as to whether the Oklahoma City Human Rights Commission should investi

gate police misconduct: liThe boards were conceived by leftists, com

munists, and others to disrupt police. If you allow this, you should 

take their (police) guns and red lights off the cars, too."63 

Given the sort of opposition voiced above from law enforcement 

officials and others, it is not surprising that the success rate of 

citizen review boards in this country is not high. One major additional 

reason for their lack of success is that they have largely been pro

grammed to fail. Often the enabling ordinances do not provide these 

bodies with broad enough powers to do an effective job. Funding for 

staff and independent investigators is lacking, and support from the 

legislative body, the personnel function, and civil service is minimal. 

Further, citizen review boards are perceived as disrupting the 

established organizational and managerial functions, or lithe chain of 

command," a factor which renders impotent the administrator responsible 

for internal disciplinary action. The police chief under such a system 
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in effect becomes a supervisor instead of an administrator, a foreman 

instead of a boss. Finally, the function of the citizen review board as 

a "super investigative agency" is already being performed by existing 

bodies, including the FBI, the OSBI, federal and state grand juries, 

District Attorneys, and police Internal Affairs. 

The issue of citizen review boards, then, seems to have reached an 

impasse between the two conflicting goals of the accountability desired 

by citizens and the confidentiality and administrative control desired 

by law enforcement personnel. Thi s di chotomy is manifested by an "either

or" mentality on the part of most observers, who fail to explore the 

"mid.dle ground" between the two extremes. Rather than the actual 

structure of the grievance procedure, the crux of the issue that divides 

citizens and police is the credibility of the structure. A considera

tion of the issue of credibility might generate "middle ground" proposals 

that could provide a satisfactory resolution to the impasse that exists 

between law enforcement personnel and citizens. 

Joseph D. McNamara, Chief of the San Jose Police Department, dis

cusses the importance of credibility to the review process and to in

cidents that may require review: 

One of the striking finds that I've experienaed 
is that the more open and the more credibility 
tne poliae complaint system has, the fewer aom
plaints that come in from minority aitizens and 
the less likelihood there is that the minority 
aitizen will misperaeive or resist the poZice 
offiaer's authority. 64 
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The importance of cooperation between police and the citizens they serve 

and protect is crucial in attempts to deter crime and preserve individual 

rights. Further, as is pointed out in Time magazine, the appeal of 

community cooperation is potentially widespread: "Ideologically, the 

beauty of community cooperation is that it satisfies the old liberal 

urges for community service while answering the new conservative cry to 

get mad as hell and not take this anymore. 1I65 

One of the major problems in community cooperation is the creation 

of dialogue and interaction between the community and the police. Such 

efforts are historically hampered by the fact that we live in a crisis

motivated society. Citizens rarely attempt to make input and demand 

accountability until an emotion-charged incident occurs that is suffi

cient to create public outrage. Howard P. Carrington, Community Rela

tions Service, U.S. Department of Justice, addresses this aspect and its 

effect on the tenor of police-community relations: 

... commendable change has resulted from dialogue 
and negotiation be tween po lice and community 
leadership. unfortunately, in many communities 
negotiation is not successfUl because it ocours 
in an atmosphere of acrimony. The community be
comes aroused and seeks change only in the ~ke 
of a tragic incident·, and that sha:rrp edge of con'~ 
cern quickly erodes. At the same time, police 
agencies, like all institutions, tend to defend 
and justify their actions and policies most vi
gorous ly when under attack. Efforts to arrt:ve 
at reasonable solutions rarely prosper in mah 
a climate. 66 

To offset the creation of advet'sary relationships between the 
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community and the police~ a vehicle needs to be in place to continue 

reasonable communication between parties should a conflict occur. 

Amitai Schwartz of the ACLU recommends that communities: 

••. attempt to work through a deliberative pro
cess, a process of give and take; that is ne
gotiate with the department, not as a matter of 
pinpointing blame or assigning fault for past 
experiences, but as a process of t~ing to deal 
with the future and t~ing to deal with pros
pective policies. 67 

Although citizen review boards have largely been unsuccessful for·a 

myriad of reasons, meaningful, continuous dialogue between police agencies 

and citizen advisory committees have had marked success in minimizing 

friction and creating a realistic climate of cooperation. Community 

relations committees in the city of St. Louis, for example, have been 

functioning effectively since 1960. Victor G. Strecher, Dean, Institute 

of Contemporary Corrections and Behavioral Sciences, lauds the phil

osophy and pragmatic application of the St. Louis model: 

••• we need citizen input into policy and procedure. 
The communi ty re lations comrm: ttees of the various 
police districts of St. Louis have a ve~ long 
histo~ now. The citizens do go there. They do 
go there to interact with the police officials. 
It's not the ·tea and cookies meetings between 
the chief and one or two committee leaders where 
it's impossible to bring it down to the operational 
level. What they do at those meetings is talk 
about what's happening in that district with those 
police officers and those people, and that is a 
different kind of exchange. 68 

The use of citizen advisory committees should attempt to include 
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the general public in the process of fonnulating police policy. For 

example, a recent amendment to the San Francisco City Charter estab

lished a public hearing process for the changing of written police 

policy guidelines or regulations. Public notice is required and the 

hearings solicit written or oral input into the process of policy promul

gation. This aids in establishing credibility in the police functions 

and makes the community feel a part of the process. Additional factors 

to be considered in the creation of advisory committees and their accom

panying credibility are discussed by Wesley Pomeroy of the Drug Enforce

ment Administration: 

.•. another requirement in setting up citizen ad
viso~ panels or using them is that they are 
chosen by aommunities. that they truly represent 
the people who db represent the people for whom 
they're speaking. and they should be alose enough 
to them to be aaaountable to them. Another ve~ 
important ariterion. and one that's almost uni
~ersaZly ignored. is that onae an adviso~ panel 
~s set UP. that the poliae administrator pay Bome 
attention to them in real ways. They are too 
often seen as defusing kinds of meahanisms. and 
they do funation that way; but they Bhould have 
something to say about how poliae serviaes are 
delivered to them in their aommunities. They 
should real ly have something to Bay about how 
a poliae department iB run. 69 

Several Oklahoma citizens also decried the crisis-based nature of 

the interaction between the community and the police and called for the 

establishment of such bodies to negotiate responsibly with law enforce

ment administrators to, in the words of Lanny Endicott, "prevent fires. II 

Endicott, Chair of the Tulsa Human Rights Commission, proposes that a 
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responsible, officially recognized group serve as a liaison with the 

police department for the purpose of impacting favorably upon such 

policy issues as the use of force, the firing of warning shots, the 

police response to a riot, training, weapollry, selective enforcement, 

and even the policies regarding the number of officers in a vehicle at 

night or the sending of backup units. 

Such a function, many argue, has the effect of supporting the 

police and eliminating the counter-productive practice of bringing the 

police into the community only during the uproar that inevitably follows 
• 

a crisis. 'Endicott observes that in most jurisdictions there is at pre

sent "no pro-active forethought into bringing about planning to prevent 

problems ... The attitude seems to be ILetls wait and see what happens 

this summer. III While the names proposed for such an organization in-

clude "community response group, II "community support group, II "citizen 

control board," "community relations group" and "citizen liaison board," 

all proposals, citing a successful precedent in Oregon, recognize the 

need for citizens to work with law enforcement officials on policy 

matters as "cruci al" with regard to the enti re arena of pol ice-citizen 

relations. 

Further, most citizen respondents. while feeling strong'Jy about the 

above proposals, concede the historical ineffectiveness of "citizen 

revi ew boards II and thei r after-the-fact function of ci tizen investig~-

a _________ "----__ _~ ____ .... __ _ 
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tion of police misconduct. Opio Toure, for example, while arguing for 

an elected citizen body to control the police in a relationship similar 

to that of a school board and a school district, nevertheless argues 

that the pol ice IIl11Jst have the freedom to investigate thei r own of

ficers, even if they haven't received a complaint. 1I What most citizens 

desire, however, is some participation in that process, if only to make 

it more accessible to the public and thereby allay the concerns of the 

coml11Jnity. David Breed, for example, proposes that to ensure greater 

credibility a dual investigation be conducted, in which the citizen 

body, having access to the same evidence as Internal Affairs, reaches an 

independent judgment. Breed also advocates that in order to give lIat 

least the appearance of greater justice, II an lI outs ide ll attorney prosecute 

serious cases of police misconduct. 

One method th~t might heighten the credibility of the criminal 

prosecution avenue of redress for aggrieved Oklahoma citizens would 

include the state Attorney General and the Oklahoma State Bureau of 

Investigation in a more pro-active involvement in the adjudication of 

serious police misconduct cases. This would undoubtedly increase citi

zen confidence that an lIoutside ll entity has evaluated a local infrac

tion. Patrick Murphy, President of the Police Foundation, stresses the 

importance of credi ble revi ew: 

F~nally, the~e shou~d be aredible, high-level re
~ew aonaern~ng se~oU8 misaonduat aases by poliae 
~ersonnel. Now, whether this high~level review is 
~nternal or external, it should always be aredible; 
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that is to say, it should be above sustainable at
taak by a aiviZian aamplaint review board, a mayor, 
a aity aounail, a distriat attorney, a federal govern
ment agenay, a human rights aommission, or the news 
media. 70 

The Oklahoma Human Rights Commission is of the opinion that the 

above suggested role of credible, high-level review and prosecution of 

serious cases of police misconduct should be placed at the highest 

possible level in the state. It would be preferable to use existing and 

proven vehicles to fulfill this role. Therefore, it is recommended that 

the office of the Attorney General and the OSBI meet this need. 

The concerns of citizens regarding accountability might be ad

dressed by adopting the police managerial philosophy of accountability 

at every level. This would include, in theory, making all levels of 

politic,al subdivisions more sensitive to their accountability for the 

activities of subordinate functions in police service delivery and their 

liability for serious malfunctions in the system. This could be achieved, 

in practice, by statutorily requiring political subdivisions to indemnify 

the police officer. This has a two-fold effect. It creates liability 

for the repercussions of police misconduct at every level. Moreover, it 

enhances the viability of a citizen's use of civil litigation to achieve 

more than token remuneration for grievous wrongs committed against them 

by the law enforcement representatives of a political subdivision. 

ACLU Attorney Schwartz describes how indemnification would work and 
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the beneficial effects of accountability at all levels: 

•.• • fiI'st . to I'equipe -that the employing agenay--that 
1,S ~he c.--z:ty OI' aounty OI' State--,indemnify the poliae 
off1,aeP 1,n the event that the offiaeP is sued and 
the viatim wins. In many States if an offiaeP is sued 
by an indi~idual and lOBes the lawsuit, he OI' she pays 
out of the1,I' .own po~ke~ •. That means that in nrmy 
aases, even 1,f the 1,nd1,v1,dual does win, they nevep 
I'eCOVeI' any money beaause the offiaeP doesn't have 
the money to pay. Many States have gone ovep to a 
system of assuming the I'esponsibility fop paying 
~ut ;~se money damages by I'equiI'ing that the agency 
1,tsel,j I'eppesent the police offiaeP OI' defendant and 
secondly, that the agenoy itself pays. That also ha~ 
~he benefit.of ensuI'ing that the local agenaies don't 
Just leave 1,t up to the individual to de deaisior'.s 
which may OI' may not get him in tpouble OI' get him 
sued, but to take ppophylactic meaSUI'es whiah pI'e
vent as much as possible the agenaies fI'om having 
to payout money damages when people sue. 71 

Collective legal liability thus enhances administrative respon

sibility for and control over internal practices. Attorney Curry First 

discusses the removal of absolute immunity and the implications of 

qualified immunity for municipalities as a result of the U.S. Supr5ne 

Court decision in Monell: 

Orzae we staP~ suing not only the 'l:ndividual officeI' 
but also the1,~ employeI', the aity, you ape going to 
~ke ~ the a-z,ty attoI'n~ ••• We ape going to wake up 
the a-z,ty tI'eaSUI'eI' who 1,S going to aut a aheak if the 
aase is lo~t. You ape going to wake up the mayop. 
You ape go~~g.to wake up the police ahief and top man
agement off1,~1,als, and you aPe going to wake up the 
c~n ~ouna-z,l. So th~ whole idea of bpinging the 
~t1,es 1,nto the cases 1,S to bPing these othep institu
t1,~ns apound.to the ppoblem of poliae bputality, to 
th1,~k about 1,t, and, most impoptant, to stapt taking 
aat1,ons to stop it. 72 

) . 
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Statutory indemnification by the Oklahoma Legislature would achieve 

the above results and more. It would ease the resentment of officers 

toward the COOlloonity, hel p to mend the "US vs Them" mi nd set, reduce the 

dependence by the officer on solely the support of his/her fellow officers 

and union, provide legal services for accused officers and stress com

munity support of his/her role in the community. This, in effect, would 

say to the officer, "Welre expecting a great deal of you. Weill train 

you. Weill give you guidance. If you are accused of wrongdoing for 

serving llS in good faith, weill stand behind you. You are our communityls 

finest." It is also consistent with the burgeoning movement in this 

country, which, as described by Leonard Benton, is lithe whole citizen 

participation movement, the idea that a citizen should have a right to 

be more intimately involved in government, (the concept of) public 

accountability," a philosophy which underlies much of the thrust of this 

report. 
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STRESS 

In 1975, the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health 

held a conference in Cincinnati, Ohio, which examined the problem of 

police stress, the causes of stress in law enforcement work, the con

sequences of that stress and what the remedies might be. Since that 

time, there has been increasing attention paid nationwide to the psy

chological factors affecting police work, and the problem has spawned a 

quarterly journal, Police Stress. 

Dr. Terry Eisenberg, a consultant psychologist and former police 

officer, addresses the effects of psychological stress on law enforce

ment personnel: 

Many agencies today ape involved in looking at 
PTogpams that ape designed to amelioPate the 
aonsequenaes of stpess. Thepe is a graeat vaPiety 
of a011sequenaes of stpess, whiah pange anywhepe 
fpom inapeases, fop example, in disability pe
tipements, whiah has beaome a ve~ gpeat ppoblem 
of law enfopaement, to exaessive citizen aomplaints, 
to vaPious psyahologiaal and emotional ppoblems 
that poliae offiaeps enaountep, whethep they mani
fest themselves in alaoholism OP divopae OP hypep
aggraessive stpeet behaviop OP whatevep the aase 
rtrly be. 73 

The sources of stress that impact upon police officers are numerous 

and varied. Dr. Martin Reiser, Director of Behavioral Science Services 

for the Los Angeles Police Department, has grouped these stresses in the 

categories of frustration with the criminal justice system, role-related 

. . ~ __ ~ _______ ~ _________________ .t- -------
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stress, developmental stress, organizational stress, and marital or 

family stress. 

The stress emanating from the criminal justice system, as described 

by Dr. Reiser, is closely paralleled by the views of police respondents 

and by the participants in the Southwest Center for Human Relations 

workshop for Oklahoma City patrol officers. (see Appendix D) Dr. 

Reiser cites police perceptions of court decisions (Miranda); delays 

when called upon to testify; pejorative attitudes of court officers, who 

sometimes make police feel as though they themselves are on trial; the 

. d II' t' sy.(;tem that returns offenders to the streets; IIrevol vwg oor JUS lce . 

. f concern for offenders' rights in today's criminal and lithe predomlnance 0 
. ., . t 1174 

justice system over the rights of vlctlms ln our SOCle y ... 

Role-related stress certainly includes the very real danger of 

. but perhaps even more is the likelihood of lIego-injury physical inJury, 

on the street. 1I Dr. Reiser discusses the effect of this on the police 

officer: 

He deals with many people who aPe ppovoaative and 
hostile mepely beaause he is a poliae offiaep. He. 
tendS to be i~psed in a paptiaulap aspeat ~f soa~ety 
wh.iah aontains and exhibits violenae,. ~putahty, and 
gope, and he is in dangep of genepal~z~ng fpom that 
to viewing society that way as a whole. 75 

Police officers also have developmental stress that affects both 

their performance and cit'jzen perceptions of their behavior. Dr. Reiser 

elaborates: 

& - --~ - -~- - ~ ~---- ... -- _ •• 
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During the first 5 or 6 years on the job, ve:roy 
commonly they go thPough What I call the John 
Wayne syndrome, which involves aggressive and 
so-called badge-heavy behavior which in fact 
se:roves a su:rovival function for the young of
ficer, enables him to su:rovive those ~~itical 
ea:roly years when he feels vulnerable, when he's 
not yet competent and professional in his role; 
and yet to the outside observer, these behaviors 
are all negatioe and need to be controlled. 76 

In previous sections of this report, attention was given to the 

isolation of the police officer from the community, the support-group 

concept that is the bulwark of the police union movement, and the "US vs 

Them" philosophy that feeds on the pressure to conform to accepted peer 

group behavior. The peer pt'essures are sizeable in a quasi-military 

organization that, until very recently, has largely been a "White Male 

Club. II These acculturation factors and the fraternal acceptance rituals 

are described by Reiser: 

To be one of the boys, to be accepted, and to be well 
thought of are all important kinds of variables to 
young police officers. The hallmarks of maleness 
in young police officers for a long time have been 
behaviors pelated to hard drinking, sexual activities, 
and the use of muscles as indices of demonstrating 
adequacy. ~oving oneself in this sense, then, leads 
to a variety of liability-prone behaviors in encounters 
with citizens and suspects alike. 77 

In addition to the stress resulting from peer pressure, the very 

nature of the police organization is stressful. The hours worked are 

indicative of the 24-hour responsibility to the public. The organizational 

structure is one of conflict. In previous sections, mention was made of 

the tension and pressures associated with the interaction of personnel 
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and their union and the police administration or management. This is 

exacerba ted by the confl i ct between the trad it i ona 1 quas i-mil itary 

structure of police departments and the recent application of advanced 

management techniques, such as management-by-objectives and group 

part ic i pa ti on. 

Marital and family stresses also contribute to the "burden of the 

badge" on the street. Oklahoma Monthly points out that police have 

twice the divorce rate of the general public. 78 Factors that contribute 

to the marital problems of police center around the number of hours 

worked, placing the job before family, and the extension of the "mal e 

club" concept to the exclud'jng of spouses from social or organizational 

activities. 

Several comments by Oklahoma respondents touched upon the issues 

mentioned above. Moreover, an additional manifestation of the problem 

of stress, that of the macho image of police officers, was discussed by 

many. Police officers whose response to occupational stress is an 

exaggeration of that macho image are described by Mike Turpen as being 

"geared weird with a big badge and a heavy gun." Guthrie respondents 

Phyllis Brown and Evelyn Nephew are even more critical. Brown states 

that during her employment with the Guthrie Police Department, "paranoia 

was running rampant. It was the macho thing to be paranoid. II Nephew 

describes the officers' dangerous response to the problem of stress in 

the following caustic comment: "They shoot. They've got stress. They 

go out and find somebody and shoot them. Tha.t takes the stress away. II 

'< 
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Bob Fagan, a Tulsa police officer who is a recovered alcoholic, 

acknowledges the detrimental impact of the macho image, especially with 

rega rd to the peer pressu re to be lIone of the boys II in the context of 

the off-duty buddy sessions: 

And that's sick ... Those buddy sessions tupn out 
to be peinfopcement of the image. Choip ppactice 
is what I'm talking about. Lockep poom convepsa
tion. We meet at Gpumpy's and slosh dbwn two 
quapts of gin and talk about how absolutely neat 
it hlaS to pull one ovep on somebody and how you'pe 
only a 'Good Joe' if you can db that and keep 
yoUP mouth shut. 

But while Fagan concedes that the perpetuation of the rigid macho 

image "can be absolutely fatal to you," he also emphasizes its necessity 

in pol ice work: "That macho image, moreso than your gun or your nightstick 

or your flashlight, becomes a part of your survival kit." In the following 

description of the influence he feels he has had over the attitudes of 

other officers, he suggests, however, that the macho image should be 

tempered by compassion, where appropriate: 

I have influenced the attitudes of a lot of 
them, especially ovep the last five yeaps, 
because I've tpained all of them as they've 
come thPough the police academy. I tpain them 
on how to deal with people that have problems 
like alcoholism and drug abuse and things 
like that. How to be compassionate pathep 
than the old 44 shipt, size foup hat and thpee
foot nightstick apppoach. You know, thepe ape 
people that have ppoblems and they need help. 
That doesn 't mean that you need to be hun. 
Hey, if the simplest wino in the wopld tupns 
on me with a knife, he's liable to need some 
new choppeps in the mopning, cause I'll deck 
him in a New Yopk second. They'pe not paying 
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me enough to get hupt and they'pe not paying 
me enough to get killed. But by the same token 
they'pe cenainly not paying me to go dbwn thepe 
and pough up some old boy that needs help. And 
that's the gist of the tpaining that I give them. 

In the following, Fagan continues to describe the ambivalence of 

the macho image and his preference for a self-image of compassion. Most 

importantly, he implies that a healthy attitude for a police officer 

might be the appropriate application of that tough-compassionate spectrum, 

depending most critically upon the nature of the situation at hand: 

As fap as being pepceived as a macho individual, 
I ppobably am. I peally don't like that too 
much. I would much pathep be thought of as faip 
and compassionate and helpful than any of that 
othep stuff ••. But when the situation aPises that 
I need to be tough, I can still be tough. But 
you see that doesn't have anything to db with 
an image anymope, that has to db with me. Be
cause I had pathep be compassionate and helpful, 
you know, the Boy Scput cpeed, clean, coupteous, 
kind, al l that f!tuff' ... I 'd pathep be that because 
that's just how I'd ~athep pepceive myself. And 
I seem to be ab'le to db a lot mope good, with 
the bad guys too, with that attitude than I evep 
~d with 'I'm a tough son of a bitch, and you 
bettep know it, slick.' 

Tulsa Police Chief Harry Stege affirms Fagan's perspective in his 

retort against an accusation that the department is filled with "Prima 

Donnas. II While officers certainly need to be authoritative and in 

control, situational flexibility is the hallmark of an effective police 

officer, according to the following remarks: 

We ceptainly db have Prima Donnas. If they'pe not 
when we pecpuit them, we tpain them to be, because 
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they have to be able to ~lk in and take aommand in 
any situation and they have to be aonvinaed that 
what they're doing at that partiaular instant in time 
is the right thing to do, so they've got to be Prima 
Donnas. Now if they let their Prima Donna-ism out
weigh their aommon sense, that's wrong. But aommon 
sense in this situation may not be the right thing to 
do in that situation. The guys who get themselves 
in trouble, I think, are the ones Who have one 
approaah to every problem. You aan't do that. You've 
got to be flex1.:ble. 

While it is thus strongly asserted that flexibility is the most 

effective way to deal with police stress, it is also undeniably true 

that the nature of police work creates problems which require help. As 

Fagan describes, IIEven the straightest shooter on the police department 

is going to come under some kind of criticism and some kind of pressure 

from those elements (of police work). And it rattles you. 1I In the 

following description of the typical personality of his fellow officers, 

Fagan feels that the need for some sort of help is universal: 

Most of these guys are very quiet, strong types. 
Most of these guys are John Waynes, and that's 
the ~y they like it. And they really are. 
They're quiet, they!re brave, they're tough, 
they're smart, they're the aream of the arop. 
They really are, most of them. And they de
serve better than to have to live with all the 
pressures that that kind of image demands. 
Now I'm not saying that there aren't a lot of 
them that will live up to it and live with it 
and handle it and all that. But I don't know 
a one of them that doesn't suffer to some de
gree. And many that suffer more than they 
should have to, if they were only allowed by 
themselves and by others to aaaept the faat 
that they're human, and that they have prob
lems and that they need help, and that they 
aan get it and do something about it. And 
I think in the long run what you're talking 
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about is a better situation for eve!Y0ne in
volved, not just the polia6\. 

Most respondents agree with Fagan I s observation that lIanyth ing that 

creates tension is part of the problem ll of police stress. Charles Owen 

of the Oklahoma Fraternal Order of Pol ice al so agrees with the impl ication 

in Fagan1s above description that often the officer1s self-perception, 

the macho image, is the very thing that precludes the officer from 

either recognizing or addressing stress-related problems. Owen discusses 

the need for some kind of release: 

Let me tell you What we've got to do first, and 
partiaularly in Oklahoma. We've got to eduaate 
our poliaemen that it's not bad to go see some
body. Not everybody has a aouah in their room. 
Just beaause you ~lk into the door and shut 
it and it says aounsellor or psyahologist, doesn't 
mean there's something wrong with you ... Every
body's got problems. We've got to eduaate OMr 
peop le. We're having them understand now that 
stress is more aaaepted, that for you to go 
see somebody is not a problem. But still, it's 
not an aaaepted thing yet. 

In exploring the subject of what programs are currently available, 

Fagan admits that back when he had a problem, he erroneously assumed 

that no one in the administration would be of help. While individual 

officers were understanding and provided him assistance, programs in 

Tulsa that relate specifically to police officers are still sorely 

needed, as F aga n s ta tes in the fo 11 owi ng rema rks : 

As far as what poliae offiaers need to db, and all 
that sort of something, there are a thousand answers. 
As far as what's available to poliae offiaers here, 
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now, in TUlsa--emphatiaally, zero, there's nothing. 
Nothing that's geared and designed just for poliae 
offiaers. Now they aan partiaipate in everything 
else that's available to the general publia, if 
they oan overaome that image problem. The fear is 
that if you ahink the aRmor, the a~or goes ... Po
liae offiaers have to aome forth. 

The fact of the matter is that supervisors within the Tulsa Police 

Department can order a police officer whose problems are affecting 

his/her job performance to seek psychiatric help with the city phy-

sician, or psychological help with alcohol, drug abuse or other counselors. 

The Oklahoma City Police Department takes officers out of the field on 

the advice of a psychologist, encourages officers under stress to see a 

psychologist voluntarily, conducts a class on stress in their in-service 

training, makes it mandatory for an officer involved in a shooting to 

see a psychologist, and employs a full-time chaplain. While it is 

apparent that the problem of stress is beginning to be addressed, Fagan 

feels that the need for "maintenance" is crucial: 

We just need some bright, aonaerned, aonsaientious, 
aampassionate people in the right plaaes with the 
right ideas to turn things around ... lf they want 
quali~ people to hang in there and keep the 
''Thin Blue Une" intaat, they better start doing 
some maintenanae on it, they better start taking 
aare of it. Our average longevi~ here is two 
years, and that's an improvement. 

The whole issue of police stress, therefore, is on the cutting edge 

of contemporary public opinion in terms of both practice and theory. 

Eric Goodwi~, Tulsa Police-Community Liaison Officer, reports that the 
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Oklahoma Osteopathic Hospital is presently conducting a study on the 

subject, but the results will not be available for two years. In the 

following statement, he relates the need for further research efforts in 

this area: 

There's been a lot of studies about exaessive 
forae, there's been a lot of studies about 
brutali~. There've been a whole lot of things 
that are very visible to us that we know are 
problems. But no one is working on any solutions, 
or to avert potential problems suah as stress and 
how to aope UJith it. 

Another unique manifestation of police stress is culture shock, a 

problem which is explored in the remainder of this section. Leonard 

Benton alludes to the problem in his theory that the cross-cultural 

interaction of a White police officer in a Black comrr~nity is parti

cularly difficult: 

So I would expeot that White offiaers that are in 
Blaak aommunities, that they would probably find 
themselves in a more stressful situation when you 
have, here you have a whole lot of Blaaks who 
are gathered around in the situation and you're 
the only White there, the only one there with a 
gun; at least the only one authorized to have a 
gun, but you don't know who else has a gun. So 
I?m sure that it has an effeat, you know, on the 
stress level. 

In the Human Relations section of this report, attention was given 

to the problems of cultural awareness and insensitivity to cultural 

pluralism. This included dialect, non-verbal communication and variables 

in acceptable or condoned behavior in differing cultural or ethnic 
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comrrunities. It has been established that there are IImany communities 

in town,1I and that there are numerous subcultures, including a IIpolice 

occupational subculture,1I according to Victor Strecher, Dean of the 

Institute of Contemporary Corrections and Behavioral SCiences, Sam 

Houston State University. 79 

Dr. Strecher has specialized in the study of IIculture shock ll and 

IIculture fatigue. II Much of this work has been to assist foreign service 

officers in coping with the definable symptoms of culture shock. The 

problems associated with police-minority comrrunity relations and those 

of foreign service personnel are remarkably similar. The State Depart

ment definition of culture shock is illustrative: 

Culture shock is set in motion by the anxiety that 
results !pam losing all one's familiar cues. These 
cues include the thousand and one ways in which We 
orient ourselves to the situations of daily life, 
when to shake handS, what to say when we meet people, 
when and how much to tip, how to make purchases, when 
to accept and when to refuse invitations, when to 
take statements seriously and when not to. Cues to 
behavior, which may be wordS, gestures, facial ex
pressions, or customs, are acquired in the course 
of growing up and a2"e as much a part of our cul ture 
as the language We SP6ak. All of us depend for our 
peace of mind and OUl' efficiency on hund:l'eds of cues, 
most of which we do not carry on a level of conscious 
awareness. 80 

Dr. Strecher has identified four phases of culture shock. The 

first he calls a IIhoneymoon period,1I during which IIthere is a curiosity 

about a culture into which a person has been injected because of a working 

I, 

I 
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demand and some anxiety about it.1I The second phase is characterized by 

several factors, among them the IIgrowth of hostil ity, critical attitude, 

blame for their personal problems upon the inhabitants of the different 

culture, a seeking out of others who share these same feelings and 

II The third phase is lIan emergence from culture shock into pressures ... 

, 't some superciliousness about the culan atti tude of some superlon y, 

but stl'll a condescension about it.1I ture ... a change from bitterness, 

t 't 1181 The fourth is a IIrelative adjustment 0 1 ••• 

Strecher relates the phenomenon of culture shock to law enforcement 

personnel in the following: 

It's stressed that the problems which Zead the po
lice officer into culture shock are re~l and.not 
imagined. There is nothing quite so d~s~upt~ve.as 
a set of experiences hlhich challenge one s work~ng 
assumptions about the nature of the world and people 
livin in it, nor does the personal difficulty . , 
cause~ by the initial cultural contact ~n the off~cer s 
adjustment if he weathers the attack of culture shock. 82 

The dilemma faced by the predominantly young, White police officers 

when thrust into cultural settings that are alien to their experiential 

foundations is one that requires an inordinate amount of energy in order 

to cope. The officer IIrrust suppress automatic evaluations and judgments, 

supply new interpretations to seemingly familiar behavior, and demand of 

himself constant alterations in the style and content of his authority. 

, . successful or unsuccessful, Whether this process is conscious or unconSClOUS, 

it consumes an enormous amount of energy, leaving the individual decidedly 

and continually fatigued. 1I This comprises the culmination of occupational 
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stress and cultural shock and is labelled by Dr. Strecher as "culture 

fatigue. "83 

Culture fatigue is defined by Strecher as lithe physical and emotional 

exhaustion that almost invariably results from the infinite series of 

minute adjustments required for long-term survival in a strange culture."84 

The absence of resources available to officers suffering from culture 

shock is described by Dean Strecher: 

In the average police department, symptoms of cul
ture shock in young police officers appear to be 
considered a coming of age, a first hard contact 
with the realities of big-city polieing, a contact 
in which the recruit is learning the proper ~y to 
regard the behavior of poor people, Blacks, Hispanics, 
transplanted rural people. 

Emotional support from experienced associates often 
comes trom men who have also experienced culture 
shock and have now progressed into pe~anent culture 
fatigue. This support is less likely to sensitize the 
recl'uit as is done in foreign relations It'ork, where 
they pay a lot of attention to this and guide them 
through a resolution of this conflict, but rather 
it's intended to toughen him to the long-run pros
pects of dealing with lower class behavior and to 
cy.ystalize this toughness in the young officer. 
This creates a dilemma for the young officer, be
cause .•• our feeling of professional adequacy de-
pendS on how our colleaques evaluate us, not how 
anybody else evaluates us. 85 

The real-life application of the theories about culture shock and 

the disillusionment that accompanies occupational stress in street 

patrol officers is well described in the following quote by Norman 

Police Chief Don Holyfield. Note how closely his analysis follows the 
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outline of Dr. Strecher's culture shock phases: 

The first two 01' three years an officer spendS in the 
business is an interesting scenario. A guy gradu
ates trom the academy. He's proud of his accomplish
ment in becaming a police officer. He has a lot of 
pride and self-esteem. 

He comes out of the academy and he's vey.y appre
hensive. He's put with a field officer for ten 
weeks and must demonstrate about 500 areas of 
proficiency. And all of this is signed off and 
placed in his personnel file. 

Then he goes out on the street. He's developed 
a certain level of confidence. 'I can handle 
this job.' Then we put him out by himself and 
he's got the department operations manual and 
the ordinance book, and that's all h~ has to 
fall back on because he doesn't have any ex
p8rience. 

After six mo~ths, he begins to feel comfortable 
in his role. Then he begins to encounter frustra
tions. He's had a few court cases. He has seen 
the system--that there's a helluva difference be
tween theoy.y and practice in the ~y the system 
works. He's seen a few domestic situations where 
a kid's been physically abused. He's seen a fatality 
accident or two. He's seen an awful lot of injustice. 
He's been cal led a few names. He may have been spit 
on. The lustre has worn off. 

He begins to vi~ this whole thing differently. He 
begins to become a little bitter. He learns there 
reaztZ-I isn't any just'i.:ce out there. It al l goes 
down the funnel, and at the bottom is the officer. 

Generally, after about three l'ears, he'll say 'OK. 
I've got a defined role. I do ;;:y job. I do it 
the best way I know how and What happens from there 
I have no control over.' He either accepts that 
or he gets out. Three years is kind of the "~gic 
time frame for a guy to really came to grips with 
it aZ l. 

--~----
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It .~ s thu s appa rent that the job of be i ng a po 1 ice officer in 

contemporary society involves pressures that are unique in scope and 

extraordinary in degree. On a recent "Donahue" show dealing with the 

topic of police stress, Phyllis Benjamin, head of the Mutual Support . 

System for Law Enforcement Spouses, related the stark contrast experi

enced by an officer in a typical sequence of incidents: 

There's a lot of ambivalenae in the job. So one 
minute they're re8auing a kid from under a truak 
and the mother 8ay8, 'I8n't that wonderful, you 
8aved my kid.' The TOO:ct minute 80mebody 8pit8 on 
them, and 8aliva '8 dripping down hi8 unifol'/Tl. And 
that'8 the 8tre88 that'8 on the job. 

Tulsa Police Officer Bob Fagan perhaps best capsulizes the inherent 

conflicts of the job in his characterization of the epitome of policedom 

as lithe ability to stand, shaken, and shoot a moving target through 

tears." His succinct proposal for dealing with police stress mirrors 

the perspective of a growing number of concerned citizens and police: "I 

would say that there is definitely a need here for some kind of release. 

We need help." The fonn such help would take is limited only by the 

creativity and imagination generated by concerned municipalities and law 

enforcement entities throughout the state. 
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POLICE TRAINING 

During the final preparation of this report, it has come to the 

attention of the Oklahoma Human Rights Commission that a serious threat 

to the status of Police-citizen relations exists. By resolution, the 

Legislature has temporarily set aside the 300 hours of required training 

established through administrative procedure by the Law Enforcement 

Training Council, and has imposed ~n interim training requirement of 120 

hours. This represents an attempt on the part of the Oklah~ma Legislature 

to set training hour requirements in lieu of administrative action by 

the Training Council. 

At present, H. B. 1131, a "house keeping" measure, has passed the 

House as amended and should be voted on by the Senate by mid-May., This 

b;ll would re-establish the training minimum of 300 hours. 

Oklahoma requires fewer hours training than other states in the 

Southwest. Dan Johnson, Assistant Director of the Law Enforcement 

Training Council, points out that Texas requires 340 hours, Kansas 400 

hours, New Mexico 320 hours, Colorado 360 hours, and Arizona 480 hours. 

For contrast, 'Johnson notes that Mississippi requires no hours of train

ing, while the smallest state in the union, Rhode Island, mand.ates 640 

hours of training for police officers. Training for police officers is 

funded by a $2.00 fee assessment against all fines or bond forfeitures. 

"--
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These monies ther~fore preclude the use of revenues from the general 

fund. 
) 

Johnson states that the cutback to 120 hours would have a serious 

impact on the present 30-day training period by reducing it by one

half. The following are the areas currently comprising the Law Enforce

ment Training Council IS curriculum for police officers. Asterisks 

indicate those areas that would be retained in a 120 hour-regimen. 

These four represent the areas of highest vicarious and civil liability. 

*1. Criminal law 
*2. Traffic 
3. Patrol 
4. Crime Scene 
5. First Aid 

*6. Arrest 
*7. Fireanns 
8. General Infonnation (ethics, human relations, etc.) 

The 120-nour training model as a minimum for certification thereby 

el iminates those training areas that have h,'ld the greates·t positive 

impact on the relations between police and citizens. The 120-hour model 

excludes training in human relations, first aid, public relations, 

police ethics and crime scene investigation. 

This reduction in minimum certification training was originally 

supported by Don Rider, Executive Director of the Oklahoma Municipal 

League. Rider indicates that while there is no official Oklahoma 

Municipal League policy that supports the reduction in police training, 
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the league traditionally has opposed legislation that mandates without 

funding. Rider clarifies his position by stating that he is "interested 

in 300 hours training spread over a two-year period. Once certified, a 

pol ice officer moves on to another town for more money. The two-'year 

program would alleviate the financial loss to the community." Rider is 

also concerned about lithe one or two cop town that is left without 

protection while·police are in training." He indicates, without specifics, 

that small communities in Southeastern and Northwestern Oklahoma have 

expressed concerns over the training mandate. 

Chief Nonnail Coffelt of Ponca City serves as President of the 

Oklahoma Police Chiefls Association. He and other chiefs have met with 

Rider to share their views and concerns. Coffelt feels strongly that 

"it is impossible to adequately train an officer in 120 hours." He 

states: "I donlt care if itls a small town or one as large as ours 

(Ponca City), the people need' and are entitled to the same quality of' 

law enforcement personnel. Training is a cheap way of dealing with 

possible liability. II 

The question of municipal liability for police actions is discussed 

earlier in this report; however, minimum training is the crux of the 

issue of liability. Chief Don Holyfield addresses this issue: 

The reduation of the number of hours training 
for poliae offiaer aertifiaation is dangerous. 
It's a civil rights suit going somewhere to 
happen. I wouldn't put an offiaer on the street 
in our aommunity with that little preparation or 

__ ~aining~ 
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Phil Stanbeck, an attorney with the Law Enforcement Training Council, 

views this area of liability as "rrushrooming." He states that I1lJni

cipalities would not be in a protected posture if substantial reductions 

in training occurred. 

Greg Shinert, Program Development Specialist with the Southwest 

Center for Human Relations Studies, comments on the possible reduction 

in the training of police officers: 

Having done poliae-aitizen relations training 
for 11 years, there i.'3 a need. This is very re
grettable. Poliae departments are saying them
selves that they need more of this training. 
This wi II TTrlke the job of the offiaer on the 
street even more diffiault. In a training 
session aonduated reaently by the Southwest 
Center for Human Relations Studies of 1?? Okla
homa City patrol offiaers, offiaers stated 
they felt poliae needed more Human Relations 
training in dealing with people and aammunity 
organizations . 

The Native American Center of Oklahoma City has also' participated 

in sensitivity training for police officers. Millie Giago, Executive 

Director, states: "They don't have enough training now. There are some 

things like how to deal with mental patients or alcoholics that they 

haven't begun to cover. We did 6 hours in the Academy and that just 

skimmed the surface. II 

The potential problems that accompany a reduction in minimum stan

dards for the training of police officers would, in the opinion of the 

1 
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Oklahoma Human Rights Commission, have a deleterious effect on the 

status of police-citizen relations in the state. Every effort should be 

made to upgrade the training of officers for the protection of both 

police and citizens. The Oklahoma Human Rights Ca~mission urges the 

maintenance of 300 hours minimum training for officers and a gradual 
I 

increase in the standards that govern certification. The Law Enforce-

ment Training Council provides commendable training for officers and the 

Council IS continued cooperative efforts with coml1lJnity groups, educa

tional institutions, state agencies and interested parties will enhance 

the preparation of individuals for what is one of the most difficult 

professions in our society. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Oklahoma Human Rights Commission strongly urges the appropriate 

state and community bodies to seriously consider the following recommen

dations to protect the public welfare and to improve the status of 

police-citizen relations: 

1) That the Oklahoma Legislature amend the 
"fleeing felon" statute, 21 O.S. 732 and 
733, to include the Model Penal Code de
finition of "forcible and atrocious" fel
onies and restrict the use of deadly 
force accordingly; 

2) That in the interim the Oklahoma Attorney 
General examine the ambiguity of 21 O.S. 
732 and 733 and render an opinion that 
would, if in concurrence with the inter
pretation stated in the body of this re
port, protect the public welfare and 
serve as direction for state prosecutors 
until such time as judicial review occurs; 

3) That the Office of the Attorney General and 
the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation 
assume jurisdiction in the investigation 
and prosecution of serious cases of police 
mi sconduct ; 

4) That.the Oklahoma Legislature statutorily 
requ1re and provide for the indemnifica
tion of police officers within every poli
tical subdivision in the state; 

5) That the Oklahoma Department of Mental 
Health examine the problem of police 
stress and formulate programs to assist 
~lice officers and departments in deal-
1ng effectively with this problem; 

I ." 

6) 

I 
I 

7) 
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That Oklahoma communities seriously con~ 
sider the implementation of the recommen
dations included in the Human Relations 
Problems section of this report. More
over, that communities seriously evaluate 
the applicability of implementing citizen 
advisory groups to cooperate with police 
in the formulation of community policy 
and to participate in the administrative 
process of reviewing complaints of po
lice misconduct. 

That the Oklahoma Legislature mandate that 
the certification of police officers be main
tained at a minimum of 300 training hours 
and that further efforts be made to upgrade 
this minimum to make it compatible with 
regional and national standards. 
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APPENDICES 

L 

A·~·~ENDix 
. . QUESTIONNAIRE .:~;.: : .. " 

A 

. ,POL"'ICE-CITIZEN RELATIONS PR9JECT 1981: " . 

t. Who:;";: are the '1.ve problem area~ i1\ the field of Police/Citizen Relat1.ons'Z 

Prioritize these. 

Discuss each. 

II. What prdcedures now exist which enable citizens to seek redress of grievances against 
police officers? 

What are your perceptions of this grievance procedure? 

'How could it be improved? 

III. What do you think about citizen review boards in comparison to the ~terna1 affairs 
review of citiz~n complaints?' 

What do you think about the establishment of a statewide hierarchy of citizen 
review boards? 

r IV. What is the policy locally for the use of force (deadly force) by police "ff1.cerst 

", '. Is there automatic review in this' situation? 

What is the standard ;, complement of weapons carried by a police o££~eer' (e.g.~ 
nightstick, blackjack, etc.)? 

What is your opinion of the "fleeing felon statute" as it .relates to the use of 
deadly force? (vs. due process)' 

Given the fact that , • and are fe1OD~es in·this 
"--~--state, what is your opinion of the fleeing felon statute? " 

V. What procedures do you have ava:f.lab~e for police officers to deal w1.t. stress'l 

What procedures would you recommend? 

--~-.~- .-
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APPENDIX C 

. OKLAHOMA DISTRICT ATTORNEYS ASSOCIATION 
(./l0!5) 521.2349 

312 N.E. 26TH STREET SUITE lOB OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA. 73105 

"TO SECURE THE·BLESSINGS OF LIBERTY" ..... . 

Our Constitution and Bill of Rights were written by the most eminent of 
our forefathers long ago and it has taken almost 200 years for the pendulum 
to reach its present pORitionj Has it swung too far in one ~irection? 
Survey after survey confirms that Americans feel unsafe in their homes, in 
the streets, in their businesses, and in their sc~ools; Yet the courts, 
instead of handcuffing the lawless, persist in handcuffing the law enforcers. 
Don't the victims have any right or guarantee of p~otection??? 

THE VICTIM-WITNESS BILL OF RIGHTS 

I. A CRIMINAL SHOULD NOT PROFIT BY HIS ACTS. 

Victims should have the right to expect that criminals not profit from 
their criminal acts. If misdeeds become the subject of books, movies, 
interviews, etc., any profits gained from these should be subject to recovery 
by the victim or the State. Profits from "In Cold Bloo~i" .. "The Executioner's 
Song" ... etc., have been enormous. Nobody wants to read the story of the 
victim's family ... it isn't glamourous enough. Everyone wants to know how 
the boy became the man murderer, but nobody wants to know how the woman 
became the rape victim. RECOMMENDED LEGISLATION: Any profits made by a 
convicted criminal from such action be placed by the Department of Corrections 
in an escrow account for, the victim or victim's family to recover in civil 
law suits and the remainder forfeited to the Victim Compensation Fund. 

II. THE VICTIM'S RIGHT TO BE INFORMED. 

/ 

III. SPEEDY TRIAL. 

The right of the law':'abiding citizen to have the defendant brought to 
trial quickly ... a speedy trial and a quick judgment. The defense offers 
rhetoric about this right claimed by the defendant, but seldom does he mean 
it or want it. Time is his best defense. Therefore, the citizen vict~m 
should also have the right to demand an immediate hearing and a qu:tck 
disposition of his case. RECO~mNDED LEGISLATION: Speedy Trial Act. 
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IV. SPEEDY APPELLATE REVIEW. 

Why must the victim or his family wait for years to h7ar the ans!e: to 
a criminal's appeals??? How many ~ourts should get to rev~ew ~h7 d~c~s10n of 
twelve human souls who made a very difficult but necessary dec1s10n. How 
many appeals did the criminal's victim get to avoid death??? RECOMMENDED 
LEGISLATION: Increase in number of 'ud es on Court of Cr~m1nal A eals so 
that there wil og 0 

V. VICTIM COMPENSATION. 

Victims have the right to be compensated for all losses suffered at t~e 
hands of the lawless. Their medical bills should be taken care of. ~nd the~r 
property losses recouped. If they suffer,physical,.mental or ,econom1c ~roblems 
resulting from crime, they should receive remunerat10n for those suffer1ngs. 
There are horrors for which no payment would ever be enough, but th7 effort 
should be made to establish programs to guarantee that the system w~ll do at 
least as much for the victim as it does for an inmate incarcerated for an 
offense. RECOMMENDED LEGISLATION: Victim, Compensation Fund. 

VI. VICTIM-WITNESS COORDINATOR. 

A Victim-Witness Coordin':l.tor will assure that victims and witnesses.will 
have these rights: T~e right to be kept informed of the progress of the~r . 
case; The right to be notified that a court proceeding.will be ca~celled. 1n 
order to save them an unnecessary trip to court; The r~ght to be ~nformed of 
all available social services and financial help; The right to be informed of 
the procedure to follow to receive witness f 7es; The right to ~ave.prop7rty 
recovered by police quickly returned; The r~ght to be safe from be~n~ ~~red 
as a result of appearing in court; and the family members of all hom~c~de 
victims shall be afforded all of the above rights. RECOMMENDED LEGI,SLATION: 
Adequate funding for every Distr,ict Attorney's office to provide for a 
Victim-Witness Coordinator. 

VII. VICTIM-WITNESS PROTECTION. 

Victims and their ,families often have to live entire lives scarred with 
the trauma of rape or murder. The terrifying face of the criminal will 100m 
forever in their consciousness ... the experience will remain vivid in their 
memory long after the last appeal ~as been exhausted. ~n~ yet, ~he victim 
must fear something else .. retaliat~on. Because he part~c~pates ~n the 
system by way of testifying before a court of law. by becoming a witness, he 
must forever live with the fact that the criminal will be set free to prey 
upon him or his family again. Recently, for example, three rape vic~ims were 
murdered in Kansas City before the defendants had~een brought to tr1al. 
RECOMMENDED LEGISLATION: Stronger statutes that will provide stiffer penalties 
for those criminals who commit crimes against witnesses .. laws that can be used 
swiftly and effectively in order to'afford our witnesses greater protection. 

When will we realize that the most important cog in the criminal justice 
machinery is the victim and witness??? Unless we work to change the system 
so that it will perform positively for the victims, we can't expect them to 
cooperate much longer. For far too long the victim has been a lightwe~ght 
on the scales of justice and we must change 0t system by making the v~ctim 
the final word!ll tf~ , 

Rlr~C u itted by, 

MICHAEL C. TU ODAA 

f t' r ~ 
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APPENDIX D 

PROBLR~S IN POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS, AS REVEALED IN EVALUATIONS' 

FROM 93 ,PATROL OFFICERS IN 3 PCR TRAINING SESSIONS, OKe POLICE DEPART

MENT, OCTOBER 8-15-22,1980, and/or' in SMALL GROUP DISCt,JSSION WORKSHOl?S--

FOR WHICH OFF'ICERS ARE SEEKf=NG ANSWERS, SOLUTIONS, or "HOW-Tot~ .. in 

RESPONDING, WHICH CAN ENHANCE EFFECTIVENESS OF PCR ON THE $TREET. 

. 
1. Patrol & Traffic 'Officers often encounter a negative a'ttitude and/or 

behavior on first contact with citizens. 

-How c~n Police Officer change this to a positive attitude or behavior 
so he can do his' job,' but still enhance good PCR? 

2. Patrol and Traffic Officers regularly receive bad media coverage 
(press & TY), no matter how good a job they are doing.' Media seldom 
present's'the Officer's side of the story, or expl~in why Officers have 
to do what they do. And, media get in the way, destroy evidence, hinder 
Officers in performance of their duty. ' 

-How can Police, Officers get.;,the media to present a fairer picture, 
listen to the Officer's side, and not distort Police "image"? _' 

-How can Police Officer gain cooperation of 'media, so that they do not 
,'destroy evidence, get'in the way of an investigation, arrest? 

3. Patrol and Traffic Officers oft~n have 'difficulty with ~iCARE. They 
respond to a call too slowly,' 'ge.t officious on scene of accident, try to 
be doctors, destroy evidence, and often take people'to hospital who are 
dead-or do not n'eed to go to hospital. 

-How do Police Officers obtain the cooperation of AMC1L~ attendants~_ 
respond more quickly, be less officious at scene, listen to opinions 
and requests of Officers, preserve eviderice, and no't. take people to 
hospital who 'do not need to go? ; 

4. In working with Conununity Agencies, especially on -,'.- -4 pm-9am shi.fts;' 
Patrol and Traffic Officers often can't get a response out of a 
Conununity Agency. The'y are closed, and have no emergency iines"hot lines 
Often, the agency can't help an Officer, or gives them a run-around, 
referrals to referrals to referrals--all who can't help. 

-How can Police Officers gain greater cooperation and assistance from 
Corn..'11uni ty Agencies they ao encounter or use? "Hot lines" at night-
and a hip pocket card with 'emergency numbers, services offered, and 
any conditions they would prevent the agency from quickly assisting 
an Officer? 

5. Patroi and Traffic Officers perceive the general community, and certain 
specific parts of the conununity (sp., in high crime Districts) do not 
understand or appreciate the limited role and function of Police Officers 
do not want to cooperate, and do not respect job Officers are doing. 

-How caI1 Patrol and Traffic Officers help to improve the 11 image!' of , 
the police, do good PR, get citizens to understand ?nd value the limit 
role and function of the,pol~ce, cooperate with the police, and respec 
the'job .Police Officers are sworn 'to do? 
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6. Patrol an~ Traff~c Officers perceive their Command structure not'~a1uing 
or :eward~ng Off~cers for doing good PR or Police Community Relations. 
Off~cers ·are commended, promoted, and praised for numbers on Activ~ty 
Reports(arrests, traffic tickets written, incidents investigated problem 
resolved.} If Officers actually do good peR, and numbers on Activity , 
R7 Ports.go d~wn as a result, Officers can actually be penalized, or not 
g~ven promo~~ons. . 

-How can Patrol and Traffic Officers get Command to listen to Officers 
- reward them for ~ood PCR, have PCR activities count on Report? 

7. Pa~rol and Traffic.Of~icers would like the opportunity to meet with 
'Ne~gh~orhood Assoc~at~ons, community organizations in their Districts 
and engage in l-on-l relationships ·on duty--and be encouraged to do s~ 
and rewarded for doing so. . -, 

-How can Police Officers be offered the opportunity to enga9'e in' 1-on~1 
relationships,. or even dialoguing with Neighborhood Organizations and 
community agencies in their Districts, w~ile on duty--and receive 
commendations for same? 

8. patr~l~and Tr~ffic O~ficers:in PCR training would like the opportunity 
to d~a~ogue w~th med~a and/?r community people in the Training Session. 

-How can this be arranged and managed, to be productive, and not just a 
"bitch".session--or community people chewing out the Officers? 

9.·~atrol ~nd Traffic Officers sometimes experience their greatest problems 
~.r: work~ng with JOHN Q. PUBLIC, the average citizen, the midd1e c1ass-
of even the upper class'. 

I -How do Police Officers init~~te dialogue and positive PCR with this 
class, whether in a l-on-l "situation, or in groups? 

10. P~trol and T:affi7 Officers on duty seldom have.time 'to establish good 
l·-on-l relat~onsh~ps, or to engage in positive PCR or PRo They are 
expected by the Command to do too many things on duty, to answer too 
many calls, to cover too large a territory, and not to waste t~e & 
effo:t dealing with citizens, doing PR, or trying PCR. The System neithe 
perm~ts ~or encourages peR. . 

-How.doe~ a Police Officer find the time, where does he obtain 
mot~vat~on , and how is he rewarded for establishing· good 1-on-1 
relationships, doing positive PCR? WHAT IS THERE IN IT FOR HIM? 

"II. Patro~ and Traffic Officers are very frustrated by the Command by'their 
_Sup7rv~sors, a~d by citizens on the street. They have no way to re1ieve 
~the~r ~rustrat~on, handle the stress and tension, yet are expected to be 
sl;lper-human, always cool 1 •. calm and collected, always in contro1 of the 
~~tuat~on, and always achieve positive results. . 

-How can Police Officers be helped in handling frustration stress 
tension, the need to always be in control? How can Officers convince 
Command and citLzens t~e:~ are "human"? 

12. Some Patrol and Traffic Officers perceive the major responsibility for 
positive PCR (~ PRJ rests with Command and Supervisors, that they do not 
have this responsibility, and should not pe held accountable for enhancil 
good PCR .. The Command should be exposed to PCR Training sessions. 

-How to help Po~i~e.Cofficers and Command.understand that good PCR is a 
shared respons~b~l~ty, and that each Off~cer & Department is accountab: 
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13. 

14. 

Some Patrol and Traffic Officers do not perceive that ther~ is'a va1ue 
for them.to engage .in PCRi that their jobs are made any easier if they 
and do not know of any "success stories" wherein positive PCR has. : 
sign.ificantly improved polici!lg, or helped any Officer. 

-How'can Police Officers be convinced Of the'value of good PCR (good 
that their jobs will be ma.de easier, that positive policing will be 
advanced, or that Officers themselves will ben~fit? 

Domestic situations are often one of the most di£ficu1t and "unpleasent 
jobs Patrol Officers are called on to handle, and for. which they fee1 
the least competence .. Many do not perceive they have any other role in 
these situations other than to restore peace, prevent injury. They are 
not crisis intervenors, mediators, counselors, and should not be expectt 
to behave like social workers, marriage counselors, youth workers. 

-The Department must spell o'ut more clearly the responsibilities of 
Patrol Officers in this area, and .if Officers are expected to perfoD 
in any other capacity than peace officers, they should receive speci: 
training on "how-to'" handle these situation.:;. 

15. Patrol and Traffic Officers in PCR training perceive that nothing can bt 
done-or will be done by Command-to change System, or implement recommen( 
tions coming out of these sessions. Or, they perceive that the Command 
will make more demands on them, hut not permit them any more time to-do 
job, or offer any specific training to- equip them to· do~_a_ good job. 

. . 
-How can more Patrol Officers be permitted to attend more Schools. 
or Training sessions, on re~ular duty time,' to gain more competence? 

-How can Officers learn new,,'expectations, and receive assistance to 
deal with situations they were not trained for? 

". 
-16. Patrol and Traffic Officers perceive a r:ea1 value in having pr:ivate -"-

ci tizens ride on Patrol for several evening tours of duty, just to le'arl 
what Officers face, to better understand problems Officers encounter. 

-How can Dep~rtment. be convincJ of value of ci~ize~s riding on patrcil, 
and m~ke this a standard practice? (with waivers for liabi1ity). 

-A seond alternative: Have Volunteers from community agencies and citi: 
serve at Police Department, to learn more about police work~ and help 
as resources. 

17. ·Patrol and Traffic Officers do not perce"ive they have -a major resP9nsib: 
in "service" activities; they are not taught skl.l.ls to hanale service 

;'functions, and that the expectations of their Supervisors are that they 
!. do their assigned jobs, "by the book", and leave service activities to 

. social workers. 

-How can Supervisors be sensitized to service functions of Patrol and 
Traffic Officers, encouraged to permit Officers to do these tasks, al 
reward them fo~ service-tasks they do well? 

18. Patrol and Traffic O~ficers perceive a significant break-down in 
communication between themselves, their Supervisors apd Command-
and b~tween Patrol Officers and citizens. 

-How can better communications be effected between Supervisors and 
Pa~rol/Traffice Officers and Command (a real two-way communication)? 

-and atwo-;-way communication between Patrol/Tra£fice Officers & citizE 
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19. Some Patrol and Traffic Officers perceive a low morale within the Police 
Department, with little opportunity for advancement, promotions, att''''n
dance at Schools, .training sessions. "No one is listeJ')ing, no one cares I 
nothing will ever get done, no ~hanges in System are. possible. " 

-How to get Command to .listen and act? 
-How to improve m?rale? 

-How to effect change in System? 

20. Patrol and Traffic Officers.perceive that citizen complaints are read 
and considered, and never removed from Personnel files--even when Office) 
are exonerated. Citizens letters of commendations are not read, are. Dot 
considered in evaluations for promotions. 

-How to better handle citizen complaints, and if Officers are 
exonerated, re~oved letters from Personnel files ? 

-How to insure greater value'of letters of commendation, when consider
ing promotions? 

21. Some Patrol and Traffic Officers perceive that in cases o£ alleged 
police brutality, the Officer must prove he is innocent, and due proces! 
is not offered Officers in Internal Review. Their only recourse are 
legal civil suits against citizens who liable them, or file false chargE 

-How to help Officers receive financial assistance to file civil suits: 

-How"to get Police D~partment to assist them in filing criminal suits? 

22. Patrol and Traffic Officers allege that they cannot be convinced, 
:quanti tatively, how good PCR helps an Officer on the street. They are 
not sold on qualitative statistics., or generalized statments. 

-Where can Officers go for quantitative statistics? 

23. Some Patrol and Traffic Officers perceive that 1I1ost citizens over
emphasize individual rights, to the neglect of societal r:ights--
and responsibilities are'never even considered,1Ehe rights of the 
criminal must be protected at every level and Courts and Parole & Pardor 
Boards go overboard. Rights of victims, and rights of society ar~ £10u1 

-How to re-orient society to rights of police, rights of society, rig} 
of victims? 

24. Patr~l and Traffic Officers perceive th~t their fitness reports do not 
take into account positive accomplishments ~n PCR--no credit is given • 

. ~ -How to get positive PC~ accomplishments integrally incorporated into 
Off~cers' fitness reports for promotions? . 

25. Bad PR (or PCR) is due to bad media coverage, high crime rates, the kine 
of people police work with, politicians, bad laws, poor law enforcement. 
e~ Courts & Pardon & Parole Board, stress, frustration, too high 
expectations of police, ill-defined role & function of police, too many 
duties on individual police officer on the street, non-:-respect for job. 

-How can PCR get a root c~uses of bad peR, and encourage good PCR? 
-How can Patrol & Traffic Officer make friends with citizens? (this car. 
result in poor policing, being taken advantage of.> 

26. Patrol and Traffic Officers are reinforced for negative behavior. 
-How can you reinforce them for positive beha'fior~ (Command & citizens= 

, , 
f 

27. Patrol & Traffic Officers offered several sugge~tions: but no consensus 
was obtained, on ways to foster good PCR: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Develop more l-on-l .0 positive contacts with citizens; 
Have citizen evalu.ation of police conduct (little support) 
Have more citizen involvement in police work 
Have Peer Officers' reviews of police behavior (not much suppor~) 

Have an "independent" Command' review of police behavior (50 separat 
Division, responsible directly to Chief, and indepen~ent of 
~upervisors, Division Commanders) 

do a much better job of PR, and working with media; involve them i: 
police work-and/or in training. 
Have. some type of "Citizens for Police. Improvement" Association, 
to enhance citizen support and cooperation. 

. NOTE: The October 22nd. summary session did obtain consensus on three point 
and Officers asked that Command be informed: 

(1) There is a need for "something" to be done by Department,. apd 
by each Officer, to improve PCR for Officers on Patrol (on st~'ee' 

(2) There is a criti.cal need to raise the level of awareness of""::'" 
Command and Supervisors for good PCR--and obtain their support 
for Patrol and Traffic Officers to more actively engage in 
good P~R. : ..... . 

(3) The Command and Supervisors must develop and conu~unicate & 
implement some reward structure for Patrol and Traffic Officers 
to practice good PCR. 
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Section 3.07 of the l·:odcl PCIl!ll CociC! provio~s, in 
. f 

•. ..... -1...~.!r 
per~).ncnt part~ i • ~ 

.... .:. 

. ' 
." - " .' 

• 

Vse of Force, in Lau Enf"orccroC!I!t:. 
• t, • 

! 
" 

. (1) Usc: of Force Justi"fi2.ble to Ef!:ect an Arrest. Subject 
to the provisions 01' this Sec-cion anc. of Section 3.09" \:nc use 01: 

" i"orce u'Oon or to:,:ard the person of- ai1otr.cr is justifiabl.e \:h~n the -
actor i~ m~kin~ or aS5i~tin~ in making an arrest and thc actor ' 
believes that such force is ~ediatcly, necessary to. e:fiect a 1al-r.rUJ.:. 
'arrest. 

. . .-
(2) J.i.TdtC!tions on the Use" of Force. 

.-
(a) , The use of force is no't' justi:fiable under this 

section unless: 

.~ 

, . 

(i) the actor T.Y1.b~s k."lO~Yll the pU.!"pose of' t'he 
arrest or believes that'it is other-.rise }:no,;:n by or 
cannot i-easol"!ably be z;ade r.,i1uun to t"hc:: person to 
be nrrested; and . 

(ii) "lhen the arrest is tl3.0e under a ,·;arrant;, 
the \1C.rrant is valid or believed by the acto:' to be 
"alid. 

-
(b) The use of deadly force is no1; justi:fic.ble under 

this Section unless: .... 
.. . . 

. . 
, .(~) * -~ the arrest is for a :rclo~; and . . 

. ' (ii) th~e person ~Y-fectin~ thc arrest is e.uthori.z~d 
to act as a p~ace officer'or is.assisting e person ~~~o~ 
he believes to be authorized to act as n pea~e or~~cer; 
and. 

(iii) the nctor believes th~t th~ force emp~~Jed 
creates no sUb5tantial risk or injury- to innocent 
persons; and 

(i~) the actor belicves that: 

(1) the erime for vhich the arrest is m'J.oe 
!nvolvcd conduct includi~ the use! or threutened 
use o"f dcedly force; or 

. . -
(2) there is n substantial risk that the pcrs:o!1 

__ n+'O be rtl'rc:>t.cd viII cause death or !ier:io','ts 'bodily ll<!):":;o_ 

7 
r 

, 
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SENATE:CHAMBER -. 

January 30, 1980 

FROM: Senator Billy Q. McCray 

TO: Judiciary Committee Members 

Those states which have adopted reform statutes now equal in 
number those whose statutes still follow the common law rule 
according to the author of Note, The Unconstitutional Use of Deadly 
Force by the Police, 55 Chicago - Kent L. Rev. 539 (1979) the . 
states break down as follows: 

Twelve states have no statute on the subjectj· these are: 

1. Maryland 
2. Massachusetts 
3. Michigan .. 
4. Ohio 
5. Virginia 
6. 'Nest Virginia 
7. Wyoming 
8. Georgia 
9 .. Louisian? 

10. New Jersey 
11. South Carolina 
12. Vermont 

'Eight states now limit the privilege to use deadly force to 
cases of "forcible felonies"; these are: 

1. Delaware 
2. Illinois 
3. Montana 
4. New York 
5. North Dakota 
6. Oregon 
7. Pennsylvania 
8. Utah 

The Model Penal Code proposal has been adop~ed by nine states; 
these are: 

1. Alabama 
2. Colorado 

" 

I 

l 

I 

\ 
I 

Judicia~y Committee 
January 30, 1980 ~ 
Page 2 ;. ~ 

Members 

6; Nebraska.-. 
7. North Carolina 
8. Texas '; 
9. Hawaii -. 

'. 

Arizona has also adopted a reform statute, one of its own 
creation. 

There are, on the other hand, twenty states with statutes which 
still follow the common law rule. They are: 

1. Alaska 
2. Arkansas 

*3. California 
4. Connecticut 
5. Florida 
6. Idaho 
7. Indiana 
8. Kansas 
9. Minnesota 

10. Mississippi 
11. Missouri 
'12. Nevada 
13. New Hampshire 
14'. New Mexico 
15. Oklahoma 
16. Rhode Island 
17. South Dakota 
18. Tennessee 
19. Washington 
20. Wisconsin 

*The California courts have read the California statute in a 
restricted way; as so construed it actually falls under the reform 
statutes and those following the old common law. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNlil RELATIONS SERVICE 
SOUTHWEST REGIONAL. OFFICE 

Professor Joseph Witherspoon 
Law School 
University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 78712 

Dear Professor Witherspoon: 

"00 COMMERCE aTREET 

DAL.L.AS. TEXAS 7J2U 

March 25, 1980 

APPENDIX' F 

Tension and conflict has occurred in Oklahoma because they have a law 
which permits a citizen to use deadly force in order to apprehend a ' 
fleeing felon. :' 

A number of states have similar laws and each time a death is justified 
there is considerable protest. ' 

Enclosed are copies of the correspondence between the Oklahoma Indian 
Affairs Commission and the District Attorney of Oklahoma City which " 
explains two interpretations of the law with regard to the death of 
an Indian teenager, Thomas Foley. The Civil Rights Section of the 
U.S. Department of Justice has decided not to prosecute, but we 
haven't seen their opinion. 

Your name was suggested as a resource when I met with the Governor's 
Aide for Law Enforcement in Oklahoma, the Director of the Oklahoma 
Indian Affairs Co~ission and the Director of the Oklahoma Commission 
on Human Rights. They are searching for a solution to a problem which' 
has caused conflict, deaths, and riots. They are also aware that public 
opinion apparently is in favor of the rights of a law enforcement . 
official or a citizen to use deadly force to apprehend a fleeing felon. 
Whatever you can do to give these officials assistance will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If you have any questions,You may call me collect at (214) 767-0826. 
I 

Sincerely, 

A-£~" Georrs. Cerny 
Concil i ator 

-~ ---- - _____ L_~_ 
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STATE OF OKLAHOMA APPENDI X G 

OKLAHOMA INDIAN AFFAIRS COMl"1.ilSSION-
4010 N. Lincoln 8ouley .. rd 

Olcbhom .. City, Olcl .. homa 73105 

PhDn. 4D5·5Zl·31Z1 

M E M 0 RAN DUM ----------
, " 

TO: Roy Robert Gann, Director 

FROM: Susan Work, Staff Attorney~ legal Division 

DATE: July 3, 1979 

RE: The Inapplicability of the Defense of Justifiable Homicide 
in the Shooting Death of Thomas Foley 

I. Introduction 

On February 18, 1979, Thomas Foley, Jr., a seventeen year old Choctawl 
-

Creek Indian, was shot in the back of the'head by an Oklahoma City resident, 

Charles'Allen Wilson, in the vicinity of 6125 Northwest'10thStreet. He was 

taken' to Baptist Medical Center and remained in the intensive, care unit, until 

his death on February 20, 1979~ 1 --- - , _ , , 
The police 1nvestigated the shooting short1~ after its occurrencE!;lbut 

did not take Charles Wilson into custody, b~ing advised by Assistan~ Oklahoma 

County District Attorney Jim McKinney that charges would not be filed. Later, 

on March 21, Oklaho~a County District'Attt)rney Andrew Coates, decided to 

reconsider the decision not to prosecute, but confirmed the declsion 9n March 28. < 

• The deci sion not to prosecute was based on the bel ief that it:- take" to . ... . /' ,/ .. 
court, Charles Wilson could ,successfully raise the defense of justifiable 

homicide as defined by 21 O.S. § 733(3): 

1Fo r: a, full review of the_Jacts se~ May 31, 1979 O.LA.C. 
.....-----~-
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Homicide is justified ••• 3. When necessarily committed in 
": 

attempting, by lawful ways and means, to apprehend any person 
'for any f~lony commltted; or in lawfully suppressing any riot; 
or in lawfully keeping and preserving the peace. 

According to the District Attorney's office, since Foley had allegedly 

burglarized Wilson's car, he was a felon a~d Wilson was justified in 

shooting him when he fled. 

The District Attorney's office stressed that it was clear from the 

fac~ of the statute that it authorized the killing, either:i~tentional 

or unintentional, of a fleeing felon by a private citizen where any 

type of felony had been committe~. According to the,District Att~rney's 

interpretati~n of the statute, persons committing nonvi~lent felonies such " 

as perjury, passing a hot check, or indecent exposure may be killed by private 

citizens should they attempt to flee the scene of the crime. 

However, this broad interpretation of the statute is not required 

by law, or even supported by law. First, the definition of justifiable 

homicide cited by the District Attorney requires that the homicide must have 

been "necessarily" committed, and that the private citizen attempting to 

ar'rest a felon must have used "lawful ways and ,means" in order for the 

homicide of the felon to be justifiable. Under Oklahoma iaw, the use.,of __ _ 

excessive force by,a private citizen arresting a felon is unnecessary and-' 

unlawful. Secondly~ this definition must be interp'feted in light of changing 

common l~\.Lvl,e,ws- ~hen thi~,~,d,,-.ne,,~J1Le Califorw'courts il'l a ease 

involving an identical detinition of iustifiable homicide, the resulting 

conc1u.,sion was that the definition does not authorize a private'citizen to 

use deadly 'forc~ in effecting the arrest of a person' fleeing f~llowing the' 

commission of a nonviolent felony. Thirdly, the purpose of the entire 

statute, wnen read as a whole, is to protect the Eerson rather than tp 

prevent ~ type of felony or to punish for any, type of felony. 

II. Statutory Construction of Oklahoma's Justifiabl e Homich::-? Law. 

A. Analysis of 21 0.5.' § 733(3) in Context of Police Arrests 
and Citizen's Arrests: "lawful Ways and Means Requirement-

Oklahoma law recognized two categories of ' arrests: Police arrests 

are governed by 22 0.5. § 192-200» and citizen's arrests are governed by 

22 0.5. § 202-20'8. Oklahoma law likewise recogniZes two categories of' 

justifiable nomicide: Homicides by police ~fficers are governed by 21 0.5. 

§ 732, and homicides by "any person" are governed by'21 O.S. § 733. A 

comparison of these statutes results in the conclusion that the extent of 

force which may be uS,ed by private citizens to effect an arrest is more ' 

limited than that of police officers, and that a police officer may 'be 

justified in committing a homicide in a given situation~ while a private 

citizen would not be justified in committing a homicide in the same 

situation. 
. ~~. ., . .;.-. 

A public officer is exculpated by ~l"O.S. § 732 from the commission 

of a homicide committed in one of the following circumstances: 

1. In obedience to any judgment of a competent court; or 
2. When necessarily committed in overcoming actual resistance 

to the exec4ti.9Jl,; qf some 1 ega 1 process, or to the. d.i scharge, 
of any other 1 ega,l duty; or ',' , ' 

3. When necessarily committed in retaking felons who have been 
rescued, or who have escaped, or when necessarily committeCf'U 
in arresting felons fleeing from'justic:~l, (Enphasis added] -. 

"Any person" is exculpated from the commission of a homicide by 21 

0.5. § 733, when it is committed in the follpwi,ng situations: 

1. When resisting any attempt to murder such person, or to 
commit any, felony upon him, or upon or in a'ny dwelling house 
in which such person is; or, 

2: ,\~hen committed in the'lawful defense' of such person, or oT : 
his or her husband, wife, parent, child, master, rnistress~ or 
servant, ,when there is a reasonable ground to apprehend a 
design to commit a felony, or to do some great personal injury. 
and imminent danger of such design being accomplished; or ' 

3. When necessarily committed in attempting, by lawful ways and 
means, to apprehend any person for any felony committed; or 
in lawfully suepressing any riot; or jn lawfully keeping and 

__ --'-D ..... r..cp~s=er'_"vinQ th~uD.f>dCP~ Jt:rnnl=Lc; <." :'c3dcdl 



The most significant difference in the provisions of the two, statutes 

governing homicides committed in effecting arrests is the requirement i'n 

§ 733(3) that a private citizen use "lawful' ways and means'" in attempting to 

apprehend a felon and the absence of such a requirement for police officers 

in § 732(3). This is due to the fact that while police officers are expressl¥ 

authorized by statute, 22 0.5. § 193, to use "all necessary mea~s" to efTect'· 
. .. . . 

an arrest, the statutes governing citizen' s arrests,' 22 O.S. §§ 202-20; do 

not define the amount of force which may be used by a citiz'en. Instead, 
, . 

the permissible amount of force used by private citizens attempting to' 

apprehend a felon must be "lawful ll with reference to the co~or. law and to 
, ' . 

. . 
any other statute defining the amount of force which may be used in a given 

situation by a private citizen. :...- . 

There is only one instance in which a private citizen is impliedly 

authorized by statute to use the same degree of force as a policeman in . 
apprehending a felon. See 22 0.5. § 36. This statute grants a private 

citize~ assisting an officer who has requ~sted assistance or who is in 

imminent danger the same criminal immunity as the.pfficer for anY act 

committed during assistance. 'Thus a private citizen who .uses aall neceSS1f~y 
..... __ ... _-

means" to effect an arrest in the circumstances described in §' 35 is using _ 

"lawful means" within the purview of 21 0.5. § 733. However, "this does not:. 

mea~ that the citizen has 'th~ absolute right to kill in this situation, 

because the police officer does not even have that right. Police officers 

are as much amenable to the,. law as other persons, and they must 'not use 
~ , . 

thei.r official authority as a cloak to violate .the law. Even where the .-
suspected party has committed a felony, an officer will not be justified in 

taking life where the arrest can be made without violence. Ex Parte Finn~. 

205 P. 197 (Ok. Cr. 192~) 

- 4 

Since statutory law does little to define the extent OT force which 

may be u~ed by a citizen making a citizen's arrest, it is necessary to turn 

to the common law •.. In ·Ok1ahoma there is only one ~klahoma case wbjcb examines 

the extent of force which may be used by a private citizen in effecting an 

arrest, Hulls v. l~illiams, 29 P. 2d 449 (Ok. 1962). The Hulls case was a 

civil action for personal injury brought by a felon for injuries sustained 

when he was shot by the defendant, who was attempting to arrest him.· 

The plaintiff had bee~ caught in the act of stealing gas fr~m'a pipeline 

by the defendant, who was a night watchman. When the plaintiff did not 

respond to the defendant's demand that he come out of the ditch~ th~ defendant 

fired a warning shot. Still receiving ~o response, the defendant fired into 

the ditch~ st.rtking .. tb~. plaintiff in the arm. 

In Hulls the Oklahoma Supreme Court noted the rule that when a person 

subject to a lawful arrest refuses to go~ the party making the arrest has 

the right to use reason?ble force to overcome the resistan~e, 'but not the 

right to use unreasonable and unnecessary force or to wantonly or maliciously 

injure the person. The court further noted that the question is not whether 

the defendant acted without malice and in the honest belief that the 

force which he used was necessary, but whether under the circumstances·1the-

force used was in fact unreasonable and excessive. The court concluded that 

in the case at hand substantial evidence of the use of unreasonable and ex-

cessive force had been presented, and the defendant was liable fo~ damages. 

WhiJe the degree, of force which a private citizen may use in arresting 

a felon has been only broadly defined in Oklahoma with reference to the 

circumstances of a given case, this issue has been directly addressed and 

defined.bya common law rUle in Pennsylvania to the effect that the use of 

deadly force by a priVate 'person in order to prevent the -escape of one 

who has conunitted a felony is justified only if the felony conunitted 'Ss 

- n__ _ __ __---------"'- -.. .~----- --~-



treason', murder, volunt~ry manslaughter, mayhen, arson, robbery, cOIIIJIon law 

rape, common law burglary, kidnapping, assault with intent to murder. rape. 

or rob, or a felony which normally causes or threa~en~ death or great bodily 

harm. Commonwealth v. Chermanskl, 242 A. 2d 237 CPa. 1968). The court 

explained its deci~ion as follows: 

The co~on law principle that killing necessary to prevent 
the ,escape of a felon is justifiable developed at a time 
when the distinction between a felony and mi~demeanor was 
·very different than it is today. (At early common: law, virtually 
all felonies were punishable by death.) Statutory expansion 
of the class of felonies has made the common law rule manifestly 
inadequate for modern law. HencR," the r,eed for a chang"e or 
limitation in tHe rule is indicated~ 

, . 
In a later case the Chermansky rule was followed, and the court concluded that 

the larceny of a car "falls, far short of those crimes which are sp~cifical1y 

enumerated as justifying the use of deadly force. II Commonwealth v. Allen. 

276 A. 2d 539 CPa. 1971). 

In summary, a private citizen must have used lawful ways and means 

in seeking to apprehend a felon in order for the resulting death of the 

felon to be ruled justifiable homicide pursuant to § 733.. Oklahoma statutes 

do not define the extent of force which a private citizen may use in att~m~ting 
; 

to apprehend a felon, but is clear that in most circumstances they do·n-of-
'--

possess authority to use "all necessary means" to effect the arrest. as do 

police officers~ It is also clear that the common la~ in Oklahoma recognizes 
. . . 

that the concept, of excessive force is applicable to citizen's arrests of . 

felons, and that the degree of force used must be considere~ in the context of 

the c~rcumstance~ of t~e arrest. Further, t~e Pennsylvania common law rule 

justifying the killing of a felon by a private citizen attempting to arrest 

him only where the felC?n has committed certain enumerated crimes hanning or 

endangering other persons exemplifies a legal trend toward placing greater' 

value On human life. 

- 6 -

.' 

Finally, it is worthwhile to note that the conclusion that private 

citizens' are more restricted than police officers in the degree of force 

which t'hey may utilize in effecting an arrest is supported by practical 

as well as legal considerations. While police officers often have excellent 

training in the use of· firearms, private citizens often have no "training at 

all. To allow,private citizens .to use firearms in all situations involving 

the apprehension of fleeing felons could prove to be 'more dangerou~ to the' 

general public,than allowing the felons to escape. Furthermore, private 

citiz~ns are not as restricted in the actual use.of flrearms as police 

officers. Unlike police officers, private citizens are no~ trained.to be 

hesitant to use a firearm and are more likely to act on impulse than upon a 

rational consideration of the safety.of persons in the area and of the 
, " 2 

potential beneficial, or detrimental consequences of the use of a gun. 

2Tl)e "Okl ahoma City Pol ice Operations Manual, "Use of Firea"!ls. by 
Law Enforcement Officers," No.' 9103, Issued 9-1-75, exempllfles 
the restrictions .on use of deadly force by pol ice officers. It 
provi des.: 

"The Oklahoma City Pol ice Department will not. deviate frolll._ 
the State law as a guideline and shall not be more restricted 
than the law itself; but, under all circumstances, ~earing in 
mind the value of a human life, an officer will exercise the 
utmost discretion in the use of his ,weapon. The use of a. 
firearm by an officer is not justified if an apprehension and! 
or arrest can reasonably be made without violence. II 

liThe use of firearms is not justified to apprehend a fleeing 
offenders except as permitted under justification specified in 
this· policy statement. II . 

*** 
"The police officer is justified in using· his firearm only: 

in defense of life in. instances where the suspect is armed and/ 
or making an attempt to kill or do great bodily harm. in 
~ccordance with 21 O.S. § 732~ 'Hhere necessarily committed in 
retaking felons who have been rescued or who have escaped, or 
when necessarily committed in arresting felons fleeing from 
justice.' NOTE: In this .context 'necessarily' is defined as 
being essential as a last resort, or ·when necessarily destroying 
an injured, maimed or vicious animal." 
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B. Interpretation of 21 O.S. § 733{3} in· Light of Changing 
Common Law Views. 

As al ready noted in the previous se'ction~' common law views 'concerning 

the amount of force which. may be used by a private citizen attempting to 

make an arrest have become more restrictive as to the use 'of force~ placing 

greater emphasis on the dangerousness ~f the fle~ing felon rather' than' on 

apprehension at. all costs •. These past and present co~on law views are 

pertinent not only to' the definition of the'.term "lawful w~ys and means,· but 

to the interpretation of the purpose of the statute as ~11 •. 

The relevance of the common law views has been:re~ognized by th~ 

California courts in interpreting California's justifiable homicide statute 

as follows: 
--

But the section does no more than codify the common law and 
shoul d be read in 1 ight of it. Taken at face' val ue, and 
without qualification, it represents an oversimplification of 
the law today .•• The authorities generally rely on Blackstone 
for the earliest expression of the rule. He rationalized it 
in terms of no killing being justified to prevent crime 
unless the offense was punishable by death •• :But in those -
days all felonies were capital offenses ••• Any civilized 
system of law recognizes the supreme value of human life, and 
excuses or justifies its taking only in cases of appa~t 
absolute necessity. 

People v. Jones.~9l Ca1.App.2d ~78· (l961; See also People v. Piorkowski,_._ 

41 CaL App. 3d 324 (1974). . ' 

In People v. Piorkowski, supra, the California court applied~this 

rationale in interpreting 8 Calif. ·pen. Code § 19~(4), which defines 

justifiable homicide in exac~ly the ~ame language as 21 0.5. § 733: RWhen 

necessarily committed in attempting, by lawful ways and means, to apprehend 

any person for any felony committed, or in lawfully suppressing any riot, 
. . 

or in lawfully keeping .and preserving the peace." In Piorkowski the.court 

held that this definition does not authorize a private citizen to use 

deadly'force in eff~cting the arrest of a person fleeing' following the 
• 

'. - --~~~~~--~-------------

commission of a nonviolent felony. The court noted that· thefts, conversion 

of real estate, a second offense of indecent exposure, and thefts are 

felonies, stating that "modern rationale must preclude the holding that a 

private citizen may use deadly force in attempting to arrest a person for 

such offenses." . Accor:ding to the court, where the character of the crime 

and the manner of its perpetrat10n doesn't warrant the use of deadly force 

to effect an ~l'rest, it isn ',t "necessarily committed. II The court held that 

the use of deadly force was not justified in the instant case, which involved 

the burglary of a business during the daytime and no confron~ation by·force._ 

More recently; the California court has stated~ 

In this day ana age neither an officer nor a private person 
may rely on the literal language of the 1872 code provisions 
which appear to justify the use of. deadly force to effect an' 
arrest for, or' to prevent the commission' of', any felony. In -
view of the great expansion of crimes which have been made 
felonies, the courts have held·that deadly force may be used 
against felony suspects only if the felony is a 'forcible and 
atrocious' one, which threatens death or great bodily harmv 

Kortum v. Alkire, 69 Cal. App. 3d 325 (1977). 

This viewpoint should be reflected in the law in O~lahoma, should 

the issue ever reach the courts. A narrow interpretation of-§'733(3) to . 
. -

allow the use of deadly force against only those felons who have COTm1J!:!~~_ 

a forcible and atrocious crime which threatens death or great bodily harm--

at this point in time is not inconsistent with the actual language of the. 

statute and is consistent with the development of the conunon law in this . . .. 

legal area in Oklahoma.and other jurisdictions. The justifiable homicide 

statute was enacted into .law.in 1910, and the common law now places greate~ 

value on human life than it did at that time. This was recognized by the: 

Oklahoma Supreme Court in 1968 in Hull s v. Will iams, supra, \'Ihich establ ished 

that deadly force by a'private citizen to make a citizen's arrest of a feloD 

is not· lawful in all circumstances . 

----~ --"---



C. Interpretation of 21 0.5. § 733(3) in light of Whole Statute -, 

A 'narrow interpretation of § 733(3) to allow the use of deadly 

force against only those felons who have committed ,a forci~le and atrocious 

crime which threatens death or_great bodily harm is enti~ely consistent 

with the intent of the justifiable homici~e statute. when read as a whole. 
, . , 

to protect the person from the commission of a felony. The first definition 

of justifiable homicide 21 0.5. S0733(1). involves r~sistance of a~ attempt 

to murder or commit.a.fe1ony on the person or upon his dwelling house. !he 

second definition. 21 0.5. § 733(2). covers situations involving the ·lawful_. 

defense" 'of the person. his or her husband. wife, parent. child; master. 

mistress, or servant, "when there is a reasonable ground to apprehend a, 

design to commit a felony, or to do some great personal injury~ an~ 
, 

imminent danger of such design being accomplished~1I Al,though the third 

definition, 21 O.S.' § 733(3) does not expressly govern situations involv.ing 

defense of a person, .such a purpose may be inferred in 1 ight of the ru1 e 

that words, phrases, and sentences of a statute are to be understood as 

having been used, not i~ any abstract sense, but with due regard to context 

and that sense which best'harmonizes with all other parts of the statut~; 

Haines v. State, 275 P.2d 343 (Ok.Cr. 1954); Groendyke Transport, Inc:;-v:

Gardner, 353 P.2d ·695 (Ok"'19l0) a.nd where one part is susceptible of two 
. . 

constructions and the language of another part is clear and definite ,and 

consistent with one of such 'constructions. and opposed to others. that 

construction must be adopted which will render all clauses'harmonious. 

Haines v. State, supra. 

Section 733(3) has never been interpreted by the Oklahoma courts. 

but there are numerous interpretations of the first two definitions of 

justifiable homicide contained in § 733(1) and (2) which place a high 

_ 10 __ 

emphasis on the value of human life. These cases establish the rule that 

mere fear of harm is not sufficient to justify homicide. Smith v~ State, 

174 P. 1107 (Ok. Cr. 1918); Fields v. State. 188 P. 2d 231 (Ok. C~~ 1948); 

Abby v. State, li4 P.2d 499 (Ok. Cr. 1941); Hood v. State, 106 P.~d 271 

(Ok. Cr. 1940); Jamison v. State, 304 P.2d Ok.Cr. 1956); Murphy v. State~ 

112 P.2d 438 (Ok~ Cr. 1941). The law places too high an estimate wpon human 

life to justify it being snuffed out by a mere whim of either cowar.rlice or 

anger. Rogers v. 'State, 158 P. 637 (Ok. Cr~ 1916). Homici,de perpetrated 

in the heat of passion, by means of a dangerous weapon~ is manslaugnt~r in 

the first degree. Rogers v. State, id., A homicide ~s not justifialble unless 
. 

the slayer was then in apparent imminent danger of losing his life or 

susta i ning serious bodily ,injuri es. Peopl e v. Gonzal es, 164 P. )131 

(Ok. Cr. 1917)"; Roddie v. State, 198 P. 342 (Ok. Cr. 1921): Ging v' .. State 2 , 

239 P. 685 (Ok. Cr. 1925). The right of self-defense is solely and 

emphatically a law of necessity; it does not imply the rignt of attac~_ 

Jenkins v. State, 161 P.2d 90 (Ok. Cr. 1945). 

The Oklahoma courts have also tended to apply a stricter standard in 

situations where the slayer has used deadly force·to defend himself from an 

attack. According to the' Oklahoma Supreme Court, where the slayer ha$,_IlQ!=_ ; 

used a deadly weapon, he must have reasonably believed that he was in danger 

of receiving bodily harm; but where a deadly weapon Kas used, the slayer must 

have reasonably believed that he was in qanger of receiving some great bodily 

harm. Boston v. Muncy, 233 P.2d 300 (Ok. Sup. Ct. 1951). The Oklahoma 

Court of Criminal Appeals has held that the use of a deadly weapon .is 

justifiable only to prevent unlawful and violent attack on one's person of 
. . 

such n~ture as to produce reasonable apprehension of death or gr~at bodily 

injury. Lee v. State, 244 P. 455 (Ok. Cr. 1926). Thus it has been held 

that where the deceased knocked the defendant down to the ground twice. the 

"*- ~.- ----"-------



defendant was not. justified in shooting the deceased on grou~ds of se~f

defense, Jamison v. State, 250 P. 548 (Ok. Cr. 1926). A deadly w~apon may 

be used to repel a si~ple assault by beating without a weapon only. where 

the assault is of such violence that the defen~ant feared for his life. 

Easterling v. S~ate, 267 P. 2d 185 (Ok. Cr. 1954). 

Finally, the Oklahoma Court ~f Criminal APp'eals has drawn a distinc-
. " 

tion between the threatened commission of violent fel?nies and'thethreatened 

commission of non-violent felonies in interpreting 21 0.5 •. § 733(1) "and (2). 

In Mammano v. State,' 333 P. 2d 602 (Ok. Cr. 1958) the court held that,'~ 

ki 11 irig to prevent a felony is not just,ifiabl e pursuant to these SUI?-s~ctiO~S 
if the felony is a secret one, or unaccompanied by forc~, or if it does not' 

involve the security of the person or home" or where the commission of the 

felony is problematical or remote. Mammano v. State, 333 P. 2d 602 (Ok." 

Cr. 1958). 

It is thus clear from a review of case law concerning the first two 

definitions of justifiable homicide contained in § 733 that the obvious 

intent of the entire statute~ when read,as a whole, is to protect the 
person from the co~ission of a felony. To read'toe third aeffnitionas" 

allowing the homicide ofa person who has committed any type Of'felon~L~~ 
not be in harmony with this intent. This is particularly clear in light -

of t~e M~mmano case, which draws a 'dis~inction between the necessity of 

killing persons who threaten to commit non-violent as opposed to violent 

felonies. If killing to prevent a non-forc~able type of felony which does 

not involve danger to the p~rson or home 'is not justifiable, pursuant ~o 
§ 733(1) and (2), it is unreasonable to assume that § 733(3) justifies the 

homicide of a perso h h" . d ' n w 0 ~ commltte this type of fe~ony, and is simply 

attempti~g to escape. Such an assumption is not only inconsistent with' 

the statute as a whole, but places a greater premium on the punishment aspect~ 
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as opposed to the prevention aspect, of law enforcement. 

III. Conclusion 

Although § 733(3) has never had the benefit of a judicial interpre

tation in Oklahoma, it is clear that it does not automatically autborize the 

killing of a felop who is fleeing from the ~~mmission of ~ type of felony. 

A private citizen is restricted in the degree of force which he may use;' the 

force used must not be excessive in 'light of the surrourlding circumstances • 
. ' , 

'Common law views and judicial interpretations of.§ 733(1) and (2) indicate· 

that the use of deadly force against'~ fleeing felon who has not committed a. 

forcible crime which threatens death or great bodily harm to the slayer or 

others is excessive, unlawful" and outside the ambit of § 733(3) •. 

Thus the Oklahoma County District Attorney's decision not to 

prosec~te Charles Wilson for the death of Thomas Foley, based on the theory 

that the homici'de was justifiable pursuant to § 733(3), is unsupported by 

the law. The felony allegedly committed by Foley, burglary of a c~r, was 

not a forcible crime threatening death or great bpqJly harm !9. Wilson o~ 

to others. The facts show that Wil~on had already arrested Foley. Wilson 

and Foley had already reached the street without mishap when Foley started-to 

rllO. Wi,l son shot Foley in the back of the head when he was so far 

away as to impose no immediate physical threat, yet close enough to insure 

the accuracy·of the shot. 

At ·the very least t~is review of Oklahoma's justifiable homicide' 

" law raises presumptions of standards which requires judicial 'review. Sincr 
this case involves serious,moral and social consideration, i.e. whether 

private citizens are given authority to intentionally kill any fleeing 

felon, the legal issues involved in the statute must be resolved by the 

.. 
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courts of this state. Unfortunately a judicial review will never occur 

as long as the statute is used solely in an administrative manner by 

state prosecutors.' 
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